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A FEW WORDS FROM THE EDITOR OF THE FIRST EDITION

A strict solution of optical problems involving the propagation of light is both

complex and cumbersome, and can only be found in certain cases. The main reason for

this is the undular, electromagnetic nature of light.

We almost always have to limit ourselves to approximate methods and results,

Geometric Optics, which originated a long time ago, is a very crude and simplified

method of solving optical problems. Study of the interference of light somewhat

improved knowledge of the optics'a of light,'although the methods were still approximate.

The.theory of the diffraction of elect.ýom•enetic waves has finally shown the path

leading to an exact solution of optical problems. This path is so complicated and

thorny, however, that the theory obviously has to be modified in the case of a number

of simplified and approximate methods with varying degrees of accuracy. Furthermore,

for the sake of simplicity optical problems are usually soved for the case of non-

existent and impossible "points of light" radiated uniformly in all directions.

Given this state of affairs, it is not surprising that in optics, more often

than in any other branch of physics, all kiads of paradox3s have to be dealt with at

every step. It is not surprising that people who have mastered the approximate laws

of geometric optics and are used to working with "luminous points" and "parallel

beams" embark upon the invention of devices which reduce radiation from a luminous

body to a point,or combine telescopes and: microscopes in the hope that they will see

new details on the sun and moon, and ari:lamazed at the unimaginativness of experienced

optical specialists who have not even thought of using one microscope to look at an

image through another microscope in order to be able to see molecules!

The scientific establishments which engage in the study of optics are usually

flooded with suggestions of this kind from all corners of the globe. Inventions

involving perpetuum mobile are far less common nowadays than designs for ultra-

ultramicroscopes, supermicroscopes and optical systems which can set fire to objects

at a distance. The e-crease in the number of suggestions for perpetual motion has

undoubtedly been aided by popular science literature. Unfortunately, in the field

of optics there has not been so far any literature giving a fairly simple and co-

herent account of what is possible and impossible, and it is now high time the ideas

and energy of inventors were directed into more hopeful channels.

The appearance of this little book by Professor G.G. Sluysarev, and outstanding

specialist in mathemattcal optics and author of the " Theory of the Calculation of

Optical Systems" , is very timely. Naturally, within the sp-ce of this short book
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Professor SluyLxarev has certainly not been able to explain all the paradoxes to be
found in optics, and much has had to be described rather briefly and sketchily.

There will no doubt be need for more books and booklets with fuller explanations
of three optical paradoxes, but at the present stage we must welcome the "first swallow

of spring" in a much needed field.

1944 S. Vavilov

IV
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AUTHOR ' S PREFACE

The spheres of application of optics are broadening and multiplying with every

year. Engineers, chemists, doctors, biologists and military experts are all having

to• learn the fundamental principlesand laws of this branch of physics. But optics

is an abstract discipline and not always. one easy to master. Although it is relativ-

ely easy to acquire a practical knowledge of the basic properties of optical instru-

ments, the theoretical fubdamentals are mych harder to assimilate. That is why it is

possible to make errors, sometimes extremely suble ones difficult t detect, most

.cn the possibilities of the optical instruments are overrated and give rise to

unrealizable hopes, and later -- after futile attempts -- to disappointments.

The opinion is current among many optical specialists, sometimes leading experts

in the fie-ldy that optics is an all-powerful weapon which can 1pake beams of light

do anything at all -- produce any degree of illumination , (which is just tolerable)

or any degree of brightness (which is contrary to the second principle of thermo-

dynamics), make any beamparallel, and even turnit into a needle-point, which is

just one step away from the fantasy of science fiction.

The blame for this misunderstanding of optical systems lies to a large extent with

high-school textbooks, In many of then geometric optios, photometry and diffraction,

which are closely interlinked and determine the properties of all optical instruments,

are presented as completely independent branches 1 .

From the standpoint of general physics this distinction is unimportant, but it

affects the theory of optical instrunents: when split up into little pieces this branch

of science soon vanishes fron the memory.

No matter how this state of affairs came about, we must do something to prevent

its harmful consequences. The author hopes that this book may be of some use in

this respect.

We have found a number of incorrect statements in one particular upper-grade

textbook used in high schools. It states, for example, that the magnification of

telescopes ranges fron 1000 to 10,000 (this latter figure is clearly exaggerated)

and that microscopic enlargement reaches as nuch as 3000 (such magnification is use-

less and even harmful). The textbook does not explain why there is a limit in

magnification. In the chapter on diffraction there is no reference to the ways

in which it is manifested n optical instruments, while it is actually the

diffraction which prevents high magnification.

V



The reader is no'u'-offered a systematic course in optics, not even additional

chapters to supplement those missing in elementary courses. The author has

selected, more or less on an arbitrary basis, several problems of applied optics, in

particular those which inventors find alluring (this includes optical experts as

well as specialists in other branches of engineering), for example, the problem

of being able to set fire to objects at a distance and super-magnification in

telescopes and microscopes. It also sets forth some views on more subtle problems,

such as "optical amplifiers" with a large scope angle, prospects for the development

of optical instruments, and so forth. Although the book has no definite plan, all

the inventions considered have one feature in comon -- they are not possible in

practice, either in the absolute sense or at least for a long time to come.

The author certainly does not wish to sow seeds of optical pessimism in the

minds of his readers by limiting the framework within which new applications of

optical instruments are commonIy sought. Hence the book describes several new ways

of increasing the power of optical instruments, which have been recently developed

but are still little known, wven to specialists. These include the interpretation

of deffraction patterns which relace images at high degree of magnification, and

different ways of improving contrast of the image and the use of electron instead

of luminous fluxes.

After the publication of the first edition of this book, there appeared a nymber

of curious d&v&ces invented by reputable authors; these devices seemed feasible at

first, but were actually based on a misinterpretation of the most important principles

of optics. The misinterpretation arose from the fact that in the inventions the

pr8nciples were masked by extremely complex designs which confused both the inbentors

themselves an well as the pitiable reviewers. Some of the more vivid "inventions"

in this category are presented in a simplified form, divested of their cumbersone and

futile trimmings; in .nis form it is easier to bet to grips with the underlying error

in them.

Optical parts are sometimes considered to posses more dangerous properties than

they actually have; this leads to undue precaution in dealing with them, particular-

ly in respect of their fire hazard. This question is considered in a separate chapter.

There is also a description of the 1hase contrast method which is now enjoying well-

deserved popularity.

Despite the small scope of the book, and the problem considered, the author was

nevertheless forced to condult a number of members of the State Optical Institute

and takes the opportunity of expressing his gratitude t.o those concerned.

In particular the author considers his duty to point out that the idea of the

book bLlongs largely to Professor S.I. Vavilov, who rendered a great deal of valuable

assistance. The author is alsoindebted to Professor Ya.Ye. Ellengorn and V. Ye.

Kozlov for the illustrations in the chapter on microscopes.
VI



The second edition of the book was reviewed by Academician G.S. Landsberg who

made sp,e cprrectopns and useful comments. To the author's deep regret the death of

G.S. Landsberg prevents the author Chanking him personally.

The third Wd1tion is the same as the second except for' the addition of the

section "Recovery of Sight" when the retina is damaged" and a new, simpler accountI of the phase contrast effect, borrowed from Tsernike.

G. Slyusarev

November, 1959.



CHAPTER I

CONBUSTION FROM AFAR

Sec. l The origin of the notion of combustion from afar

The legend that Archimedes used mirrors to set fire tc the enemy ships

anchored off Syracuse has stimulated the imagination of many generations of

inventors. It-is noteworthy that the legend only became widespread in the

Middle Ages; it seems as though one of the persons responsible for this was an

inventor of the time who wished to be able to use the authority of Archimedes

to justify his own efforts in the same direction. Jean Battista della Porta,

the inventor of the "camera obsoura", has left us a description of a combustion

machine of this kinds almost identical in principle with the hyperboloid of

Garin the engineer in A. Tolstoy's well-known story.

It should be noted that even as long ago as the Middle Ages there were

scientists who did not believe in the possibility of such machines. In his

"dioptrios" Kepler refuted Porta's hypothesis by means of arguments which coin-

cide in content, if not in form, with those which we shall adduce.

An extensivle contribution to the popularization of combustion machines has

been made by different writers for whom these death-rays burning up every thing

in t~keir path are a veritable treasure. The Martians in the novel by H. G. Wells

almost conquered the earth by using weapons which emitted heat rays; Wells was

too shrewd, however, to describe the weapons the Martians used. Engineer Garin,

who was created by one of our own Soviet writers, is undoubtedly a pioneer in

the invention of long-range combustion machiness and there is no doubt that he

has had a great effect on the minds of maVny inventors who have made use of his

basic idea. The literary craftsmanship of the celebrated writer, A. Tolstoy,

made the idea seem true to life, although it is radically impossible, as we

shall see. Furthermore, engineer Garin had obviously forgotten his geometry,

4 since he confused hyperboloids with paraboloids, and did not know how to find

the focus of the latter.

FTD-TT-62-175/l+2



It is ourious that Jules Verne, who predicted the technical developments of

the Twentieth Century in many fieldes avoided the trap which ensnares many writers

of science fiction. His prolific writings contain descriptions of many adven-

turous investions. Optical instruments, as befits them, are also given a place.

But non of Jules Verne's hero scientists ever thought of using heat ray. His

great common sense cautioned him against too unlikely inventions.

As a result of adventure stories and ancient legends, the number of inven-

tions which are supposed to cause fires or explosions by means of heat rays at

great distances is increasing from year to year. It would appear that the tre-

mendous development of engineering in the last few centuries gives us every reason

to believe that this long dreamed of aim can be achieved, and it is quite na-Zural

to wonder why the solution has not yet been found.

Just as during the time of Arohimedes, for most contemporary inventors the

energy carrier is a beam of light rays concentrated by some sort of optical de-

vice. Since both sources of light raysend optical instruments have been perfected

to a great extent, it is natural +to believe that the solution of the problem is

also not far off.

Let us examine the reasons why thousands of deeigns already put forward and

thousands of others which will see the light of day in due course are doomel to

failure, despite the complexity and clevernasa of the arrangement of parts in

the optical device. We are obviously disregarding instruments which are in

direct proximity to the object which can set fire to objects from afar is quite

feasible theoretically. If we have a powerful light source and an extensive

optical systems we can concentrate enough energy to ignite any inflammable sub-

stances such as paper or sawdusts from any distance away.

The heating effect here depends both on the source of the rays and the op-

tical system transmitting the energy. But given the present day sources of light,

we require optical systems of fantastic dimensionsp as we shall see later from

the theoretical equations.

There is a simple experiment, known to any schoolboy, that explains both

MTD-TT-62-175/I+2 2



the basic principle of all inventions relating to oombustion from afar,, a

wsu gg tsW d*ewlote ftl~tity of them (when oonsj4Wf,•, nore olosely).

'At us takos CRAWSi lam with the greatest possible dilster and short-

S aet focal distance, for e.aple, an oralary na1IfYing glas8, On S bright sumy day.

We will position it so that the axis faces the Sam. At its focal point the lens fori-

a tiny 111o Of the Soraed. if the ratio of the diaueter ad. focal distance ism frly

large (from now on this ratio is called the relative aperature of the leos), we can

easily set fire to pieces of paper, cloth, cork and so on.

If we take a very long focus lens, let us usy a spectacle leng of balf a

diopter (positiV), we produce an IMaP of the sun in tb form of a larse circle 2 on

In diameter about 2 a from the lens,, but the Imp is so week that It can be looked

at an a shoot of vhits piper without discomfort. Obviously,, there is no combustion

in this case.

Mwo effect of the relatliv aperture of theoUns can easily be explained.

Sec. 2. Famdantals of Study of luinous enery

First of all, let us agree that we will use the entire apparatus and

terminology of photosetry, since tbat science has been fully developed, Is convenient

and applicable to our problem, except tbat we will have to broaden the sphere of its

application for our purposes.

Photantry stoies the properties of visible light rays, i.e., rays which

cause a reaction in the retina of our eyes. But we shall be dealing not only with

visible, but also invisible infis-red rays. To avoid introducing unnecessary nev

units, we Vill use the conventional photometric units and give them slightly different

values corresponding to a wider region of the spectrum.

Despite the great possibility that the unialtfated readers will have to

reach for their photometry textbooks*, we willoutline here the fundaentals required

for further argumentation, especially since for our purpose me, will describe thae from

a slightly different angle.

A beam of rays carries a sertain amount of energy, the presence of ihich

can easoly be detected by Intercepting them, for oumplevwith a soot-covered screen.

fthe screen hests up under the action of the beam until a therml balance is established,
FTD-TT-62-1 75 / 1+2



ie., until the beau emitted by the beated body becomes equal to the stemtaig

upon It. The hea+ depends, on the one heads, on the Incident @tream, Sand p K6

other, an the properties v~ F ri EA'F/4/ Rr-C&ID 'f AAlt ITS POVCR~ to absorb S~t emeig.

For maplep a freshly applied laye of vapesim, plaster of pais or silver rflectsL

95 - 98% of the Incident energy. A surface coated with soot or velvet absorbs 96 -'90%

of the Inclemt energy.

2ws ratio betoee the amount of lidit reflected, In all directions by a not

surface and the amoumt of li~t ihich originally loingsd upon It Is tere

reflecting power or albedlo. The albedo a varies froa zero to unity.

What is the relationhIip betwe the boating up of a body *ilah absors

all lidit energy Impinging on it., and the stream of anergy itself ? As lang as tM

tqmpratur of the body is still a long v&7 frou the equilibrium point, the Meating

up is propiortional to the energy of t 'he flux per unit area (i.e., the less the are

over *hi& the flux is concentrated and the longer the duration of the beating# the

sore the body heats up).

22
of 1 ca , for ibich. a - 0, Illuminated by direct sunlidit, absorbs 2 calories a

minute., or 0.1)1 watts. If the heat capacity of the area Is unity, the 04*16'r

is 1 ca ama the lbrnl couductivity is very hida (infinite),p the area beats mp 2

per minute., or 120* per hour. Any black body heated to 120*C radiates 0.14. watts

froo 1 cx o its surface. Bnmce :lidt of the sam cannot raise the teepratue of

any bod~y above 120*C.

Exper luets show tht a tuapeature of 500 - 700*C is requirel to iite

dry wood.i This temperature could only be c*tine& by a black body if ',very sqmea

centimeter of surface received a flux of 2 - 5 vatte, i.e., 20 - )10 times amorean

the sun provides undr the best circwustances3 the heating would haey to be continued

for saw tims as well - 20 or 30 minutes.

For mapole, easily understandable textbooks "G#neral Introduction to PN@tomtry"

by Fabr p GostekhisdAt, 1,934p or S. 0. Heisel's "Light and Vision", VosaMiadt,, 191,9.
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j ~ ~An output of hundred~s or watts is required, for ins imntaa~oi igeition, since

imst easily Infleinble solids absorb only 30 or iO% of the e mr impInsing upon them.

It A flux of 150 watts,, 50 watts of vixich would be used, to heat up the body, could. raise

*atomperatuw. of It to 1500"C. It voulA only need a few seconds to set f Ire to

paper., planksorvd san

Nore deimiled, Information on the effect of radiation of different Intensities

Is givea n TaIble 1; it bas been borrowed from a translation Into Russian o f Iasmon's

booklet 'IM Atouic Bob and, Coof lagrations CForeign Lit. Press., 1955., p. 12).

We are obviously Interested In ways of producing a flux of sufficient

power to set fire to emasily inf lob le bodies long distances &may.

Let ts consider a source of lidit seuding out rav.w over cert'in arse of

space. In this area of space let us look at the so-scalled lltbn i.e., an

elametory vol~s filled with 'lusinous evrgy.

Table 1.

Impresionor efectIntens 2ty in
Impresionor efectcal/cm 2 . sec.

Discomfort after 3 seconds ..... . .... . .... .... . .. ........ 0.25
Lower lUnit of radiation sufficient to

iiite any kind, of wool after proloomd
action if a =all f lame In placed.
half an Inch from the surface in addition
to radiation from afar,,................-....... 0.3

Lower limit of radiation sufficient to cause
spontaneous comustion In any type of
wood after prolonged action .. ... .. ... .... .......... 0.7

Spontaneousn ca~ustion ot cotton cloth...
In 7 seconds ---............................. **........... 0.8

Ipntanseconds .................. of insulate fiber-pasteboard

In 3 seconds ......................................... 1.25

Spontaneous conbustion of tIckulated plbr-an sta

In 20 seconds.............. ..................... 1.1
In 8 seconds . ... . ... .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. . ... . . .. .. . .. . . ...... 1.2 5

If the medii throught iiich the LIght spreads Is isotropic (bas Identical properties

In all directions)- ~ihich is always the caoe in practice - the light beeas are

bounded, by linear surfaces * A beam of this kind'is bounded by two areas u and a



(Fig. 1); In a particular casesa maybe part of thO surface of the source sal a' may

be Mat of the s~urface of the receiver.

Let us first consider the general case In ihich a does not coiadide with

the so cwU, nor a, With **ereceiver.

Let 9 be a small area radiating mnergy and let ON be the normal to this

area. ImLt *I be another small are perpendicular to, the direction 00'. Let us

consider the total l~udnou f lux radiated by the are s and received, by the area s.

Since tbse areas are very mmli, we may take It *at the bean is homogeneous Within

the eone of ray. passing 1hrou&i e and s'.* Hence the flux throudi tb-ise areas is

proportional to s ma 0n. Fwrbermwe, if the direction of Abe beau, axis 00'I forms

the angle 0 with the normal ON to the are., the flux in al~so propartional to coe

since it Is only the projection of the area, s' anto the plans perpendicular to 00'

which acte In the direction 00'.1

Fig. 1. I~dit bees.

Let us now consider the effect at the distance 1 betee s and s'.* If we

move the area as' frca s to a distance ni time greater, it is clear tia t the padwr on

it is n2 times smaller. Hence the power is inwousely proportional to 12 and for the

A paver we can write dawn the equation

Bss' - Cos I

where B is a coefficient depending on the properties of the source,, bd~ot depending

on the shape or boundaries of the bea=. The coefficient B is termed the brigh~tness

of the beau: this concept ma be applied as well to the part of the source surface

intersectied, by the beam,, provided the latter is extended as far as the source. If

the source is -not a surface one,, but a body source (e-.g. aL lMfnOUs 8as, the skyr,

and, so on), ,its brightness is deteruinet on the basis of the equation given for the flux.



I
he equation for can be vritten in the form of the product of two

multiples

4 *= (Bs • cos 0).

The first multiple is conventionallm y terad the ltIt intensity of the

area s in the direction I'; the second maultiple is merely the uoll d angle P at Which

the rea s ' is visible from the elemenvt s, or leaving aside for the moment the area

s' Ihich VMs only used to illustrate the point, the solid angle of radiation. Ihus,

the elementary flux 1 is the product of the light intenatty I in the direction of

radiation and the solid angle of ratiation W

If the sorce is large In itse and the solid angle of radiation 4 is large,

the total flux is the sun of all the elementary fluxes obtained by dividing the area

and solid angle into elements.

Attention should be given to the particular case in which s is part of the

surface of the ltminous source. Any luminous body emits light from different points

and in different directions. Geerally speaking, its brightness varies from point to

point aed also vries at each point according to the direction of radiation; here the

relationship between brijhtnees and direction can be represented by any law.

Mhe equation given for remains vlid for this case, but B has to be

taken in accordance with the law of radiation, thile cos & is considered equal to

unity. The flux is expressed in junebxthe light intensity in candles, and the

brightness in nits if we take the meter as the unit of length, and in stilbs if.ve

take the centimetek "s the unit of length.

The effect of a beeam of light on a screen placed in its path is determined

by the density of the flux, ihich phctcmetrists call the ilnlination, and this is

equal to E- M-7, where s' is the area of the illi-nated element.

The rise in temperature over a fairly brief period of time is also

proportional to the absorptivity of the screen. E is expressed in phots. The phot



is often replaced by the lux (I lux 10 phots).

As an illustration, let us look at the briditness (in the visible region of

S the spectrum) of sme light sources. The bridtniess of the sm is 120,000 stlbos,

an electric arc crater Is 15,000 stilba, & "point" bulb ranges up to 2,500 sttlbs,

and the filament of an incandescent bulb has a brightness of 3o00 - 800 stitbs.

7he illumination (in the vitsble region of the spectrum) due to the asu on

the earth's surface in about 10 phots.

We can now determine the illlmination require& to igite tilammable

material, for example in the experimnt vith the malpifying glass described &bore.

Let us consider two areas: one is directly illuminate& by sunlight while

the other is illuminated by the Iwo. Of the sun produced by a lens vith diaemeter

D - LL' (rig. 2) ant focal distance f. We know that the sm can be seen from the

earth at an angle of 31'; hence the lmg.l of the sun ss' prodLuced by the lens hbe a -

^.31' •.
aimeater of d = 2ftg .

The total luminous flux incident on the surface of the lens of an ares of

"X -ý- is concentrated in the sam's t1ge, the diaetor of which is f/l0 MA the o ares

The illumination 1 of the sun's imag, cowpared vith E obtained directly

is greater by the following factorr

Experience shows that a lens with a relative aperture D/f equal to 1/2 can

set fire to bits of cork, dry wood shavings, etc. But this lens intensifies the sun's

radiation by a factor of (110 ' 1/2)2 4 3000. 2m radiation enabling us to rapidly

burn up an object is 3000 times greater than the sun's radiation on the surface of the

earth.

General case. SoL far ve have only considered. a case in which the sun is

the source of light. LAt us now study a more general case in which the source is

an incandescent body accessible to us, for eox le, the crater of an electric arc



Fig. 2. Image of the sun projected through a lens

Fig. 3. Imtag of a light source at a finite distance.

Let 050% be the light source, L be the optical sysutem represented by a

lens for the sake of simplicity WAv 0,0'e be the Iage of the source produce& by the

lens L. Let ý be the power of the luminous flux incident on the lens. Our tosk Is

to detemine this power, knowing the briithnss of the source in different directions

(a quiatity hich is directly neasurable).

Mhe most gearalr case Involves considerable difficulties in calculation and

is of little practical interest. Let us therefore consider two particular "as which

are very close to the rli&ht sources of greatest interest from the st"lApoint of

application, nwely:

1) %hen the light intensity is constant in all directions (for minplo in

tungten arc lighta, known " point lidhte, excluding a very mall area of shadow);

2) when the brightness of the source is constant over its surface anM in all

directions (the sum, the sun's Imag as produced by optical systems and arc craters

belong to this category).

Let us further assume that the lght source is located on the axis of the

optical system projecting Its imae onto the target, a that the system is sumetrical

vith respect to the axis (conditions alw•s borne out in practice) (Fig. 4).
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Fig. II.Determining the luminous f lux.

Let u be the angle forms&. by the axis of a ray passing throv& the edge of

the lens T* fu solid angle at ~ihidu the lens Is visible from point 0 Is determined by

the area of the surface Q cut out by the cone of argtnsl, rays on a @*w*r vith a
(4

9radius equal to unity, and. by the center at the point 0. TIhis area in %-.qual to 41(in 2~.

In the f Irst case the Uidit Intensity is constant In all directions end. so

the builnous fluax emitted, by the source and Impinging upon. the optical systis. ts

a qual to the product of the 3ligt intensity I, and the solid, angle, p

0 = 4w: sins.;.()

In the second ase the briditness B Is constant; the intensity is'ot -

constant., and ian..s according to

I - Bs cos- u,

mhere !, Is the area of the sour ce. Simple calculation (see any textbook on pbotcin try)

gives the following expression for the flux

0 == fBs sins a.

It is Interesting to conpare Eqs. (1) and (2). If the source is fairly

small, aa ~u we can take the angle foumed by the marginal ray passing tbzovgh the

center of the outm. tovards the edge of the optical sysntem. F~wthenscre,, by

considering the brightness to be constant over the entire source we Pet

BS -

10



Where 1.13sthe intensity of the liatt In the lrectionl of teaxis of sustma

Sand the second equ~tLon for cnb rte n* r

We can see that at inSil MAlSS up when It can be assnide that sin u ~

(the angle u ±s expressed :in zidieas), both equations give the gems result

0 = RiolS,

which can be furthe written in th form

S= RIO T)

where R. in the radius of the lows ape~ture Ia 4ýe optical system san 1 is the distance,

from the source, Or., still move s~mayW
/O SE,

where S. to the area of the ime end Z in the illumination produced. by the eowco on

the lens srface * Thus, the flux: Is equal to the product of the lens arm and its

lluIniatian, which is what should be ex~pected mince the flu= is the product of the

ame ald the Illumination of It,

Nevertheless this case In of little Interest to us,. since the vaminous

flux: cainot be very great when the less Is semal In size.

Lot us go an to consider th case of la rge angles u, which relates to.4search-

light mirrors (rig, 5). Here Bqs. (1) and (2a) give different results; the equation

for "point" sources, i.e., for sources with a constnt light Intensity., produces

larger' fluxesv ten itse formula for sources cocfarmiag to Lomert's law (B is constant).

For exmmple, at u - 90% we get for the former

0 = 24o.,

and, for th latter
* = RIO,

i.e.,I half as much. In the second ca'ne a further Increase in the angle u in of no

advantage f or practical purposes. By using ccimlex optical systems, for examle.,

search~light mirrors, we can trap a considerable aaoumt of the total power of the

light souce, as shown by Eqs. (1) and. (2). It is indeed this l7-ft-r suggests the



possibility of ecQocetrating a poverful fl=x an a d~stanl object and setting It on

fire,

B ut In concentrating tke f lux we encounter sa Insuperab le dif ficulty - the

dissipation of radiant ev g.

sece* 3. a usiation of' radiant energy

A powerful beam of light bas Now rerAched the optical system. All we need

do Is tura It into a parallel ot slightly c/4avergl4g beam end the problem is solved.

It might sern that nothing could be easier than obtain the des ired result býy m

of a correctly Calculate& Optical System. But at this point laws of a extremely

um~versal nbatre ca Into -play; these laws are co*ed*Uries of the Ila or k&t

comservation of enrgy. Mwby govern th distribution of radiant energy over large

distances from the source.

Mhe site of *ae greatest comrentration of the rays passing through an

optical system Is the Image of the light Source*. Hance the area of the greatest

ccucentration. of rays emerging from the :ptical sys tem is determined by the size of

the image Crig. 6).

The. MIaNSWiou of the inage can be calc'rIated from geometrical optical

eqiatiams I n the case In point we will apply the weil-kgiown IAgzapangenhe~o] u

according to wibidk

where a and n' are the refractive irdices of the media in ~vhich the object and leage

ar located.. respectively; 1 and 11 are the lengths of the object and 1Mg., u and

ul are th angles at which the optical system is visible from the center of the

object and the center of the image.

2we lAgange-He2mhols law plays an important part in photcmtric ealculations

&aM is in Fhc,* a modification at the principle of the conservation of energy. We

should point out that the Lap'ange-Helxho1$ law holds for any optical system, no

Or else the optical system itself; lat the latter is not of interest in the

case in point.



Fig. 5. Aperture a~igle of a
parabolic mirror

Fig. 6. Structure ct an 1Mg..

wtte.r how many parts /-r CoAd rfi,#s sad no matter whethsr they are refloecting or

refracting parts. There is no conmbimstion of optical system in ch can Invalidate

the law., and this is ifty all hopes for %n ideal concentration of radiant energ~y mut

collapse. Furthermore,, th lavj even remains valid for generalized optical systems,

-for map~le,, those comprising sepa rate sonea. such a" lighthouse lenses (Fresnel,

lenses) or those employing refraction effects in air layers In Which the refractive

index vAr ies, ant al19o f or " light lines" and beaus of gla ss thread ("fibrous optics")

which have begun to be used. in recent time. 7h poof of the Iagrangs-Helahols law

is given In the appendix.

Let us derive an expression for the illmination of an Imp. produced by an

optical system.

If we disregarl enorgy losses ina the system., the total power of the flux

Incident an the system reaches the plane of the ing. and. is distributed over the

latter. If we exaaelns a fairly onali element of the source., the brightness ct The

latter is constant over it. area and. the corresponding element of the image is

therefore uniformly illumnamted as well. Let us assum focr the sain of simlIc ity

that the element is circular in shape with radius r. Iet r' be the radius Of the rlCIC01L4k

'base 
According 

to the Iagrange-He 
lahols law we pt,

Since In all practical cases an n' -1



r sin u - r' sin ua.

Let be tae pOmer at the Incideint flux. Since ,the aordI'oi flux- bas the
a w , = , and the illmiaiticn of the imag elment is then eqml to

E=7,

ishee a is the are of the imp., or

Eur

Substituting for r' the value of *a latter fra the Tafangep-eimho3 law, we get

It only rmina to replace §b the fomula for it in ta of the briitnes of the

soce atd. the scope angle u.

Let us first cousider the most ilportant come in jhich the source confoms

ft Ibat••1sm. We then pt froa Eq. f2a)

If we Sa mp as 1he lght intensity 1o In teras of B and area of the elesnt ]Cr2

then

after which we -fUn for

* = Bi' -asin2 u,

an& for the illumnation El

E'= wB sint u'.

So for we have disregarde losses of light in the optical system. Lot us

use k (a nusiber slvay. less thar. unity) to desiiAte the coefficient shoving how nach

radiant energy is able to pass through the optical systm. We then finaly get for

E' kixB sin2 u'.

(4)

We should point out that Eq. (4) only holds in the case in whIch the entire

cone of rays incident on the element of the Imge is filled with re-y. We will see

later vhy this point has to be stressed. Equation (4) can be vritten in a different

way. On account of the great diestance between the optical systmm a the target, the

14



S~~,ang~le U' :lin &Ivews 813.j and. ve oft tlsf.efoft Wits

DIbr steUMe fteslm. nandI~ :1:i h itnebten h yt a
the target. Equation 1 then W t

Tet uno uise S to Ienote the area of the le0s (in the general case this is the xvlý f"4

Of the lenI ), thae P nBS

(5)

Min equation is call@& the HMiM-Chiko01v formuIaee.

In one sense Eq. (5) li more general shan Eq. (4). S can-be tabou to man

the area of all per to of the optical systtm which when viewed from the i ILminated

target appear to shine. Thus., the )Nsgen-Chikolev equation enables us to consider

the case in which several optical systems operate at the saem time, although they

ray not constitute one unit, for am le, a system consisting of sIeate mirrore

(Fig. 7). But this system must satisfy the condit-ic that all the mirrors should have

the se purpose. For a mirror syst•e,•m this kind Equation (4) in memningles,,

since te do not know what is meant by the angle u'.

What are the Iplicatico• s of the ibngen-Chikolev equation? We can see •t

the Illumination of any point on which rays coming from a light souwce vith brljtiees

In the general case it should be said thst the diameter the A the

optical systI , i.e., the dismter ct the real or imaginary diaphbrm thich reetricts

the beea of rays emerging from the s .tem.

Mmagen (1825 - 1885) vs a French military engineer, known for bhis ork on li~ht-

houses, searchlitgts and other long-range illumination devices.

Chikolev, V. N. (1845 - 1896) vsa a Russian military engineer who wrote a, number

of original vorks on illu•ination engineering. He va the first person to derive

the equation given here, although this formula is known as the Iangen formula.
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Fig. 7. Interpretation Of the ,%nGn-Chikola, law for

a case in vhich tim surface is not continuous.

B are focused, is detemiznd in the following Vay. The optical 8u teM pIN, the part

of a new li~it source, observed directly from the point under consideration. Te new

source has the sam brightness as the original one (disreprding losses in the optical

system itself), but its area is equal to the area Of the tr Potn.L of t1M Optical

system.

Let us ý.xlculate the illuminatio produced at a distance ct 1 ka by a infrrtr

2 a in diameter, at the focus of which there in a high intensity arc with a brightness

of 100,000 stilbs. D3irexrding losses, the illuiination in (see Eq. (40))
E' = I000 100 |O)1S(lO100 600)2' 104 lhk=3" 10' lux.

Despite the considerable power of both the source and the optical systmn, this

illumination is 30 time less than that produced by the smu on the sirface of the

earth! Here ve have not talon into account losses in the optical smyte or the

a teosphere.

Let us consider some more Implications of the 1 sa n-Ch~kolev eqUation'

Mie illumination of a target does not depend on the i.Lse of the source.



An inres in the mis ctei source can only be brou*kt about by enlergIn the

target., but not by increasing its ilumination. MOA Il1vmiA~ticn of +h target

4l ecreses, In proportion to the sq~ore of IA distance - iiich is quite Mbwal.

Lot us consider anotbo cass of a "point" source, ie*.,, a source with a

contant 3i~t Intensity in all directicns. Let us return to zq.()

au.~ ~ ~~~E of 0~1J.a /$Inn eUrs, I

InseadOf e-Vliv~tsdow le oxrsiafor it I Eq. )

Wolinu

But since iu2nC0 ,

Ve get
SOn U'

And. since 2 ,'rýequls B.,

(6)

Equation (6) may "eem to suggest the possibility of cbtaining an Infinite degree of

ifliunintico, by asuming u 18.But: Ibis is clearly contrary to comon sense ad

11 FCT Impossible. The expression for I' I oes not become infinite, but ratbor

indeterminate,. since both, the nmneatior an&. denasinator vanish. If we analyze this

ind~eteminiatcaess by sma of the conventional method~s of mathsotical analysis, we

easily see that f'=M

iiere f is the f ocal d~istance ct the system, end. 1 is the distance between it an the

target. This value cannot be very great sIwoe the ratio f /1 is always ssall. In

practice *here is no point in going further than 90 - 1200 for the ovgle u,, since the
2 t-

size of the mirror increases rapidly with this aingle. At 135% cam -0.,an

the illumination 31 is d~ouble *hat It would. be If the source radlatsd. ti som

brightniess,, in conforminii with Leaibrt' s law.



Wkfortmately, all point sources are much wedker than arcs (by a factor of

20 - 50 time). san are therefore unsuitable.

Sec. 4. Gemral conclusions

$ w MZ'M2olv equatin (5) s tbt for a gve light sourcemM a
Stiven target Aisteace,, the onl vy of Increasing the illumialntion of the target is

Sto increase iho trawywse dimension of the pytical systes. It Is not dirficult to

calculate the atse of the latter require& to produce a farly strong affect, lot

my the rapid itpiin of easily coobustible objects such as paper, try wood an& so on.

In Section 1 ve saw *at a man•Lfyng glass vth a relative aperture or

less than 1r2 rolduoes th destred effect provided Ve use the sun as the source.

_ijtion (4t) shors that for the given source the angle u' determines *• Ifll, instion

o Vo tarpt,. mum we cor to the only possibl conclusion - an optical systam besm_

ing the sun onto a target must be rochi, tbt the diameter of the aperture is at lea. -

balf the listance to the Vorget; it is only in this case that u' has the saw- Vaue as

In the m ifying glass experiment.

she result of theoretical calculations is confirmed. by exprAent. -In 1747

the Freach nsturalist Blon constructed a firing device consisting of 168 glass

mirrors 6, inches long and 8 inches wLde, arranged sotat the gape betwen them we

not ,• than 1 cu. Mw mirrors were attached to a comon frame vhich turned in all

directions.

In adition, each mirror had its own frame so that it could be rotated

s eparately. MoHvment of the apparatus made it possible to concentrate all 168 tmg•e

of the sun on one spot and set fire to object. at a coniderable distance. It was

possible to set fire to resinous pinevod planks at a distance of 158 feet. 7he

Foce va , which vas a circular Imge of the sun, vas 16 inches in diameter; it took

several minutes for the fire to pt going.

It is easy to calculate that all I'mffon's 168 mirrors were equal to one

large mirror vith an area of 5.9 22. It produced an Ill.umination of 1470 photo at a

distance of 47 m, i.e., 36 times more than the illumination of the sun on the esi1 h.
ABLE il t

The f lux attained. 5 watts Per I A02Of srface SOL WAqS/ kMis the tWOOat~WO



to 7004C. An equivalent mirror would be visible frcs the target at an angle u' - 3%.

For Instantmanous ignition ve require an illuinastion hbrids ct times

greater, hence u' mast be 30* or more. If the NW, of the target ins 1 k, for

ezu~lee, the diameter of the optical syentm hbs to be 500 I. 2wre is no point In

stressing how fantastically iftficult a seytm of that kind would bej the possibility

of coastructing it and setting it in action In full viev of the enmny is difficult to

hassn.

But let us suppose that the manmy is not able to prevent the constrwtion

of a mirror 1 - 2 k -in diameter, and that it is carried on In full view of TEM", let

us may a fev kilasete. away. It vouli not be at all iffit.1t to render the veapon

hbarlese, All that need be 'one Is to jaint all easily c-mbustible objects of value

Vhite . cover them 11th alumina or some otr foil No any dmangr of a

conflaption is t. 4ventei. white Paits refl ects 70 to 90% at the IncIdent luminous

evergy, and th por tion absorbed. constitutes no danger.

As an illutration, we chose the um as the lit source; althou&i this is

possible in principle, it woulA require additional mobile system comprising collosal

zirrors In order to besn the li*Lt in the required direction.

All other conveniant ouces on the earth are less brliht than

the sm; to obtain any perceptible effect, the optical suytem would. hve to be even

larger.

Sec. 5. Sources of beat energy

Leaving asiee the sun, which is bardly suitabiz as a source in view of its

movement through the sky$, and other factors (for aslmnce, the possibility of

at nidit or in cloudy weather), the best source of heat rays at the present time is

a hidi Intensity arc, the brightness of *ich, particularly in the red region of the

spectrum (therils region), in only slil*tly inferior to the sam.

U~r laboratory conditions it is possible to produce brititness *htch in

even reater, for example, by passing current throu*h a thin Metal Virea l /

latter burn through with a f]Lsh, the brightness of vhich Is onny h mredas of times

1 9



greater than that of the sun. But tbese flashes Only last for a few hundred.

thousadts of a second and th sne-ril radiated by them is neglilgible.

) ~In rcent tine great progress has been achieved in the ievelosamet of pulse"

t**&P in uhicid a flash is produced by instantaneous disebariep of a battery of

cO~dh~5Os ~iI~ieveral microseconds) )thiough couples made of mercury or other

elmusts. 2WI brightnesS of the flashes is several h=mired times greater then tbhat

Of the sm. But since the duration of the flash is not more ýhen few Micoseeconds

and %b effect is interrupted ZW copa~rative ly long periude.s the averaged brightwess

Is lOV., &I the scumces cannot be cansidere Iuaortant from the point of view of

p e~~~ausing fires at a it..

last but not leas4t, at the Present t~me much brighter sources of- light are

knoun -/toi a" hydrogen bob. Butthe latter could hardly be used as lipftt-

sources for long-range conbustion., and, furtherImore, they Perform the task without

the need for cyptics., so we viii not consider them here at all.

Nabu's3ly enginering Is making big strides faruard. Ight sources now

S have such Practical Iaportmn~e that a great deal Of effort end money Is being spent

an improving them. Nevertheless, udien We calculate the brigitnesse required for the

idea Of long-range coeus1± on to move beyood the realm of fantasy and become a

Practical Possibility, we, arrive at conclusions uviich inventors will find depressing.

It can. be "assmed that an optical sN tem of the searchlightt type is the absolute

limit from the Point of view of sise., since otherwise the csinuef~gLng of a huge

Pilece Of apparittus becomes too complicatedepeil. -i~ it is cow idered that the

premises'of the, prcilem make it necessary for the apparatus to be visible on the

enemS side (or else it will not work).

At this j~mcture we should turn out attention to a fact uViich might Make it

possible to increase the element of surprise., naewly., the eliinaution air the bAz- d-*NV

effect Of the appmatuS during operation by placiiig in the Path Of the rays a filter

which absorbs the visible Roys,, but lets through the osct effective Infra, "ed portion

of the luminous energy.

Assuming the diameter Of the Optical system to be 2 m and the range of the

2 n



target 1 ka (provided the eforinntioned. Illumination is produced. an the target 6., 30))

ve will have to intsesity the bri~htness of the source by the square or the jigmter

I ratio (W0/2) s i,*e., by a factor of (250)2o O00

The, witter woul. like to feel that he bas been able to convince reelers of
J#V114~'#Vs.* it -Ad A#

teImpoesibility WYng the problem of setting fire to, lietant objects by mpan

ofoptical systmei The mthodks of calculation met forth

above are so general and. so simple that to Uuobt them would. be, to doubt the fun"a-

merntals of natures.

* Nevertheless, the more skeptical readers maý still find. several loopholes

vhMch leave hope that the $eneral laws can be ei the r got round crý-wsid~erable

i"aprvemets can be brou*it about. The following section is intended. for tbase

readers.

Sec * 6. Linits of acc~uracy in calculating illumination

7here is no doubt that the earlier derived. equations are not exactlyK >accurate. They almost always give an ex! rae illumination. For purposes of

simlificatiLon we disregrded. a amber of factors causing energy losses. We made

only very brief mention of losses occurring i*an rays pass tbrough an optical system

andL through the atmosphere filling the space betweetn the source and. target, Theme

losses may eassily be ansmuch as 410 - 60% or more of the total useful energy.

But let us look at dher factors which in some may or other effect the

validity of the target illumination calculation. We have only considered two types

of sources - point sources andL those conforming to the Lambert law. What about other

source.? Is it possible to dbtain more favorable results with particular mission

laws? If we take Bto be the maximuis bridatness of the source., then it is obvious

that no distribution of souce brigbtness can give higher values than those produced.

by point sources.* Hence we should not strive for a particular distribution of

brightness on all sides, but merely fairly brigit sources.

The aberraltion sometims gives rise to hope that the illumination produced

by these systems can be increased. There is no point here in waking a detailed.

analysis of aberration; basically speaking, it means that rays t~'mlling from a point

21



Fig. 8.Imp of point when *ere ar. blur and astigmtism In different ratios,
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on an object after emergence from an optical system do not gather strictly at

one ;oint, but rather in a slightly dispersed configuration. Examples of this

-are intersections by the focal plane, of light beams refracted by optical systemso

"which are emitted by points lying off the optical axes of the system when the

latter is blurred or astigmatic: these are shown in Figure 8.

Aberrations are a vertible scourge for optical instruments. The need to

oounteraot them had made the calculation of the instruments a complex, boring

job and has given birth to a new, rather specialized branch of optics. But, as

always, every harmful effect (even aberra.ion) can under certain circumstances

be turned into something useful.

Generally speaking, the presence of aberrations increases the dispersion-

of the rays conforming to the laws of geometrical optics and reduces the illum-

ination as determined from the equations considered above.ýj In certain cases the

aberration caused redistribution of the energy in the plane of ths image and

may cause a certain concentration in the center through reduction at the edges.

C We have an example of this compression in parabolic searchlights. Let AOB

(Figure 9) be a section of the reflecting surface of a parabolic mirror, and let

S be a point source of light in the focal plane at a distance 1 from the axis.

Calculations show that the marginal rays SAO and SBB' form a smaller angle with

the axis after reflection from the mirror than does the central ray SO0'* which

is propagated in ''oordance with the laws of paraxial optics (the angle SOO1 is

equal to the angle FOo'). Despite this concentration of rays at the center of the

image at infinity, however, the illumination in the center of the image, as shown

by calculation, is not greater than it would have been in an ideal system.

There is one more phenomenon associated with the propagation of light which

may raise the spirits of those seeking new ways of concentrating light rays.

It is the defraction of rays by an optical system. We will come back to this

phenomenon later; it is considered in detail in Chapter IV.

Suffice it to say at this point that the result of defraction is a certain
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¶ ~redistribution of ituinOs energy In the light beenu, but of a differet natin, to
*. redistribution due to aberration. It may red.¶x the barmful effect of &berration,

1~thou~a it may not be In a Position to Impove tba 1MilI~altion derived. by general

equations e Hovever, eve this beneficial effect by &6fraction way only show up in

the case of extremely small wa tbarefore low-powered. light source. *in the smistirng

sources, the dinensians of *hich are fairly large compared. vith the focal C.saUMe (At

the proJecting system,, the redistribution of the lidit is completely #1lmimteadj b the

superimposition of Imp@. of Iviviiyuam points on the source.

A great nmeder of physical phanommen, apart from those Mentiowd.. my

possibly be smonad. to the Investiptor's assistance In order to solve the problem

in question, But it inst be take Into account that nwe of them can play anyft~i%

but a- subei.1ary, side role; the most Importat phenoamen for the given case are,, of

course, the prpption of luianous energy In accordance with the 3aws of op~tics aid

photowtry. 2ey,, ard they alone, can uniquely solve the problesm facing me., an& as

vs bave seen., leave no hope of th possibility of using optical systemm snituated.

a IM vLyLfrom the target to b~iig about any preat &egree of heating In the latter.

It shuld. be kept in sinA that'these conclusions follow Wtectly from i~

general laws of Physics,, such as the principla of the conserwtion at energy; heauce

their reli~ability is not Inferior to that of this indisputable principle. MWe tim

bas not yet arrived. for long-ranige combustion and. we can only hope that it mill1 never

corn since the need. to cause conflagrations in peace tine is unimaginable.

Fig. 9. Concentration of rays at center & parabolic mirror.
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OPTICAL )MW2

) Section 1. Introduction

Specialists in optics often have occasion to deal with supsations for the

calculation or dosilp of optical system meeting certain r~equirements, the mnitsctme

of wich. is beycaL the possibilities of optics*, Hance among our scientific

lubelligetsia, eam among recognized specialists., tlire is often a lack of clear

unerstanting on *at ambe expected from optical sysnte.i Milo lack or unlerstsaidng

Is basically due to an erroneovis limression., *Ii& -can be formulated in the f olios ing

ways optical system enable a be@&** of any structure to be conver ted Into another

beamt of any,, preordained structare.

It should be pointed out that the lin2k betweens the gt.ven probles ad this

generl assucption is so deeply conceales& that boih the pooer of the problea an& the

sp-cialist inicpticsa ca3.1e& upon to solve It fail to obserwom a r, a* optical1

desiper gropes for a solution, piles low upon lens MA prim upon prism, breaks up

S the beei apt splits -th asunder., waster; lots oj tim an& finally corns to the

conclusion that the problea Is insoluble.

Ia$ us, consider In greater detail iiiy the concept for&.u~atg above, Is wrong.

Jet us agree to take the tqrm "beam to man the following (kmeping In min the fact

wea are dealing with applieL. optics al cases encountered in practice,. we will loop to

the garr~owe. definition). A beoa of raysu 11A the sm, total of th rays fillipng all

conses, the apeces of uidic lie an the sutace of tho lidit source (or Its Image) aMi

In this chapter we will not touch on a nv~ber of subtler problemis Involving the

theory of aberration - a difficult branch of pemtric optics. This vdll be dealt

w ith In greater detail in Chapter IV, Section 9.

It will be explained in more detail what the torn "beam" means fvr~or on.
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the comas baes at thich Is the £r-NrK.4Ne#/of the optical iyo1em. 2his is different

from the, concept adopted in mathematics; in the given case the beamI lan einergy

carrier saM threfor* possesses., as we bave seen in Chapter I., a certain power (or

flux),. deteumiid In the case of an elemuntry bean by the prodiuct

0*=Bscos6 w.(

Bqwution (7) will soon be need*d. Furthermare, an Important lart Is played

tI
by the IiagzuSW4e:mholk 3xw whiLch we bave already come ascross (page 21I)

,dsin u = n'1 sin u',

fan which In the cases of interest to us, where n - n, it twoes the more simple form

lsinu=1'siriu'.

Lot usa ti'asZorm this equation. _;Let us square both sides

iihre 1 2Is the area of the square, the length of mne side of which is 1,, *ad 1,2

is the area of the sqtove Image ct the former.* But this equation can be generalized

by writing it in the fora

s sin U= -sI sitiiU', (8)

ibu s:nidIs' are two adjoining areas. If the angles u end ul are soall,, sin2u

an sn2ulcan be replaced by the conjugate solid angles WJ and 40 Ie. the

Solid,~~~~ ~ ~ ~ "ge oln h ojgt em.Mis, formula can then be written In the

(9)

When ve.Sawe the proof of this law,, it wes asmmed that 1 and 11 related to

the magitude of the object end Imxfs. Furthermore., the proof ui~1t bave given the

Impession tht the Iagrsage4eliholz; law is only valid for conwenticual orptical. systems

possessing an axis of syntry end obeying the lavs of parauial optics; In other

words,, cktie-shapea end similar-type surfaces are ruled out.

In ctil fcttheLagang-Heuho 1 t law., insomuch as it expresses the

conservation of energy, Is of more general Importance and can be expressed as follows,

Let us Imagine a beam of li~tt delineates an area e on a plane perpendicular
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to the beam axis, and that all the rays in the beam are bonmd•d by the soldA angle

S; the products "sc is then constant along the entire beam in any msdiu and in

any system. This Iwinciple, which can be considered as a Igneralination of the

IAgrOUP4e0hol3 lav, holds for sml! a and. ). If the first ard seco* media are

identical, we can writse d&ovw theequality

'.• So = St,'.

But as distinct frea Eq. (9), a and a' in this case are not optically

conujuyte areas, and the optical system my be of any design.

Etqtions (7) ar (9) prove the- ipossibility of those very alluring ai,

as many people think, easily attainable aims.

Sec. 2. "Parallel" Beems

What tremendous possibilities are prosised. by the very existence of parallel

beoa even though they my carry a very small amount of energy' By mesas of

telescopic systems (for instance, It.ýmoulcal telescopes) it should be possible to

Sconcentrate them into needle-sharp bew*% and thereby solve the problem of-- cibustion

free aU istance. A simplified optical system.0f this kin is shown in Fig. 10, in

which, by means of three telescopic systers a ;arallel beam can be transformed into

a "needle". This is ho'a many inventors solve t problem (in principle), among

others the hero in A. Tolstoy's well-known adventure story "she Hyperbolold of

aglineer Garin". A great deal is said about parallel rays in books on optics; the

rays play a prwiineit part in inplanations of the properties of optical systems to

such a degree that the existence of surph beam under actual conditions my not be

questioned at first sight.

Where, then, is the error?

7here are two errors, and they are fndawental ones: f-irsI* parallel rays

do not exist, second, even if they did, they could not carry any energy.

Fig. 10. One Of the 3es/,-/,vs for "long-range combustion machines".



Z.

WO all knov that to obtain a Frail. 1 beau, Ve have to place7Hiriinou

point in tha foms of an opt,ýcal system. But to do this, ve have to observe three

S conditions, Vhich are not h iL) ZA9Lx to an equal extent.

1. Th. use of & luuinoiU point without dimensions as the source. Such

sources only exist in texbooks, thoutd, admittedly, to a prolific extent; they are

required for simplification of calculstions. Uker actual conditions there can be

no energy radiator which does not possess definite dimensions, although they may be

very roll.

2. The existence of ideal optical Mystemu, Ise., those ihich do not exhibit

aberration. There are no such systems, nor cau they ever be manufactured.

3. The absence of dPfraction. D#fraction cammot be completely eliminated,

udr any circumstances.

tus., the very existence of parallel beams in totally impossible. To P#'S'L

Ih readers of all final doubt, let us ask one further question: is it possible to

c€=esate for the finite dimensions of the energy source by ma of the abbertionso,

or by utilizing 4dfraction, in order to restore the parallel beam? It is easy to

show that this coenation -is not possible. If the point source diffuses the light

to a slidht extent on account of aberration and & fraction, fliite dimenions of the

source can only increase it, but mnnot in any uy reduce it.

Let us now prove that had it even been possible to produce a parallel bean

of rays, tSe beam could not have carried any energy.

At first, sniht this my seem odd since the analogy of a streem of liquid

flowing through a cylindrical tube and possessing energy inevitably comes to mind.

But this is merely a play on vorls, and not an analogy. A streem of light is

determined by Eq. (7) or modifications of it. If the rays in the beam are porallel,

then 1) -Oand 2) 0 O. Consequently, n0 and the pover of thebeam is

equal to zero. Thug, parallel beaum are pure fiction.

Sec. 3. .Concentrating Cone"

"4A. When designing different instruments, in particular, recording dece.,

designers have to solve the problem of the maximum possible concentration of luminous
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or heat energy. After nusraus attempts it is fowmd that tbcombinetion of the

conventional optical systeim prod~uces the requfret9 effect. They then resort to

optical systems of a special kind. vhich do not prod~uce Images. The distinguishing

feature of the syintems in the fact that there &re either no planes at all tangential

to the surface of rotation an the axis of the system,, or there is an infinite, number

of them; an =xaale of this system Is the reflecting cone Orig. 11), whose axis of

symetry 001 is tibe ýaxis of the system as well. A belam of rays Impinging upon the

base of the cone 0- nergoem multiple reflection end eventually emrges through the

opening 0', viich mayr be as ~smal as required; this system ind~eed solves the problmu,

or at least It do0s at first eighit.

We need. only trace the course of the ray., however,. to see *Pig. 12) that

wlith every reflection the ray *lowe &own., after *hich it begins to turn round and

finazlly eimerges through the base 0. A very small munber of rays reach 01 and

exierge from it; here., the smiler the opening., the less the power .!f the emergingFray. 7h equation determining the power remins valid., of course., as, can be shovn

in greater d~etW, thou&i th... operation is rather laborious..

It should be pointed out that the use of "concentrating #-ones" is advisable

in certain cases,, for maeiple, *henevr iimEP use does not conflict with the

generalized. Lagrange -Relaholz 3&v. Let us aseese that the area of the ormen'6~0

it equal to a ma that the area, of the opening 0' is equal to s'I. Let be the

plane angle of the solid. angle CO , and let 0be the plane angle of the solid

angle (.,of 'the bess emerging from the cone and. reach1tig the area s I. We get

S sin' 6 9 sin' 6'.

Let the plane angle at the apex of the cone be equal to (.Unless Bis

larger than ,the beau reaches the area s I. HNcme the condition ensuring, whan

fulfilled., that; the-rmA&. F LOAJ *ich enters the cone also exorges from it, can

be written as followssi,0<8sn'
8 MAN Sifl6<IfLsin-P.

It should be pointed out that the problem considered. here in in fact a

partial .*se of a more general problem., namely: the pasbage of a certain sao~mt of



I -lWuInws energy PRO14 a given light source tbroulft an Opening of given site

when there 1s an arbitrary optical system in the path of the boa. This problem

yill be conidered. In greater detail later on (Sec. 7 in this chapter); here we vill

merely say iJhat the solution of all problems of this type is based on Eq. (9):

i.e., the product of the soo©ce awea (or itJ Image) ani. the solid, angle (divwpgence

of been raiated by this are• or fotming the Leage) is a contant value. a smaller

the inge., the greater the solid angle.

Fig. 11. "Concentrating cone".

Fig. 12. PIath of the fay Inside a ueridional cross-section of the
"Concent rating cone".

Sec. 4. Problem of optical intensification in &L

direcios

Let us asume that a body (a ship or an airplane) is smening out visible

or invisible (infra-red.) rays. It vould be of great interest to be able to detect

these rays, no matter in vhich direction the emitter is radiating them vith respect

to the dbserver.
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Since the emitter is a long distance away, the signals from it are veak and

have to be aiplified.. This prdblem is neatly solved by an optical system of the

S°F be te, objective., 02 be the eyepiece and P

be theexr PUOPIL of the systm, i.e., the image of the objective produced by the

eyepiece. 7he receiving device (for exnle, a photo cell or a taermo-elent)

is pouitioned so that Ihe li•ht-sensitive (eaitivsitive) layer coincides with

thse PuOPIL,. Let us esmn that the telescopic system q1092 produces an angular

enlargmmt -- . AS is veil knom, in telescopic s~wteies, the linear en•Lrge-

ment is constant aMIM[e reciprocal of the angular enlargemnt. Rende the diameter

of the exir eOPiis - moller than that of the objective. All the energ striking

the objective 0, next strikes the POPI L P, but is concentrated over-an area

T V timesm aller than the res of the objective. Nve disreprd losses inside the

optical system, it can be said that t receiving element gets Ij tfes more energy

that it vould. do, had there been no optical w.stem. It is conventional to se-, list

Sthe latter emplifie Y -T times. Ths is a rare case in thich an optl'al system

prowe useful when not being used for its idoiate purpose. Eoever, •aving been

put on our guar. by previms experience, ve feel that ve vill certainly bave to pay

in so my or other for the benefit derive&. The solution to this problem must

obviously be sought in the properties of telescopic system, associated Vith enlarge-

ment.

In our case evezything that we habve gineid in amplification is due to another,

highly important property of the syst=., namely, the angle of the field of vision.

This fCollery of the IaTrange-Helaholk law, the law restricting the posmibilitles

of optical systems in relation to the freedom of conversion of light beams. Without

amplification the acceptance angle (the angle of field. of vision) of the receiving

element, i.e., the angle at the saxs,inside vhich the signals act on the rcceiving

element, is very large and theoretically close to 180, although in practice it my

be much less.

As soon as we put an optical amlifier in front of the receiving element,
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the angle is greatly redvuce.. 7 e angle formes& by the axis of raym merging from

the eyepiece can not be grwAter than 90, even in theory; in practice there have not

Sbeen so far any eyepieces in which the angle wo greater than 45%, aMd hishly coplex

eyepieces greatly absorb li#httto boot. *sing sixpler eans, Ve can attain angles

of 30 or 35°. Jat us use 2u to desigate the angle of fielA of vision of the optical

system, i.e., the angle formed by the axis of rays passing throu&L the optical

systes. It ik determined by the Iarangp.EelahoLz law• A

1' sinu a' - sin u
or

sinaI' 1 ' 1]/

from which sin u'
sinu= "

Uhe greatest possible angle RMx is obtained whenever u' -- 90* and s•n U'wl.

Hence we get -in

But in practice ve should assime u' - 35, and. then

IF= emaple, vhen amplifyF -ig% 100, ve get sin umx 0,07 and. 2u1OX- 8.

The requirement that the apaical soptem should exhibit both large eaplifi-

cation aft a large field of vision at the sane time (in one receiving device) is

absolutely out of the question. go matter how cleverly ve J-U r.r L- W 1-

different optical parts, it iS no use. Even attempts to meke the optical system

vark "in jarallel", i.e., inepeaently, but In such a way that the radiant energy

is directed onto the same receiver, are useless. It is easy to prove tbat the

optical systems here darken each other. The task Is beywn the power of optical

systems.
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Fia. 13. Path Of ray@ in atelescopic s76t,40.

Sec. 5. PbotOma~ic obJective with relative aperture
grater than 1:0.5

Despite the fact that we are no'; dealing In this chapter with the restrictions

Imposed-on optical systems by aberrations, vhich would distr~act us from the general,

principles of optics and leave us to flounder in the theory of calculations., we can

not lass over a restriction Ivosed. vuon the speed of phiotographic an&'projection

lenses by nature itself. It is'assoclated, with the theory of aberration byumsans

of a simple, very general ra~lationship produci~ng an extremely WaO rtant ad

evidently little-known result: the relative aperture of phiotographic an& projectog,

lonense aaainot be greter than 1:0.5.

This follows-framgthe so-called sine cordition,, which mist be satisfied if

we are to obtain,,, good inage in the uid&le of th~e photographe, or screen onto which

the picture i6 projected.. The condition is written as follows:

vhere h is the bei~it at vhich the ray intersects vith the CN ?A1VtJCE pvPiL Of the

dbjective, u is the angle between the ray sand the axis after refraction (tan u Ae

sin u on account of the smallness of the angle ui), and f is the focal distance of

the Objective (Fig. lie).

Since sin u cannot be greater tban unityj, h It f,, and since the relative

aperture is the ratio 2i/f, the sine condition Implies the above-formulated. promise.

In certain instances this limit is practically attained.

More is, however, a method. of going even further; /ýy-uing GpEciAL fluids,,

into which the light-sensitive material is immersed.. Here the relative aperture in,

+ncreased. n tims, where n is the refractive index of the immersion fluid,.7~t should



be pointed out that the objective should be calculated vith specific consideration

Sfor the effect of imirsion. Izeuon objectives are now used in upectroscop;r.

To avoid confusion, ve should. explain the situation further.

Fig. i4. Sine condition

The ipoessibility of making objectives vith a relative aperture greater

than 1:0.5, (Wen the light-sensitive layer in in the air), only applies to

objectives which beve been corrected for aberration at non-axial points - such as

all photographic lenses. But there is a vhole crowdL of high-grade optical systeza

vith a much greater relative aperature, for example l:/i' or 3:1; 5:1 or even

larger. Examples of these are parabolic mirrors tL/WE/fbarchlights, Fresnel lenses

for lighthouses end certain tapoenser systems. 2hese systems only require that

"" the parallel beas are iptbered strictly at one point, or, conversely., that the rays

proceeding fran a point source should emerge as a parallel beam. What happens to

neighboring points is of no practical interest. Indeed., it can be proved that all

the sys tems enuwerated above exhibit tredndIous coma / absolutely useless for

photogrephing objects when the angular dimensions are to any extent different from,

sero.

Thus, the restriction which we encounter here is of a special rture. It is

due to the need. to represent correctly a small area, a-r not a point. This condltion

in fact deteraines the upper limit of the relative aperature.

Sec. 6. Conversion of &iffumed light, nto beamed liht

In most ous spheres of application of optics we deal vith light sources

emitting diffused light. If these sources are veak, we naturally try to alter the

radiation !, such a wy as to increase it in one direction and reduce it in another.

Such sources are the fluorescent screens used in television, fluoroecopy and.

radio•rphy. It is just as tempting to increase the brightness of objects projected



onto a screw by episcopic ievice. v.& the objects are illuimated by outside

sources and THE/ k :Nebm extent diffuse , andQ !t reforel 104'Wrghtness.
S'-If it vere possible to gather diffused light vith an optical system n

beea it at a cetain •"lid angle,, the problem vould be sol~pd. And it has indeed

been suggeted an many occasions that the diffusely-radiating surface should be

covered vith a uetvcrk ct microscopic lenses in the hope that the 3Ltter vould

Ssther the dispesed. rays into a narrow bright beam.

Proposals of this kind are natural and, understandable. On the one band,

they are due to analogy with certain screms thicxhibit directed brightness, i.e.,

which reflectl-nid.-nt light energy within a comparatively narrow

solid angle, and,, on the other handj, as in other inventions in the field of optics,

a certain part bs. been played by the ad-jective "converging" mutually associated

with the word "lens" and giving a completely wrong idea of its effect. The action

of a lens of this kind, Is usually represented as bhown in Fig. 15i and jives the

impression that after refraction the rays emerge in narrow "directed" beams.

Let us define the vords "Ideally diffusing" and "directed" more accurately,

dace there is certain confusion on this score.

An ideally if fusing source is one i h ich each point obeys Laabert

law, i.e., it radiates with equal brightness in all directions; furthermore, the

brightness on all points ou"<the surface is the same. If the surface of the source

does not dbey this lav, the beta is directed.. The more rapid the fall in brightness

as the aqgle betweea the direction of the ray and the normal to the aurface at the

given point Increases, so the greater the directivity.

In the problem of directivity of beams, a highly important, if notfy ncipali

feature is t:e size of the source and.its distance from the point S with respect to

which the directivity in vr'An14sv

If the source is rmll and the point S is far away from it, the source is

a point source of light with respect to the point, and the beam in directed to a

maxiax extent since an extrmely narrow beam merges from the point S.
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a) b)
Pig. 15. Conversion of diffused into directeo. 1iaht.

If the area of the source is infinitely large - let us assuei for the snae

of the exesale, that the source is plane - the entire space on one side of it is

idalsly diffusing, since every point in this space in Impingel upon br rep from

all points the source with equal brightness, and the area becomes an Ideally

diffusing source. All points in the space are situated on a plane parallel to the

source an& are subjected to the same conditios; hence any plane or an7 surface

are ideally diffusing surfaces.

Let us now consider the effect of an optical system on the distribution of

brightness in rays and on the dfrectivity of the rays.

Let H and, H' be the principal planes of an optical system CFig. 15b). The

arbitrary point A on the principal plane H is Impinged. upon by rep from all source

points, hence frcm all diretions. For every point A there Is a point A' Ihich by

mapping point A with linear aMd angular enlargements equal to anity, radiates in

exactly the same ay as point A; the usa thing happens to all the points on

plane H. The plane H' conatitutes the samm ideally diff'luing light source "s the

plane H. Thus, the presence o the optical system has in no way canged. the

structure of the radiation from the light source; it merely veskens the brightness

of the beass, since sme or the miinous enag Is reflected.& ad sm absobed..

Ibis argament is valid, no matter how complex the optical smtesm, since it

is based on properties. ý, c€mon to all optical systems. This is the case wth,

ideally diffused light *hen the source is of Infinitely large dimusicns. But it Is

of very little interest; much more Important - slice it crops up so frequently 4 is

the case of finite sources , But it can easily be shoh tht the latter case reducesý'

to the former case in practice.
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if the saurce Is smal in asioe, ma the optical system is a long vay away

fram it, only a sml amount of mneror rodstatsd by the sourceereaches teoptical

4, system,, hl most ofit is scattere*& In all directions - Henc VO are only Interested,

In the case In *hich the system Is in direct proximity to the source.

If th~e ENTh4,Jer POPIL of the 'optical system. to much larger then The surwce.,

so tiat most of the energy radiated by the source Impinges upon it,. it is possible

to obtain a d&frect beam. Bere the optical system acts as a microscope db3ectiv*

with a large aperture,, and at a large distance, fram the source we can obtain a

considerably enlared image of It,, radiating over a ccaqvratively oval solid. angle.

But the solution ct the prIlm Is hardly of practical Interest, We are thwar te&

hwo'by the tremaosaf dimensions require&. for the optical system.,

If -the sysema Is smil1 In size., however, and. Is very close to the source,

theme is a repitition,with slight variation, of dAwt occurred In the casea of Ikke

1lijt-a Ayaalo~gy with special movie screen relecing asrobasf f light

is camp~sly superficiAl., since it is very narrow bees, from the objective of 19PA*

projecting eupeta ogdsuc r h ceniihsr~ h atr

1hos bems ae o an mtey diectd nsuo nd.W* need. Toc Doc is to Keep TtýE'ffi TNr

wA'y this can be &one eAsily In sany different waym..

we will canse -bak to ibis problem In Chapter III.

Sec 7. ¶1ae Passaige Of a IMPInous flux throuji a narrow 9peing

3\ust as the Clausius law, the Iagrange-Helkhols law can also be called, a

camsta tflux-law, and In Tht form It is In fact the law of the conservation of

oneror e74p,5sed. In terma of optical characteristics.

JDnplte its simplicity and. obviousness, It Is sometimes disguised, to suich

an extent That the greatest experts cease to recogeize It. An exmaple of this I's
&PT/C.4 4.

the attempt: to solve theipo-blik of the passage of as Mach Irninous e~gy

as possible tiwoudk a, giveni openings

For examle, let adC (rig. 16) be tbs. section of a solid of revolution with
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axis of symaetry 00'. A bainous tflu xi able to pass through the or ce wit

dimeter CC'.

What is the mixm flut i ich can yas brough the given solid?

It Is determined by the formula

0 = wB M2n,(10)

i.e., 4,t, is equal to ** prodftat a the are of the diaeter CC' mad the souce

brijatneso and, the square ot t aperture angle u. On account of the smllnss of

the opening CC', the apertwe angle may be replaced by half the linear angle between

AC an A'C'. It is eauy to prowe that no mtter * oere the image of the limb

a geater flux then the w gLtven by Eq. (10) cannot be oaned.o. 2Mu, the maxisb

fluz is totally reetric ted by tiw bouais of the beam ad the briditness of the source,

ad given the dimensions of the free Uae ad brihtOss of the sowce, it is

absolutely jeposaible to go beynd. the LI, I s by the equaton. In order

to ,c1aun this min flux, we blve to inwe, by mens of a caeiner, *st the

neck CC' is filled vith the inage of the lidht source, an we also have to enwrse 1IAr

Another prcblem of illuination, the solution of which Is of great practical

Ilportface, can be fonl~ated. in the following way. Let a source o lieht 81

(Fig. 17), which for the saie of siaplicity ve will take to be circular, red.ate

a flux at a solld aftle with vie U*. We are required., using en optic slstin,

to pas the flux in toto tbrou@s the opening E2 (ich can, mong other things, be

regard~ed. as the working area of the receiver),

C

"Fig. 16. Passage of luainouo flux throud a solid. of revolutian
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Fig, 17. PUMPag of a limincus flux thronui a ar oeig

Motspecialists encountering thiLs prblem for the first time pin the
t~sso tha aail complex system of mirror@ aid lenses will alwpy enable

them to "Pass" any f).UX thrOU&i 82j, and that the only difficulty In to constrict an

optical system *hich traps all the rays coming from S, and beams them throu#i 82.

At first si~tt It ma seem that theret can certainly be sudi a sytemUS, alfthougi it

may be a raher complicated one.

Everyon is fullyj acquainted. with the Lagip'a-He~nolis law., but smy

people ijien remmbering the elementary proof of it givmn In mast textbooks on

geometric optics., asam that th 3xw holds for centered., regular optical. aystwn.,

ani for~ cofjuete planes as vefl. Hance ther. is sm* hope Raft tk~t the law emu

be got row&, This error vou2L prdAbly not occur, If it vere strespe.. In. the

tetoA tha ~ aanpL.Dh~ lwasPoIntsa out., is merely the principle

of a constant flux, 'the universality end itiv~o.L~anaty of idch In obvicus to

It is easy to prove that the only l~uslaus f lux *ilch an be passed lbhrou&i

a preset opening. is one *hich does nt- exceed a certain size.

For the make at si~licity we will &ame tht the source cbeys

IeabertSlaw.,i~e.,, we assam tht the bri*ituesu is conetant In all directions Theb

flux radiated by the souce 8.1 and the area 81 is d~etermined by the equation

O=Bs~siri'u1

Aosmuin that the optical system prop cting Ah. source 81 onto the opening

*2osecw area is equal to 92, does not causes losses, ve fiM the fofllwing for the

flux passing throu&a 82 0= wBs, sins ul.

T1hese eqmwtions give us si u,
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Ifl aIs suchah •t1

Sthen the angle 12 Go not exi~st, Sadl. thie Uesa tia it• is t pesible to
82 W

pass the entire flux i'adtel by the source S1 tbr@u&h te oPiLg S2. We caa only

Ms acm at the flux throug; and the uaoumt of it is etermiag by the coanition

_- sin u, < 1.

Sec. 8. 2we "fire risk" 0tical and glam marts

As w have often observed., people attribute eaming properties to optical

systems, ihLch the latter to not in fact possess. The potentialities of optical

s)ntems in this respect are often greatly aver-estlmted.

It is a fairly vIelyUe]A opinion that optical system, and frter, a

umber of every-&ay household objects such as bottles and "icanters, Vh*ch only

reseble optical systems to a very @light extent, my cause fired and explosio.

This prejudice ayeinst optical instruents andother glass Item is alrticularly

videspread among, those ho emýpe professionally in fire friting and. beeping an

eye an the dbeervance of ftie precutions. The tenloncy to exaggerate the "fir*e

hasard" of optical instremnmt sometimes results in excessive precautions Involving

pointless expeniitre and needless measures cmping free&o of actic,.*)

P) Illutration of this is the following attract from a wiAely used

textook on fire fighting (a tr•nslation from the Stnon original by Dr. Schwrtz

"Vonflgaatlons and Explosions").

"Any rays concentrated by a lens at one point my cause a fire within a

short tim (several-minutes). A concentration of rays of the sa may be produced by

any glass objects acting "s lenses, for exhale, bottles, globes, empty and full

vessels, masuring &upse, spectacle lenses, optical and caersr lensee, glass

tiles, or any glass objects containing air bubbles.

Glass tiles containing air bubbles are particularly dangerous. If used

"f or the roof of barns or storehouses they my cause hay, stravw or vocd to burst into
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To gain a correct idas of the "fire riskc" of optical ins frmants., ve need

only remember some of the Inforsation contained in the previous chapter (p., 16),

Ignition at the most inflamoble substances requires a concentration of extllji

by a factor of 50 to 100 or more, This is a large concentration and cannot be

produced by itself",* It cannot be produced by just any lens.* A relative apertue

of the order, of 1/10 or mawe Is required.* At the smem time the diameter of the lens

(or its focal distance) has to be such tbat the sm's Image is fairly large -several

millmeters In diameter, i~e.,o the focal. 01,stance has to be on the order of 20 cm

or more. Nowever,. it should be poirted out that even at such hi*L concentrations of

Ksolar eaergy (af the order of thonbands or tens of thousan~ or more) , *en the

diameter of the ImSae Is sufficf.ent to ignite the object,, it is much more ofven

smoldering (Aius4x 7atw~vc's SSnTIOmw1~,c.,/, snee the nei~tboring arms of the heated

part cool it and prevent it bursting Into flame.

But in order for the concentration of buninous marg needed for combustion

to occur., the distance betwe the leas and the combustible object should be equal

Alp to the focal distance of the lens.

Thusw tbee conditioms have to be satisfied all at the same time: *Ay

presence of a positive lens with a relative aete.xcdiga certain loVwe

limit; a set distance between theleus and the ob-ject and a fairly hidi degree of

inflambility in the latter. 1be probability oF all tres conditions BeeV

satisfied at the same tUse Is so small that It is virtually nil (althou&i no~t.

exctly nil).

As regards the "fireoraising' properties of b-otties,, decanters., etc.., the,

"1comentrating" power in them is negligibly small.

Bottles filled vith liquid are similar In action to cylindrical lenses

condensing the solar energy in one direction (in a band), ii-Aher than a point or,

more exact, a circle,, as is normi In lenses. *Hnce the illwaination caused by

large bottles (*hIch muint be full since empty ones do not produce any concentration

for practical pu'poes) is considerably loes tm~rthe illumizstion 'produced by the

effect of a solid glasxs globe with a diameter equal to that of the bottle.
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Fig. 18 shoes the rath of rays throuhi a glass cylinder 200 U in diameter

with refractive index ot 1.5 (it should be notel that most liquids Fb oc even

less 1ll.vimtion on acoount of a lower refractive index). 7e vwith t the i1it

band at the narroest point AB Is about 20,,=, eaM since the diaUter o the cylilder

is 200 m., it can be considered that the cylindrical lens amplifies the Illumnation

apprxmtately 10 times, which Is a very veak and quite 15ra1ess "concentration".

Afiitttsly,, the lijht is distributed evmenly orer the ipwD an& if we take the

angular diameter of the sm into acoemnt, it can be calculate& tht at certain points

the concentration is someiat larger, thou& It still does not exceed 15 - 20, . #s

is a theowetical fire anyway.

In practice, becuse of absorption of the nedima, scatter and other factors,

we can consider that the degree of concentration ver exceeds 8 - 12, which is

absolutely hamless. A vessel sbapo& like a glcbe and filled vith water may produce

a higher concentration - an &verage of 50 - and at certain points as much as 100

times; this concentmticn Is much more dangwous, but the great loses due to

&bsoption by the glass greatly reduce it.

R~ty bottles and spherical decanters do not conentrate light to this

extent; the flashes occurring when wnlijit Impinges on tse objects are very veak

an& do not present any dangw. Sm* l bubbles In the glass caN only cause dAiffuson,

and diffused liiht has stiU less of S heating effect then the manlIght itself. If

there are lagi*~bdbbles , they act as =ptive lenses. Ids is easy to

werstaM if we follom the course of rays in a lens of this kind (Fig. 19). (It

must be taken into ccount that the refractive index of the glass is greater than -rs&r

/the air). Instead ct(eoncentration of solar energy,(the latter is diffused.

Nevertbaless, on the basis of this we should not jvp to the conclus•on tbat

optical etytams are completely safe. On the contrasy, if the occasion arises, we

can use thins to produce exceptOoul results, unebtainable in other ways in the high

tewer•ture range.
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A3

pig. 18. path or rays throuji a section of a glass cylinder.

UsIng' large zaraboloil mirrors 2 m in diameter with a focal distance of

0.5 a.. (the kied eMployed in net 1L*iting) we can concentrate solar enrgy by a

factor of 160,,000,, -uichIids equivalent to an enrgy density of 3000 cal./cn2 . If

a gesil stowe, the volme ot vhidi is not more than sewwal c*ic centimeters, in

placed at the focus of this mirror., and maximu use is made of the energy obtained

by special devices, ve can rais. the tuiperature of thia tiny stove to 30060C. At

this tmpewatinx there are a nimber of chemical reactions *ihic cannot be produred

in any other way; th hi~iest melting metals can be brouht to melting point this

V ay.

It should be pointed out that a great part has been played in developent

of such solar fwuraces by M. V. Lomonosov. It vas he iio thiouftt out a clerer an

original desiga for a furnace in *hich the am's rays heat It up an all slime by

a special arrangesunt of plane mirrors and lenses.

At the present tims the science at helio-inutallations Is being rapidly

developed; theze aoe 4-tallations &liab utilize solar energy for a variety of

purpose. Among them are cues In *±ici sunlidit Is used In a strongly concentrated

forg, for grmNSli solar stem boilers.* Here the rays are concentrated throuA
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"relection "a mllot ftm large arrorso, the suavce of thich Ls calculated In such

a vay as to utillse * so8ar GmOW to AXuMUM retest.

- - - -

Fig, 19. Path of rays through an air-bubble in glass

sec. 9, :Allfyjlng" the ,hmusinatlon

A umber of inventors have at different times suggested a methoda w

salifying the il1mastion at an area S by mans of the device show In Fig, 20.

Two conical surfaces, the axis AB of whlch coinct•es with the axis of somety o
0 8'J FcT i V

the dbjectLve 00O, bea fth paxzllel rays of ]l.tt P SM PlJk cN-ro-tqEhl•Ox* the ring

LLT1 I .a& the rays are comuead. In the focal plawe of t

objective.

21h area of Ihe ring throu~i whlch the rays pas, is "K (r1 2 _ r 2
2 ) Awere

1here -• v an 2 are th ouaatside ad insie radii of the ring. But the area of tAe

rI4svcc puPs L f the objective is %,,i2, *ere r is half the diawte 00'. But

-" r 2 - r, hence,
11(V!- rD = a (r,-- r,) (r, + r,) = wr (r, + r,);

in this vy the area of the ring is greater than the area of the P Pf)L by

a factor of (r, + r2 )/r. Mis ratio can be as large as required. On the *ther

bat, all rays Incident on the ring arte concentrat6d on the objective. On first

sight it my appear tht the 1U1vinetion of the focal plane F1Ti beores

+ w2 )/r time. larger than the plane produced by the objective itself.

It Is easy to check *other the rway lying in the plane of the drawing and

foruing the angle .0 with the axis AD gather at the som spot after passing throU&

the ring as the rays directly striking the objective at the sase angle to the axis.

In other words., for plue bwem of rays lying In the plane of the dJAgxa, there is
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4LT ccetataprovideid the concept co be snp~ed, to . linear elsont (M& not to
elsmmt of arma). Mhie prqperty of the systems described has led many sa Inventor

I.to * canclesiom that by inm5 of the optical device described it u be possible

to intensify the iUlmintica at th focal Point any nuber of time. According to

the ILUnintica e*Mticn givencanp 2., hoee. Cnejsty teilut

E=wB sin' a,

*me ~ints apertureanle o *hcje'.'tive 01 mewtyteiuito

c~w increasel by the abowsedescribed device, Em man we egplain th appsaret

cantleal~ctiont

Fig. 20. Optical device for "amplifying" the Ifllumination.

2w answer Is the beabsior of the rays ijiich do not lie -in tePlans of

the diesawm.

Calcalation of the path at tbese, rays showe that they do not Sather at one

point., like the xeym In the plane of the drawing., but are scattered.. lL scattering

Increases with the distence betwee the conical surfaces. B ence there cannot be any

c cw~entration of the rays and the gm za-l equation for I given above still holds.

It can be further pointed. out tiat the system in question does not produce

any 1Mg., or at least as far as the re]presentation of point'by point Is oo~ernod.

Asf can be seen from the foregoing,, Inventor. of thuw "illumination aMplif ier"

make A1 mistake in that they onlyconsam er rays iose bdavicr is easiest to

aetemineandL without foundation draw GROU91 conclusion. frcm the results of a
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particular me.

.2 err1or mads by Inventors *o put forard the "amplifying" =m1t described

to is very like the one thich will be considered further on (4h. III, Sec. 3), since in

general cases the error is d=s to Inmtficient consideration of the sagittal rays.

Sec. 10. -sstorling su•t in mes of retinal injury

Among te a* troules afered. by elderly people, injury to the retina is

very caisn; as a result ot hmnorrhage or other factors., par~t of the retins ceases

to react to stimulation by liht. 2hus the working area at the retina is decreased

c€ared with the nomLl. The vrCE causes a reduction in the field of vision

ofthe patient's ocular system acd dbviously causes a great teal of inconveniCe -

difficulty in getting about, vorking)mnd so on. The inconvenience is further

qepated by the fact tbat in may ces there is dump to the retirA of both eyes

at the m time. Is it possible to restore The partially destroyed vision by mans

of an optical systea

Let us r ecwall the structure of the retina. The outsiAe layer, *hIch receives

lAninos energy, has a discrete cellular structue. SliLhtly si ifying L

sitlation, ve can may tat the layr consists of a considerable n~ber of separate

cell-receivers (rods az. cones), the majority of hhich are soppoeiwith nerve e-tingo.

In the miMle of the retina every light-sensitive cell has a nerve eding,, but in the

peripheral areas only groups of cells haw then.

2rdiu, even if we assine that every cell could send a separate sipnal to the

brain, the number of such sipals could, not be greater than the n=Oer of light-

sensitive cells. Consequently, If iart of the retina is destroyed, the nvoer or

working cells is reduced anA there is bound to be sone loss of informtlon (see Ch.

V, Sec. 8).

Let us aome for the sake of simlicity that the retina is shaped like a

circle with iister a. It us assme *at as a result of illness the disaeter of

the working arse of the retina is reduced to a 1 . By means of an optical system ve

can project the Iage o•± the sam fieUi of vision that eisted before onto a new

area of the retina. In order to to this all ve need is to place special, so-called
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telescopic glasses In front of the eye. aM thuso$6e niae fdsan7bet

on the retina with 5110t N066Mfication (greater or less thn unity). TblescopiC

spectacles srf') UsUsIlY MOO& to MASiifY "tN iMAge eM4 this to some extent offSets the

lack of acuity characteristic of persons suffering from damaged retinas, Zere.,

howome, the field of vision is reduced,, as is Implied by the IApgrsnge-HebrhoA law.

In the case In point, we would have to wear telescopic spectacles with a

Magafication -~ 1, Indeed., if ;me used f to desiguate the leading focal distance

of the optical Aystem "telescopic spectacles - eyes" and 2w to be the angle of field

of vision of a normal eye., then th disaseter of the working area of the retina is

determined by the equation

az=2ftgw.

For a degsdi retina we also get

ax =2f, tg W.

from which it follows that
*

T,

Butf

%hereirIs the magnification of the telescopic spectacles., hence

71 X=I

For emsaple,, If half the retina (in diedeter) is daarnged,. In order to restore the

f~ield of vision we have to use a telescopic syetem, (for eza~le,, telescopic spectacles)

with reduction by a factor of 2. HEre the scale -if aptce viUl be half ibt It is

w ithout spectacles; all object. will seem'twice as far an they woulA appear to the

naked eyej, and the resolving powe of t~he eye referred to the 'objects In qum~tion is

halve& - thich in tolerable. But the apparent increase in distance of different

objectosmay easily load. to en accident., particularly whan crossing the street since

trucks and buses will seem to be further away and thir speed vill appear to be loss

than It actually Is. So an optical system of this kind camot be recoarne&ne for

'use out of doors.

There Is another possible wAy of restoring the lost field of vision kniown to
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oculist$, but(g( used. *oen the boundary between the working an& ampgea areas of

the retina is romdily a vertical line. By using te pluMf mirrors in

a certain position in front of the eye ve can redirect the sector of the field of

vision *ich should have been observed. by the damwgahd pat onto the vorking area of

the retim. 7here are then two iMges of the left and right side of the field of

"vision at the nmo time on the healthy area Of the retina. 7he liebt reflected from

the mirrors is not so bright an& sligtly different In color from the light reaching

Sthe eye directly, so that vhen the vearer has becoe used to the system, he can

distingdish WOleen the right-haM an left-haM sides of his field of vision.

Nevertheless, the presence of fields existing simultaneously ande, hitIt irrespective

of one another creates a particularly =mpleasant 46sation aMd a nunber of patients

camot get usedL to veering spectacles of this type, even after long periods of trial.

Readers my obtain an ide of the sensation experienced by a patient vearing

these spectacles if they hold a plafi mirror to one eye anM look out of the

v' iLow into the street at the same time. The double load on each liht-sensitive

cell in the retift officially increases the amount of informtion (vith a hijhily

n~ticeable noamot of deterioration of tuslity) but P-Trought vith a nwubez, of

unpleasant and even risky consequences Oiesdaches, nervous disorders aM so on).

in discussing this problem ve bave gone beyon the bounds of optics and entered

the realm of neurology.
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CHAP=E III

wi=33IL3TTAxD EmY iBM~iLITY 311 opTic

see, 1. Wlhat io tereversibliity" In optics?

The reversibility or irreversibility of optical processes is of great

importance for the subject interesting us - the possible and. impossible in optic..

The irreversibility of processes ispoees a uxuber of limitations on certain trans-

fomreatiacos of optics 1 beans, which to not conflict with tha, principle of wmaeftrwtion

of evergy and. are quite feasible therefore at first sidit.

First f all, we must state more exactly what we u~erstai by reversible

Nad irreversible processes. If a process is reversible, the system In which this

process occurs first In one and then In the opposite direction must end. up In the

Initial state vithout the surrou~ing bodies experiencing any changes, This

definition, which is borrowed. from thermodynamics,. can be used. in optics as well.

with a fair degree of approximsation,

The best illustration of a ',Tevezsible process is the passage of li~1tt

1hrough, a nen-absoazting msdliuz or optical systemp the surfaces of which are Id~eally

polished (there is no scatter), 'ým cor~ition that V~Ae reflection losses during

passage throu&i the Interface are legligibly ssall (or, ihich is the san thing,v

ýUthe surface Is Ideally low-reflecting).

Let us apply this criterion of reversibility to the said. process. To do

this let us, place a pliane., Ideally reflecting mirror M In the path of the ray ABC

(Fig. 21) *iich has passal through the interface of two non-absorbing media I aM II.

If the mirror X is oriented. in such a way that after reflection the ray returns

along the previous path CBA,, nothing in the systemt of two media is changed. end. the

ray emerges along the same straight line BA from which it started.. But if there is

refraction at point B aMd we uinhe allowance Tor reflection on the basis of the

Fresnel law,, the reversibility is conditional: it exists as far as the trajectory

is concerned., but not as far as the energy Is concerned. (when it has returned. to

point A the energy of the bean is less on account of losses at point B on th

forward. wa reverse pata wan thre are dianges In the energy state of the two Mdia),
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Fig. 21. Reversibility of path of ray.

Proceses based on purely geonetric lavs (refraction aid reflection) are all

reversible, since ve dietirs-rd losses through absorption, scatter and Fresndl

reflection when ve deal vith them. If the path describes a definite trajectory an

the forward journey, it is clear that on the return journey it describes the same

trajectory. If point A is represented by a certain optical system as point V', point

A' Ion the ttunn journey) is mapped by point A, and so on.

However, when we considerlore general laws of propagation (f light, taking

into accott phenmena caused by the physical basis of light rays, the problem of

reversibility becomes much more complicated..

When liit passes throu&a-actual and optical systems there are a whole

nuer of resulting effects, to wit:

1) refraction throuh a dlifference in the refractive Index of the aesim;

2) reflection fro the interface of the mid•i vith different refractive

indices (Incluaing reflection from mirror surfaces);

3) dispersion (of the prism);

1) polarization;

5) absorption during passage through an absorbing medium (li1it filters);

6) scatter during passage through nonhanogeous sedia (dust, aist* frosted

glass),;

7) scatter when light falls on transparent bodies with a wry fine structure

(ground. glass);

8) absorption A-r the interface between two media or then. lit•i impinges

upon an opaue body;



9) diffraction &UO to 4zitation of beam, etc.

Sec. 2. Which optical phenoseps are izTevosible?

Sme criterion of reersibility Ms described above is not always applicable.

As en iflustrationp, let us take the case f £diffraction &us to limitation of the

lidit beam. Let us as.e thst beam radiated from a luminous point 0 (Pig. 22)

in refracted by a non-Ober ting lens L and forms a diffracti6'fL 1M. 01 on an

iesally reflecting mirror X which sends the bea back to point 0. Wbat is the

structure of this secondary-amge? It follows from the huygens-Fresnel principle

that at the point 0 there is formed a complicated diffraction pattern ccmpletely

unlike the original point 0; and, anyway, comon sense tells us tt the reconversion

of the intricate diffraction pattern 0' into a point Is unlikely.

The answer to the question whether or not the processes are irreversible is

given partly by theory and partly by experiment.

Strictly speaking, none of the optical phenaena mentioned ii reversible.

* Refraction aid teflection from an optical surface is always accomspanisd by absorption

and scatter and it never happens that the energy ct the incident flux is totally

reflected or refracted. Even vben the surface is thoroughly processed ant coated,

between 0.5 and 2% of the luminous energy is left unrefracted in the first case, and

not reflected in the second; and thim loss is irreversible.

.he smse thing happens when light is dispersed throuhi diffraction in a

prism, ci when ordinary light is polarized, since some of the energy, though it

my only be a rmll amount is scattered and absorbed.

Another irreversible phenomenon is the scattering of light, no mtter what

my cause it; diffraction from the edges of th ,ens, dust particles or drops of water

in the way, a matte glass surface, or sore other body.

The absorption of light is also irreversible; the luminous energy which is

absorbse by the glass or some other solid heto4 up the latter and natuwally 1icreases

Sits own Internal energy. But the reconversion of this, aditioosl energy is out at

the question.



Fig. 22, I

lence the passage of light through any filter, mbether neutral (one U

absorbs all lhe visible radiation to an identical extent ani does not therefore

chan the color of the objects observed through it) or a color filter, is an

Irreversible process. For example, if a beam of white lihht becomes green after

passing through a filter, it certainly cannot be reconverted into white light of

the original brightness, although it is possible to convert it into white light

ivth rvuced brightness by using extra color filters.

With regard to refraction and reflection, we should point cut that these

effects can be considered to be reversible vith fair accuracy, provided we take

certain measures, such as thorough polishing mad coating of the surfaces,in order to

W reduce lceses to a minimun. The principle of the reversible behavior of rays is a

particular case of these effects. It is valid insofar as ve can disregrd losses

due to reflection, absorption and scatter.

Dispersion due to refraction in a prism is classed as a reversible effect,

since the absorption by the prism can be disregurded. Newton himself proved that

bihite light broken up with a prism can be redonlensed into a slit by means of a

second prism an& that the whibe light passing throug the second one is just as bright

as the initial light.

These arguments apply to polarized light then there are no losses. Non-

polarized light can be converW into polarisedi light in two mutually perpenicular

planes ant the latter can be reconverted into ordinary light. But here ve are deal-

ing with a rather more complex effect which will be describei in detail later on.

Scatter cannot be explained by the laws of geometric optics ani hbs to be

1relfti to physical optics. It is due to the presence of fine particles (uast,

water bubbles, surface scratches, irregular surfaces forming "matte", and so on) in



the media throu* vt~ish the light is propagsted. he smller the particle in the

path of the ig~ht beam,, the more it scatters the light.. According to the Huygens-

Fresnel principle, the particle In turned. into an iepen% nt source radiating over

an obtuse solid angle: the smaller the particle, the wider the soli angle within

which the light vibrations are propagted (Vhen the size of the particle approaches

the length o thew wve, it acts more or less as " luminous point.

As a result of the occurrence of an enormous nunber of disord.ered secondary

sources, the luminous flux, vhich originally issued. from a virtually point source

and. emstituted an extreme degree of or4¢ln1Uess, now becomes the opposite,

either gradually or suddenly (accorting to the orientation of the particles in the

path of the ray); it tuns into an infinite number of random feeble14&X~brosd rays.

Although in the given case absorption losses are pretty aiI, the process of

a catter is nevertheless irreversible; it is Inconcei~wble that this infinitely

large nuaber of sea rate disorderly sources could be reunited.

As can be seen from vhat has been said. above, the general, solution of the

proble m of reversibility of light processes is not yet possible. The criterion-

given at the beginning of the chapter is not alvays applicable. Each Individual

phenomenon requires a separate approach andL a special method of solution. Hence in

literature we only find. a small naber of attempts to arrive at a general mthodL of

solving the problem. Amorg them a book by Jones Clark is of great interest*; the

book puts forward the following idea.

Mhermo&Ynaics makes it possible for us to solve problem concerned with

heat exchange. Method. have been developed. for the study of thermal processes,

making it possible to determize the direction in which a certain process will move.

Hence, if it were possible to reduce all optical processes to heat exehange, the

problem of irreversibility of any optical effect would be solved by thermodyne&Ic

methods. However, the transposition of photcoetric concepts of light rays, taking

into account such properties as polarization, diffraction, absorption, to thermo-

J. R. Clark, On Pteversibility and Irreversibility in Optics. JOBA, 143, No. 2,

138 -155, 1953.



i1buC effects itself Invove great d~iff i~cultie'l ThMe aulthor has encountered a

niber of obstacles,, in particular scatter due to diffraction, *hich have proved

t insuperable. Nevertheless, the approach be takes is *orth noting.

As is well. known, p~blew of reversibility &I. irreversibility aret closely

linkred with statistics and. the theory of probability. But the difficulty to that

the fundemmntals of statistics sad, the theory of probability, tiiich come so naturally

fz to the study of saess, cannot be applied quite as naturally to the stud~y of 1iuinous

phecaea ith their comipiex sad vIrie effects.
To !We 0. I t~y

As is well. known, rev ersble processes are the exceptior* 6Wistbr an ideal

~mattInaLe In practice. Among such processes is the passage oft 1i*Lt through

media w*~ are absolutely transparent and non-ebsorbant. Thei. at these

c ailtiens is encotitere& extremely rarIy

Conversely., the absorption aM scattering of light are cornstant and
P4- Wm~A

Uaxiverma*-M' probability of these processes is infinitely greater than the

p rctability of the propagation of light In accordance with gecuetric optics requiring

. point amir ces aMi other conditions unsatisfiable in nature.

On such a shalg frton,& how~ever., it is diffic 'It to formulate any

serious theory or rewrsiability of li~1t processes. let us hope that the tbory

v ill be formula ted sad will be of use In throwing li~it on a n~mer of practical

Iroblems Involving rmvrsibility,, dich we will now go an to &iscuss,

Reversibility and irreversibility of optical processes &rI ot only of

theoretical interest. Many attente have been mede to "con~centrate" dispersed,

lidit radiated,, lest us &my , by a television screen, eMA to direct it into a

,comparatively narrow bees. By doing so it vould be possible to Oin a great deal

in brightnaess., since the reduction of the solid angle by a factor of k woulA lead, to

an Increasi. in brightness of the same factor.* The bae" -of the television tube

radi.ates within a solid angle snual to 27C . It could be reduced to 7C/4.. V*Ich

woubi make it possible to serve the needs of a reasonable numb~er of televiewers.,

sad. at the sai time increase the brightness by 8 - 10 times. This is all the more

tempting since an intensification of this kind is used in movie theatres by means of



special screaes reflecting light solely st a useful Solid angle. Why is this

impossible for a television tube If it is possible for a movie screen?

t Light falling on the Rovie screen is beam&, i.e., it is as though emitted

by a projectak objective, the excr p)upIL of thich is mall copared vith the

distance of the screen. eance if ve aisme *at the diameter of the objective is

5 c, and the &istance between the projector and the screen is O m, the angle of

scatter of the bean of ULgt reaching the screen is not more than 56, i.e., the

bean is extremely sharp. When they Impinge upon a special screen, usually covered

with little beads or tiny concave mirrors (so small that their boundaries are not

visible to the audience), the rays may be beamed in any preset direction according

to the position and shape of the screen e'POMAETs,

UAght reflected by the matte screen surface of a television aet is Immediately

scattered., and no optical system.n pther it into a beam. A more simple proof of

thi Imposibilityws giwn X *4U6C (Chapter II, Sec. 6).

Sec. 3. An lipmple of the incorrect application
of the reversibility principle

The reversibility principle is not almys Aerstood., eve in its simlest

fore. Several years ago a certain inventor put forimr& a new methad of conitructing

the illuminztn -system Fok a lighthouse or searchlight based on misinterpretation

of the irreversibility principle. Since the mmple contains a lesson, we

reproduce it in simplified form divested of the details cbscring the basic idea.

* I

SI* I
I I

Let us-consider an optical unit obtained by rotating the nemi-circle DD'M

gbou the axis 00' perpendicula~r to the diameter MD' (Fig, 23). 7hs unit is a

ha~lg-torusj it is like a breeA roll cut In half along the plane of syammtry (rig.

24), If a parallel beem of light strikes this unit perpendicular to the plane formed

a IC



by the rotation of the line MD' (see Fig. 23), about the axis 00', in the plane AA'

there occurs a ring-chaped luinous line ABA 'CA - hich is the geometrical focal

point of the cylindrical elements DDVM. The ring is particularly briht when the

sowgce of ligt is the aim. Let us assume tt a strongly inceaescent RL.AP

, I ,is4t&AAo
f tlaent IS T#WIiTg. 'How oes the beem mitted by thv filament look?

- A/

Fig. 24. Image of cum produce& by r?.n, - Ope• Iena.

Unduly hasty application of the reversibility principle led the inventor

to think that after refractica in the glass half-torus, the beem would become

parallel. If this vere so, it would •be possible to intensify the bem by adding a

number ctsemitoric parts forming something like a Fresnel lens; this vould be very

tempting since ve could TNEN go on increasing the brightness of the emrgent

b eam to infinity. But it clearly conflicts *ith the Mangesa-Chikolev equation given

on p. 26. Wherein lies the earor? To make it easier, ve vill simplify the problem

s till more. Let us consider the action of one element of the unit, rather then the

-hoe of it. more simply, let us cut the unit into two close sections containing

the axis of symentry 00' of the balftorus. In practice, this element is no diffezrent

from a small plane-convex cylindrical lenaand so, 6o simplify the argument, we can

replace the complex semitoric suface by a cylindrical one. Let us assumeHA A

parallel or almost parallel beam of li&Ut (say, from the sun) falls on the plane-

convwm cylindrical lensa To malge it clear, ve will "sse that the plane surface

of the lens is vertical. It vill be possible to observe a bright line AB at a

certain distance TM the lens (Fig. 25a). It is formed by the beam of rays lying

in horizontal planes. If we consider the plane vertical beam (Fig. 25b), such as

)M, M'N' and so on, after refraction through the lens L, they continue their

journey without Sthering in a point. This means that the lens has no condensing

pover as far as the vertical ray. are concerned.
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Fig. 25. Behavior or rays in cylindrical lens: a) meriaional; b) sagittal.

Let us now consider vhat happens when the beams of light are propagted in

the opposite direction. By correctly applying the reversibility principle, ve

reach the following conclusion.

Rays proceding from any point on the linear light source AB do not emerge

from the lens as a parallel beam. Indeed, rays emerge from point M in all directions

(Fig. 26). These include rays lying in planes perpendicular to the luminous filament.

These leave the system in parallel beams in a Uirection perpendicular to the plane

surface of the lens9 But, apart from these, other rays are emitted at all

possible angles, such an M1' W.2 0 141 and 10. After refraction in the cylindrical

lens, these rays ta1e the direction NN's , N N" , *' anqý2l', and are not

parallel to each other.

Thus, the inventors expectations that the light vould be concentrated in one

direction vere vrong because, apart from the first totality of rays forming the ring,

there is another, infinitely more powerful totality. It does not take part in the

Srma ton of the ring, but merely creatta a general, dinmar backgronmC Nhich is

unnoticeable compared vith the bright ring. It is this fact which caused the

misunders tanding.

The lesson which can be gined from this example is the following. The

principle of reversibility of the Lehavior of rays must be applied to the totality

cf the rays, i .e., when analyuing any problem based on this principle, ve must take

into account all rays jarticipating in the formation of the image even though they

may only play a secondary role (as was the case in this example).

/
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Fig. 26. Passage of rays originating from a point
thrbough a cylindrioal lens.
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CHAPTER IV

moriJ7i!i LIMIT OF OPTICALL SIS~ThE CMICRCUOOP!E

Sec. 1. General, g.siLerations

When working with present-day microecopes,, biologists, doctors, metallurgists

and other specialists rarely use magnification greater than 1500 - 2000. Astroncmers

also abide by this limit, and under normal worklng conditions both they and the

forymer group of scientists ACTUJLLY vs•-much smller magnification (the order of 400-

600). It should be added that over the last half century there has been no

appreciable tendency towards an increase in these figures.

Magnification is, naturally, the fundamental property of optical instruments

(particularly microscopes and astronomical telescopes) utied to examine &.&study

tiny or distant objects. It therefore ptands to reason that ve should aim at ever

greater magification.

It is therefore no wonder that there have been so many piyoals and inven-

. t ions aimed at tremendous magnificatLon by combining different optical units:

astronomical objectives, microscopes, eyepieces and so on. Some of the proposals

Jo back to the inventors school days and at least prove that the inventors learned

the fundamentals of optics properly. Indeed, by means of several objectives and

qrepieces we can produce a malpification of millions or billions times, and the

methods for doing so are infinite, thus opening up tremendous possibilities for

inventors.

It stands to reason that the astronomers and microscoplste themselves have

made many attempts to use high degrees of magnification, especially since they can

be achieved by simply replacing an eyepiece bj a strong microscope (this very

simple trick produces magnification of 50 - 100 thousand times). After prolonged

and laborious research to establish the most advantageous magnification, astronomers

have come to the conclusion that the optimu increase in size depends on a large

umnber of factors, among others the diameter of the objective, the sete of the

atmosphere, the viewed object andto a slight extent the, quality of the instrument

itself. The Fl/rOCES are small and range between 200 and 800 for the very largest
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instruments. It is pointless to use greater mgnification. It only leads to

reduction in the field of VW ion, brightness and definition of the picture. ALTHourA4

/appearance of nev details in the imge is not out of the question,

as we shall see later, these details bear no relation vhatsoever to the object being

observed.

What causes these depressing results? Let us first consider the two factors

Ihich seem the most natural - the effect of vibration of the atmosphere and

r eduction of the Image brightness.

Vibrations of the air layers due to vind or other meteorological effects

create something l1ke mobile air lenses vith a variable focus. 7hey cause Inages

of stars and other heavenly bodies to move about, become diffuse and blur. At

greater magifications both the vibrations and Ulur are increased still more and

there comes a time when a further increase in mgifficeition not only stops hproving

the definition of the detail, butAC ui6kLy-makes it worse.

The only possibility of weakening the effect of the atmosphere is to build

the observatory in the hills. Allowance must be made in this case for the climate

an& the cloud situation. As illustrations we can point out the more important

American observatoriesimt Mt. ilsoon and Mt. Palomar, built at altitudes from 1200

to 1500 m above sea level. In our country we have observatories in the Caucasus,

near Abastuman and Broan at a height of about 2000 m.

Another factor which is sometimes used to explain the poor visibility at

aiper-high magnification is vealoess of the brightness of the imge.

Indeed, vhenever ve look at something at night vith Uhe naked eye, in

particular heavenly bodies, the diameter of the pupil of the eye h ranges from 3 to

8 mm. If we place a diaphragm with a circular opening vith diameter Ai (&, 4t/) in

front of the eye, the illumination of the retina is reduced by a factor of (2j/A ) ,

which results from a corresponding decrease in the flux. The same thing happens when

there is a telescopic system in front of the eye; the role of the diaphrag in this

case is played by the -.sir ,op'L of the system. It follows from the properties of

telescopic systems tbat the diameter of the opk- is T times smaller than that
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of the obj*ctlvpie hre r is tbo angular enlargement of the sytem.

As an example, let us take the giant refractor at the Pulkovo Observatory,

which has a &iaeter of 80 cm an& a fo. diitsntne of 14 a. Let us use a microscope

v ith a thousaM magnification as the eyepiece. his ieaws that the focal distance

Swill be 250/1000 - 0.25 em. The enlargement of the entire system is 14,000/0.25

56- W,00. The dlameter of the operture is 800/56,000 - 0.015 ma, i.e., it will be

3/0.071; - 200 times smaller than the norl pupil of the eye. The luinous eaersy

macbing the retina is 2002 - 40,000 times smaller than if there were no optical

system (disregearding the losses within the system).

What effect does this tremendous reduction in the illumination of the retina

have? The number we have just quoted is stageringly large. But we will now show

that in many cases it in possible to. accept this reduction in'rtri~tness.

Heavenly bodies divide up into two categories: istars A distance

so great that even after magnification thousands and tens of thousands of times

they are still only points., and heavrely b6Ues with an appreciable angular diameter

"(the sun, moon, planets, comets and n•bl;ae).

In the first case the light soUrce can be considered a "point" (this is the

only case of a point source in the application of optics), The flux Pt'iking the

objectivo of the telescope as a parallel be emerges from it virtually unchanged&,

ad on condition the aperture of the telescope is less than the pupil of the eye,

is received entirely by the latter. If we use D, & and &• to designate the diam-

eters of the objective, telescope aperture and pupil of the eye, respectively, the

apparent brightness B' of the star is related to the true brightness R as

B' /D\' I ( D"

This ratio is not a function of the diameter of the exit pupil of the tele-

scope.

Thus, the brightness of a star viewed through a telescope does notý dgend

on the magnification, but merely on the aperture of the objective*.

This applies to a case in which ,<,&,which is always' true of very large umpification.
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It is true that these arguients only hold as long as diffraction is unable to over-

com the geomtric effect. As soon as the disaeter of the exit pupil becomes

I extremely smll, the diffraction tosge of the star acquires appreciable angular

dimensions and occupies a fairly large area of the observer's retinap In this case

the above formula ceases to Be vA AI- ) , and it is replaced by the law of variation

in Allumination in inverse proportion to the square of the mapiification. Hence

when viewing very bright star., it is possible to use ultra-high nagnification from

the point of view of illumination (although it is pointless to do so), since there

is a vide mrgin of brightness, but in the case of feeble stars the use becomes

harmful.

In the second case, in vhich ve observe bodies with visible angular diameter

through, the telescope, according to the general theory of geomtric optics the

brightness of the lasge is equal to the brightness of the object* as long as the

pupil of the eye is filled with light. As soon as the magnification attains a

value at which the exit pupil of the telescope is equal to the pupil ,f the eye,

there is an reduction in the visible brightness in inverse proportionto the dia-

meter of the exit pupil. Certain heavenly bodies (the snm1 aid even the plauts ozd

the moon) possess such a nargin of brightness that a reduction of it a thousazd

times (and a million times in the case of the mm) still gives quite a bright 1mge.

7husv we could EMPLoy 0 magnification of sew thou,-and times an still view the

inge vith fair degree of brightness. It is only the weak bodies (cmets and

nebulae) which prevent us using super-large magnification even ging only on2

cons iderations ci brightness of th n imge.

Thus, \ve com to the conclusion that for astrocners the weakening of the

apparent brightness of heevenly bodies (at least in most cases) is no obstable to

super-cagnification.

This can easily be derived by comparison of the equation for a constant flux
e.. V - Bs stn2 u - B's'sln' u',

and the Lagrange-Heikhol la9
fs wc u -h s sin' r.6

from vhich '- .6 2



he same thing can be said of the micrmeoopint, for at the present tim he,

too, has aacess to such powerful sources of ligt that he can afford a mgnification

S1 of the order of tens and even hundreds of thousands of time without suffering from

a deffIciency In light.

We could make further attempts to explain the .iaitat on useful

magnification by the aberrations inherent in optical systems, but it is easy to

prove from the exauple of parabolic reflectors corrected for aberration (at least on

the axis) that the explanstion is also invalid-.

Thus, we have exhausted all the possibilities vithin the framework of

gecmetric optico for explaining the futility of super-magnification, and have shown

that the real cause of this phenomenon, so disastrous for our attempts to understand

nature, lies elsewhere.

In the middle of the last century the well-known French physicists Foucault

conducted a series of experiaets with optikal instrumants. Foucault used spy-

g lasses with different objective diameters to view special drawings (test objects)

in the form of black stripe on a vhite background. TMese drawings were viewed from

different distances and Foucault kept increasing the distance until the images of

the strips merged into a solid gray backg;'omd. At that 3omont the spyglass

was no longer able to !resolve" the strips. The angular distance between two

n eishboring sttip visible from the objective of the spyglass vas termed the least

resoluble angle.

Foucault cam to the following conclusions:

1) every telescope has a rertain minimum resoluble angle * ;

2) the angle % does not depend on the magnification;

3) the angle O( is only related to the diameter of the objective and varies

in inverse proportion to it, according to Ot 0 120/D, where 0 is expressed in seconds

and D in milineters.

Foucault carried out his experiments in the laboratory and atmospheric

effects were therefore ruled out. The test objects were fairly veil illuminated and

the angle OC vas not a function of the illumination of the object within wide limits.
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Thus, the factors emiasrated above cannot explain yollcault's results. There mest

tbarefore be asnothier effect which causes 1Mges to blur, This effect is the

diffraction of light in optical syutas.

Sec. 2. Microntructure of imag produced by optical system

Geaentric optics is the science of isgesa produced by optical systems an•

is in fact a branch of pure mathamtics. Geoemtric optics is based on the concept

of the light ray, the Fe.t principle of the shortest lath ot a ray, snd the postulate

of independent propagation of light. Te entire theory at images and to a con-

s iderable extent the theory of optical instruments are based on these tenets. A s

well known, these theoriet '"e fairly well borne out by fact, if we beep to the

more general effecta end are not carried away by more exacting experiments (for

example, examination of stars sra microbes with super%ftemification).

No matter hov small the discrepancy betwecn theory and peactice, it still

indicates the inaccuracy of the funGdentals of the theory. The principle of the

light ray is Anaccurate; the postulate of independent rMys also requires more

thoroush analysis.

Geometric optics considers a ray a.; a mathematical line or infinitely thin

tube carrying ener'. This fliction van essential for formulating the theory; with-

at it there vould have been major mathesatical difficulties vhich could hardly been

overcome, and the theory of images ould never have seen the light of day. It is

better to formulate a simplified, though not antirely strict theory,, and then

correct the inaccuracies in the fundamentals b-y additions and corrections.

For what is coming we will need to rake meveral simple experiments. We will

require for them a small piece of thin car.-bard (or+ )r,

a razor blade, a sewing needle and a strongly positive lens with a focal distance of-

2 - 5 cm.

The light source requires particular attention. It must be very small (of

the order of hundreds of a milimeter) and at the same time bright, since it is to

be viewed by means of very fine, an& therefore, very low-poer rays. The best source
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is the imapg of the sun in a highly polished bsll-bftring 2 to 4 m- in diameter.

As can be easily calculated., this imaPe is from 0.005 to 0.01 =a in diameter, and

its brightness is many times greater than that of any other easily accessible source

(the brishtneos of the sun is 120,000 stilbm, an- incandescent bulb filament 300 -

600 stilbs, i.e., 400 - 200 times smaller); but the am is not at our beckand, call,

ti•ch makes the experiments very difficult.

7he following contraptLa makes a good. source of light 0,1g. 27). The liAxt

source A (an incandescent bulb filament, or if the vorst cams to the worst, a

paraffin lamp flame) is projected by means of a strong cedensing lens L onto a

piece of thin cardboard. or foil, in thich a very small hole 0' (preferably not more

than 0.1 va) is pierce- viwth a seving needle. The image of the filament A' should

not be unduly reduced. in size. Hence the lens L should be placed fairly close to

the bulb, It is only by doing this that the hole in the cardboard 0' can be filled

with lidht. When arranging the parts, ve must make certain that the image Zalls on

the hole by covering the hole on all sides. This source can be considered a point

on condition the observer is stavtioned several meters away frm the hole 0'.

Fig. 27. Source of light for observing fraction.

A brighter picture can be obtained if ve replace the point by a slit, but

to do this ve must have available a vacuum incandescent electric lamp Vith a

straight filament or a paraffin lamp with a flat wick, and the plane of the wick

should contain the axis of the projecting lens. The slit is cut in the cardboard or

foil with a rasor blade or else, still better, can be formed. by two blades, one of

which can move about, keeping parallel to the other (Fig. 28). This makep it possible

to vary the vid.1Ž of the slit and gives us an idea of the effect of the width on the

effect in question.
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To investigate the diffraction produced by the optical system,, ve

a telescopic system. Any pair of binoculars (thseatij binoculars or field

glasses) vill do, or else a spry gluaa'. If these instruents are not available, it

is easy to make ones oMn telescope. For the objective we can use an ordinary

spectacle lens from 2 to 4 positive diopters (for long si6gT) and as the eye piece

a strongly positive 6ons vith a focal distance of 2 or 3 ca. It in still better to

maim the eye piece out of 2 lenses with focal distances of 3 or 4 cm each, placing

them as shown in Fig. 29. Te lenses are put in a cardboard LUr and inserted

in two tubes (a long one for the objective and a shorter one for the eye piece) so

tat it can be focused on both dittant and near oojects.

Fig. 28. Arrangement of slits for observing diffraction.

Fig. 29. Diagram of two-lens eye piece.

A telescope of this kind, provided the aperture of the objective is

dialh~gmed down to 2 - 3 cm in Uianer, it enables us to obtain quite good images of

heavenly bodies, We can observe the lunar circi, Jupiter and its four satellites,

t•e phases of Venus, the nebulae of Andromeda, Orion apd so on. Given a focal

distance of 50 - 100 c= and good atmospheric conditions, ve can look at Saturn and

moke outt, if not the rings, then at least formations of indistinct shape first
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noticed by Galileo tbrou&h a telescope of much the one quality. As is well known,

Galileo died vithout ever finding out vhat these formations were. The main reason

for poor Immags is a phencmenon which we will now study on an experimental level; it

is the phenmnon of diffractionl

Diffraction can be dmonstrated by the following very simple experiment. If

ve look at a luminous point (tRe sun's image obtained by the above-described method

in a well-polished ball-bearing*)by placing a piece of cardboard with a tiny opening

(not mre than 0.1 mm) in front of the eye, instead of the point ve see a large

vhite circular spot encircled by ring alternately dark and light colored. If we

look at the point through holes of different sizes (the size of the hole can be

jdged by looking at it against the bright sky or a brightly illinnated sheet of

white paper) using a strong magifying glass, the magnitude of the spots ad rings

-varies, a smaller opening producing larger ones. It is now easy to understand whY

images are not sharp at super-high magnifications, i.e., at extremely small exit

Pupils since %hat we have seen is merely an image of the point in an inst~msnt

(the himan eye) with a very small pupil.

Now a few words about the theory cf the phencmenon observed. The fundamentals

of the theory can be demonstrated by TAng's very simple experiment which can be

carried out in the following way. Two thin parallel slits are cut with a razor blade

in a piece of thin cardbcard or foil, The width of the slits should not be more than

0.1 mn, and the distance between them should be 0.2 - 0.3 m. A luminous point, or

better, a slit (more light) is viewed through these slits, and the direction of the

Other sources described above are considerably weaker, but given a high degree of

accuracy and a lot of patience, they, too, produce good results. If the experiment

does not work vith the point, which may happen then the light source is very weak, it

should be replaced by a slit and illuinated with the image of a lamp filament or

other source, and observed through a slot not more than 0.1 - 0.3 ma in width.
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two parallel slits should be parallel to the li4tt source slilt, We see closely

space& strips,, alternately brigbt an&d ark parallel to the direction of the slits,

The less the distance between the slits., the wider the strips appear.

7h. explanation., first given by Fresnel,, is as follow,. Each point an the

oarce radiates vibrations prollaqts& In all directions in the same way as a stone

throw into a poool of vater causes veves on the su2?face~olrad In circles,. the~

center of which is the point where the stone strikes the voter. Each point vhich

has been reached by a wave in itself met in vibratory motion and treansmits the

vibration to all points aroun it. The umdular motion is prC'PaWt Lin this way

by transference from point to point. It is important to noteý that each point bore

itself becomes a source of vibrations (the Huygens principle).

Fig. 30. Y.ung's experiment.

Let us further assumue that using tb,.m stream P (Fig. 30) with two ar'rov

8 lite B, and BZ, we bave absorbed. all the vibrations except for those passing through

the s3its. TMe mwnt the vibratory pulses reach them, these slits becom independent

sources excited (or sustained) by the same source A.* Any point beyon the screen

receives two vibratory impulses of equal amplitude at every moment (on condiLtion the

slits are the same vidth). At the pints vhere the difference in biavior of the

vibrations is equal to a vdiole number of wavelengths (glj and q3)

A= k) (k- integer)

the impulses are added up and light is observed; at points where the d1.fferente

is an odd nusber of half-iiaves,

& = (2k + 1) .

the impulses are subtracted and their smim is Zero, i~e.,, there is no light (points
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Slale calculations show tht the BAND'S. Cbserved. (Fremnel londs) are equal

d istances apart. Their vwith is inversely proportional to theL distance between the

strips lB2) and directly proporticWl toý the wavelength of the vibration X an the

distance between the points C an the I1, so. Hence, the experiments with th

apertws is more effectivw ~hen the slit@ are closer together. The source and

r slits should be extrmely narrow or 0100 the patern is blurred.

It should be pointed out that this poen , knovn as interference, is

S.:" only observed.*en the tw sour'cesl B and. B2 emit vibrations vith k time-cowtant

phase diffrence, or, in other vords, Vhen they are coherert. Hence they should

be excited by the same prinkry source, in this came the 13-4=4 point A.

Fig. 31. Huyenm-Freenel principle.

If the screen is lit by two incoherent ources, there is no constant difference

in behavior at polnts on the screen and the interference bands do not occur. In

everyday life ve encounter non-coherent sources almost exclusively. Hence interfer-

ence is only observed in exceptional, artificially produced cases.

Fresnel made a bold generalisation, brilliantly borne out in practice, to

supplement his explanation of interferenee, and indicated a method of calculating the

illumintionl of any infinitely #Iall area. He proc4ed on the assomution that all

-Imfinitely small elements & S (Fig. 31) o4, the wave surface S send impulses

characterized by gaplitude and. plAse to the point. Thevibrational state of the point

P (or, more exactly, the amplitude of the vibrations, the square of which determines

the illumination at point .P) is calculated as the in= of all the impulses, taking

both amplitui~e and. phase into account; more briefly, according to the rule OF' the
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add~ition of vectors., the absolute value of 1uhich is equal to the amplitude., an& the

direction is determined by the AhM. A more detailed account of the Huygens-Fresnel

principle (ibich the above-formulAted rule is convent4,pb1.y termed) will be given

further on th. V., Sec. 2).

Althou&i the principle is simple in theory,, its application involves

extremely c~ubersome calculations,, eve in the simplest cases.

Let us consider sowe important cases of practical Interest to us.* We wi.ll

assum in so doing that the likit source is a point located at a long distan3Ce

(ccaipare& with the size of the aperture in the screen) -from the entrance pupil of

the optical system(or screen aperture).

1. Mhe aperture In the screen is extremely small (fractions of a wave-

length of the order of a tenth of a micron or less). The vibrations from the source

reach the aperture in single pbase anid mov on to any point (P1, P2 -' ýY ' with-

out an appreciable phase difference on account of the very oisll size of the

aperture Ofti. 32). Hence wndVhere do the Impulaet campensate each other, sm. the

entire space an the right ban& side of the screen is flooded with light., as thougi

thle opening itself were the source; this,. incidently, follows from the Huygens

principle. In this case there is no image..

Exactly the same effect is produced by the extremely iiýll point (of the

s ame size as the hole in the screen) lit f rom afar from a point souarce. This case

A s particularly Imycrtant and is the beasisof ultra-microscopY.

2. The secooi,. special case is important for the theory of the microscope.

Let us consider a diffraction grating, i.e., a nv~er of transparent

elib (lines) separated by opaque lines of equal thickess. Tenuier of lines per

milimeter is Very great (several huidred). When a coherent beam of light Impinges

upon the grating, the rays are scattered. in all d&irect1 ons and. interfere with each

other. Here the luminous energy in only propagated in directions for which tbse

vibrational pbases are equal or different by a vhole numiber of periods.

Fig. 33 shows a case in which the hase d~ifference between nei~1boring rays

is equal to the period6, ikhile the -difference "-1-equal to one vave. The besin



Fig. 32. Diffraction by a tiny opening.

impinging upon the grating is broken up into a spectrum. As a result several besam

broken up into a spectrum emerge from the grating. The sero-orde' spectrum is

perpendicular to the plane of the grating; the spectra of the first order formed

by beams whose phase difference is equal to one period form a fan of paraLlel

monochrcmatic beems on both sides of the sero; spectra of the seccnd end third

orders and so on emerge at ever larger angles.

Fig. 33. Diagram of diffraction grating.

Thus, in its effect on the paralSel beam incident upon it, the grating

is similar to a prism, but produces several spectra rather than Just one*.

If there is an objective behind the grating, the beams gather at its focal

plane in the form of plane spectra, the nwber of the latter being ineresed vith

the angle at vhich the obJective is visible frcom the center of the grating.
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3. The thid cuae, Vhich is- the opposite of the first one and only of

theoretical interst is. unrealizableJ it is Ahe case of a completely unrestricted

bom mittes by a point luminius in all directions. If the point is situated inthe

focus of a solid eMiptic mirror, an image In the form of a point vithout any

diffraction rings is forme& in the second focus of the ellipse. Un ortua~tety, it

is not-possible to have this ideal image since in order, to see it, ve vould have to

break up the mirror in some vy or disturb the path of the ra-s in it - but then

there woulA inevitably be &iffraction.

7he first case considered related to pure diffraction thile/the second CASE

diffraction vas totally eliminated.

Cases occurring In practice are intermediate between the two extremes. There

is an binage, but it imý*(itef-differmntr. * -t 'to by no mesans what we are wsed. to from

cr tezbooks on geomtric optics.

The image in the sense in viich it is urderstood ia geomtric optics should

increase in sharpness as the diameter of the entrance pupil is decreased.

In actuasl fact diffraction causes the opposite. There is increased

&ispersion of the rays vith reduction of the pupil; at very smll apertres., the

imge of the point becomes a large spot surrounded by complicated diffraction

patterns. The lppearance of this pattern depends on the shape ard size of the

entrance pupil; it is effected. as well by objects in the lath of the rays. For

example, the thin ata&, by which the plane Newton mirror is attached to the reflector

As is known from the elementary theory of the diffraction grating, the number of

spectra d

*here d is the distance between the lines (constant grating) and is the save-

length of the diffracted light.
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proftuce 1Mgs of stars with a unmber of tails sticking ouit in different direc•ti

from the central spot. A close mesh gri& place& in front of the objective

I apprecLably scatters ligt aid a vishy-vashy imgp is obtsined. photoaphlws maim

use of this to produce softer photographs.

I-n

Fig. 34. Diffraction Imge of point: a) general view of diffraction plttern,;
b) curve showing distribution of Ulamittion along line 00' thno'u&
center of imge.

The caumonest s"ape used for entrance pupils in optical system is the

drcle. Theory and practice show tboot in lh; case the Ik•rj- 4/h (pArav e& there

is no aberration) takes the sbape of a circular spot surrOuned. by &iterneting

black NA vt*:) te rings (Fig. 34). T he radius r of the central spot can be ietermIned

by the es tio3
Tin U7•.. = 0,61 sin a°'

,&ere ý in the w'velength of the beam, u' is the angle at thich the radius of the

exit pupil is visible froa the impa of the point P' CFig. 35).

If the entrance Pupil is square in shape, the itage of the point takes the

form of a central square Barrow24ed by other, considerably weaker squsres.

A Votderful pattern is obtained Vhen the entrance puil takes the fan of

tvo circles A sat B (Fig. 36) a short disteace apart. The lattern is the sea as

for a single circle, except that it is streaked vith dark, closely adjoining bends
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Ua perp~iculgz lines joinin the centers-,of the circles. The bef are like

'Loma'•'yt•'t , eno, frnges, eM the las gvemig the distance betreen them are

the sae as tbose establisihe by Freenel for Young's frngme. Hera ft role of the

.Lits 18 played by the tvo circles A arA B.

Fig. 35. Detemining the sperture eangle u'.

0 0
A 9

Fig. 36. Interference in a case there the entrance pupil consists o two

c€rcles A and *.

7ia effect can be produced by means of the hoae-made device &escribed

above, although, admittedly, in a different fomvhich does not require a particul-

arly bright source. The source Is a thin @lit (0.1 - 0.3 m) illuminzte& by the

image of a filament or spiral in an electric bulb, or if the worst eae to the

worst, a paraffin lamp wick. A diaphrai with tvo rectilinear slits tFig. 37)

which are such tt their Image fits completely into the pMpil of the eye an& The

vidth of each imge does not =ceed 0.J 0.4 = is placed in the telescope In

front of the objective. The slits are parallel to te source. The telescope,

particularly if magnification ii large, ,mt bo kept still and correctly focuwed,
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i.e-, the iMagu fome=d by the slits mrt Coincide. It is then possible to see the

Imp a, the slit greabs vith narrow Interfer ne abods in the telescope.

mase esmples we convincing proof of the -1rem ous vriety of diffraction

patterns obtained with different shpes of the entrance pupil. The aberrations are

not taken into account bere: it Is assumd tbt there ire none. IhIs assamtion,

incilently, is quite legitiate for astronomical reflectors or hit-<wpwr micro-

s copes, but not for plhotoqzwhic lenses: the latter, thich have l3arge re3etive

apertues sa& considerable angles annot be sufficiently correc1or aberration.

All these A #ýGamE•H-.3c be easily checi& experltentallyp using the very

simple set of optical Sorts described above. Amaingly beautiful ad varied effects

can be obtasidd vwith a little saucracy end inventiveness*.

Fig. 37. Diaphragm with two rectangular slits
for observing interference

S .3. Resolving power of setical systan

On accoýnt of their limited sise and the diffraction they cause, optical

systems distort the Imp of a point. But a point is o ey t,j the iv WTAL of

Vhich make up any object viewed thirongh an optical system. If the point is re-

p roduced incorrectly, any object will be Vstorted as well.

Let us consider the mage of the next simplest object after a point - two

points of equal bri~htness, for exam le, two star. of the sawe mnoituie (astronomars

used the wrd. agnitude ct a star to man its brightness)*,. TMhe tvo points sam out

incoherent light beems, i.e., ones ihich do not interfere vith each other. Hence

Those interested can find details in specialized literature, for example: R.

Wood., Physical Optics, 0MTI, 1936; AA. Wykel'ls(, Research in Optics, 1928.
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In oer to illusmite a oint P int he focal plane of the objective thrmg, Vhich
both stars are being viewed, ve have to add the iU.lmlmtions produced at this

4. point by boat beh n. ¶lTe illusinatims, of course, are different; they are taken
-fra Fig. 34, the position of point P vith respect to the centers of both imeges

being Wan into account.

V (b)

Fig. 38. Curve showing distribution of illuination at different aistances
between centers of imges of two lnuinous points.

Fig. 38 shovs curves for the distribution of the total illuination as a

f wtitOn of the position of P on a line JoinI the center of the imges. Fig. 3&a

show a came in ildic the distance or the centers of the 1,26es &, Is les tan ihe

adiub of the lieht-colore. spot r, an& Fig. 3b shove a case in *ihch d > r. In
the first mame the eye can on4 distinguish one ccntinuao spot encircled by rings;

the observe thinks that he can only see one star. In the second case, there to an
apreciable dip between the two nxii. 20 observar can distinguish, or, more

erectly, he imagines that there are two stars. It io said that he objective

resolves two ibars. This occurs aien r& d,, thl- objective resolves aM r is de-
teralned by P4. (11) r= 061

If D is the diameter of the objective an& f its focal distance. then

- Or mcre exactly, the vJntity describing the illumination produced by the star

on the earth's surface.
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On the othe• bana,

•r d "• f ='

I (. Vhere D( I, the aa&ular dAsten©e betueen tvo ,tar, in radlana. •h•, ue get

frQa •hteh
•

Shlfting •m •lans to seconda of sn arc by a re•uctlce of 206,000 times

140 >-s •

An ob•ectlve vlth s •lameter of lhO • resolves tlo stara, the s•.Isr

&tntance •etween vhlch is not 1on than i" •rovi•ed the two stsrs are of the same

mgnlt•e). Our eyes are also an optical inatr•ment, the •ismeter of the a•erttwe

of lhlch •es betwee• 2 we (in brisht light) a•d 8 ,us (in •ar•sS)r. • •St

r esol•sble en•Isr 4istance (fee two points) for s •laaeter c• • is spprezi•tel•

Si'. Heuever, it cannot be grester tl•n one minute in this case on account ct the

pecul•r structure of the retina (there are some epeclsl caau i• vhich it is ss

• as I0").

SSidle cslcu•tlcns similar to those •hich we m•&e for spy glass ob•ectlves

e•ble •e +• calculate the leas• resoivsble linear •iste•ce & for mlcrceco•es. We

set •
,- 0,61 n--•-u- ---- 0,61 "7'

where u is the aperture angle for•d v•th the ax•S by the •ar•l ray iepin•!•

ul•t• the m•crc•cope objective, • n is the refractive in£e• of the me•lu• in •hich

•he object is tn•ersed;, the quantity

A - nsin u

is te•e• the n•rl•l spert•e of the •icroscope.

• -': E•u•tic• (14) only relates to the •aylei•h encountered cue of self-l•inous

objects (i•c•esce•t bo•les). We umsally •eal •Ith objects •ll•minsted by a l•ght

source. •e object re•liates more or less coherent beams s©€or•in8 to the type o•

ill•i•tion. ..•
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V. 7S
1he problem of the resolving pover presents tr -ordmous difficulty in the

general case end. bus not so far been solved., althoughx one particular, ftirly

important case considered. by Abbe is simple to solve. This. particu~ar case is

important from theyoint of view kof Principle,, and. its practical interest is by no

meanis as unimportant, ts it has be omp fashionable to think. We will, terefore

dwell for a moment, on Abbe's theory. It only applies to objects with a thin

periodic tructre., for axnimple diiatops (a kinL of fine seaweed.), which are of

interest by 1bsiielves for the reason that they are used. to assess the quality sad.

resolving power of microscopes on account of the extremiely fine nature of their

scales,,,

For the sake of simplitity, Abbe considers as the cbject a diffraction

grating R (Fig. 39), illumniated. by a coherent source placed. at the focus of the

collJm1#r L. As vas&a scribed. above (p. 90)., the diffraction spectra %, P S 3 6,

are produced. in. the fcrmal plaine of the objective Ll; they play the part of second.-

ary coherent souree& They emit vibrations vhich interfere with each otherj, as a

result of whiich 'the pattern R I is f ormed. in front of the eyepiece L2 and to

perceived. as the imlp of the grting R.

Calculations show that the greaterý the number of spectra~in the focal

plane of the dbjecti~ve,, the better the image is. The nuber of spectra is in-

v ersely proportional to the dim tance betweeen the lines and. the greater the nzumrical

qpfert~ve of the microscope., the more spectra there are. Mare must be at least

tv-n spectra for the Image structure enabling us to count the nmiber of lines to be

visible. If there is one spectrum,, ve only obtain a gray backgroundi, ant. the

microscope doens not resolve it. According to this theory, *=e the lumination

is perpezn.iculzr to the plane of the grating., theleast resolvable distance is

4_ (l14a)
But if we apply indirect kuinawtcioa, i.e.., if the parallel illuminating

beam impinges upon the grating,, forming an angle equal to the aperture angle of

the objective, the resolving power of the microscope is doubled. on account of
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Fig. 39. Theory of resolving power of microscope for periodic
otruct.res (point source).

&oullirg of the pbase difference

• = . (!Lira)

In this caso the least resolvable distance is only s1ightly less than for

mlf-luminous bodies.

let us observe the fo~llowing fact: if the light source loested at the focus

of the objective possesses finite Uimensions, the results of Abbe's theory

min valid. In particu3ar, in the case of a microscope, the light source is the

opening 001 (Fig. 40) of the iris located at the focus of the condenser K, vhich in

the given case plays the part of the collinater objective. The spectra are the

imges 0'0' , 0"0", etc. of this opening, produced by the cbjective L of the

microscope in its focal plane F'. They are circular in their form. The spectrum

Brne& by tVe rays, the phase difference between vhich is equal to zero. Is the

brihtest and has no cclored fringe.

The degree to vhich the concept of the object image is conditional then

the iustrmnent operates at the limit of its resolving power is show by Abbe's

experiment for an illuminted grating, vhich has been reproduced by Academician

Mandeltshtan for a self-luminous grating just as successfully. If ve place

several thin bands at the rear focus of the objective at the point where the

spectra are formed, we see completely different images through the eye piece, for

ezupe.le, inges with a double nwber of lines.

According to the theory of geometric optics, these bandi should not have
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any effect on the image., but Abbe's theory 'r--ai~in- the distortion s ince

the reduction in the umber 'ot spectra -incmeaes, aso In Young's experimnt., the

niumber of dark and light colored. fringes'

Frig. 40O. Theory of resolving power microscope for struct~1res
(power of finite dimensions)

Plaving concluded the mathematical and rather tentative aspect of the

problem ofrsligpower of an optical instrument, ve will now deal in greater

&etWi with the heart of the matter.

Uverything tbatbagoebfrsgetthtfreeypialytm

there is an optimal magaification (efficiency). Ird~eed,, at excessively small

magnification., the eye is not in a position to distinguish excessively small

details; *hen the Mm~ificatiom is too hie~x,, we can only see a blurred pattern,,

further complicated lfy diifraction configuraticna m*iich have no relation, to the

dbec being viewed. How can ve select the opt~i4, magmification in each, case.

Naturally,, it should be estpxblished on the basis of the properties of eyes.

All the possibilities of the human eye should be exploited, here. The least

angular resolvable distance for the eye is 1'.

Consequently., the efficient magaification is one at iiiich the least

resolvable distance is seen at an angle of. 11 after magnificatiou.

'Let us first consider smer telescopic -aystems. Let !4be the least re-

swlvable angle of the objective. It is determined from the equation (3-3)

140

The magnificaticn of a system through which a(- is visible at an angle of

6f0" is 60GOD D
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anid ve arrive at a simple rule: the optimum magntficatio of a telescopic system

is the ignifiastion st which the disaeter of the exit pupil is 2.3 m.

iddee, the diameter of the exit pupil

consequently

7ii D'=2,3 um

Let us rou of f this figure to 2 a..

At this manification the exit pupil of the teluec.pic mpst is the

as the pupil of the human eye (in daylight). This kills two birds ith one stone:

ve lave, first, meximal vagnificatica at ihich the diffraction isge of the point

is still perceived as a point, and, second, the greatest posiblbe brightness of the

oage for all heavenly bodies (at lower mguilffation the brightness of stare

suffers, and at greater magificatim the brightws of ooatu, planets an& other

bodies visible at an angle different froM zero suffers). For emple, the useful

, magnification of the objective in the large refractor at the Pulkovo Observatory

is 800/2 - 100. For binokulars Vith 30-mA aperture the useful nanification- is 15.

In actual practice there is deviation from th rule In both Alrections.

When it is desirable to "squeeze" everything possible out of the imetruent, we

have to C-oGsEwtO greater magnification than the rule suggests. Doubling or even

(in rare cases) quadrupling the rational figures mey be of beaefit since it

facilitates distinghishing between objects a&i1 reduces the @train on the eye.

Astronomers of ten resort to this step which, if taken without due caution, may

asult in incorrect conclusions. By over-rating the possibTiltes of his instrument,

an astronomer often tends to mistake the Isttern due to diffrecticn and. other

optical illusions for rqAlity. Mny discove)vies on the surface of the moon aid

planets were proved mere myth as soon as more pouerful. telescopes, i.e., ones with

a greatar objective diameter, began to appea.

The hisntry of the discovery of "canals" on lWre is part'icularly Instruwtive.

They were first discovered by means cf small telescopes, am& "hat is especiallY



curious, began to disappor as observers used larger sn larger dbjctLves. When

viewed throug large telescopes, no channels are visible. Admittedly, we cannot

. &assert that ti. canals are due entirely to diffraction: for the mont tere bas

been no reliable ezpwTnation for them. The most likely exp1mation is an optical

illusion by ihich a 'v-'ge wz er of granular formatiu in more or less ramzda

ornt produce the impression of a network of straight lines when viewed from

a distanceo It is possible that diffraction also plays quite a xaot in this

qptical illusion, since uer certain circumstances, often encountered in astronomical

cbservation, point Imsge are elonpLte& into lines through diffraction. It is

qWite possible that by using a l•w-disiter telescope and 6sploying greater magai-

iation than. the telescope can cope with, the observers stunbled on Intensive

diffraction eTects.

Another example of an optical illusion, this tine undoubtedly due to

diffraction, is the volcano on Mercury, *hich shows u aseinat the dark disc of the

planet as a bright spot then Mercury passes in frout of the sun. It has been shwn

. ereimentally that the bright spot is caused by dif fraction and disappears ahen the

telescope through which the phenomenon is viewed has a fai-1y large diameter.

A good e=mple of the mistakes which are often made by people with many

years experience In the field of teaching sit popular science is the "ultra-

telescope" invonted by an astronomer from Odessa. T-H DSiof the ultrateleecope,

was submitted to the author of this book for his corunte at a most opportune

moment when he vas lcokdng for illmstratlons for the present chapter, a culd,

not resist the temptation of using some of the more vivid ideas of the v ,

According to the inventor's plan, the "ultratelescope" is a device wich

overcomes the thre4' principal barriers, so far insuperable, which limit the nmlimitid

nagnification of optical systems. We should reca-ll that these barriers are the

decline in the brightness of the image, Uffraction effects in optical instruments

and vibration of the earth's aincephere.

Me inventor of the "ultratelescope" cannot be accused of ignorance: he

certainly realizes the effects which he has to coobat, and he knows the equations
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shoving their infliunce on the'.r image; but he does not uzd.erstsn& the basis of thamJ

nor applies t~hem co~rrectly.

The problan of increasing brightness in solved by him with the use of a

light )wiltiplicator" - a simple lens with a lorge dia.. m L 2Fg il hc om

at the Point F2 a seconftry izage of the primary SImal F, prodced.e by the object L.1 .

We kiov that in the case of stars the Increase in subjective brightness TS is
=

Ware D Is the diameter of the entrance pupil or the telescope,, and is the

iameter of the pupil, of the ey'e. The important thing Is that this equations holds

for telescopic systurns of any complexity (an increase in the n~uber of lenses merely

increa~ses the loesaf) The eqxatiLon Is a corollary of general Ayuical 3law,, for

exaple,, lbe conseriation of evrgy; howe none of the intermediate lenses can In-

crease the brieptuxess of thxe lmge,, but, conve: sely,, only reduce it on account of

additional lasses tbrougb reflection andL absorption. The inventor of the "ultra-

telescope" nakes =du siaplificaticas, inking D to be the diameter of any inter-

madiate lens and asmuning that if an intermediate lens with a diameter greater than

that of the pupil is added to the objective-eyepiece system,. the leos will produce
2

an additional increase in brightness according to the equation CD/ A

Fig. 41, Part of the "u~lt'ramicroscopell system

The p c je of this is clear from general considerations.* Let us

endeavor to point out ibere the specific errors lie. Tbre-are two of them.

The inventor considers the insge of a star produced. by the objective to be

a mathagntical point., to 'which the equation for increase in brightness is applicable.

But on account of dftffraction the image of a star is a circle visible from the secondi
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lens at a finite angle, and the formula for stars cannot be applied to it. Further-

wre, even if there vere no diffraction an& the IV* of tbe star a point,, there

A*. wuld not be any increase in brtihtness; basing his view on the Huygens principle.,

the Inventor assumes that the image radiates as an ind~ependeot source in all dir-

actions and tht the entire lens Te in flooded vith lu-minous energy, irrespective

of its diameter. But the Huygens principle only expresses optical phenomen

correctly vhen the Fresnel addition in made., an& this means tbat in practice the

entire luminous energy is contained in a cone of rays within the aperture angle u

of the objective. In Fig. 41 this cone is shaded. Mhe rest of the lens receives

such an extremely small portion of energy that it need not be talon into account.

Thus, the brightness of the image does not depead at all on the diameter of the

MlAitional lens, unless the diameter of the 3ter is smaller than that of the light

Having made such short shrift of the decrease in brightness due to very

great magnification, the Inventor of he, "ultratelescope" does the sam to the

d•ffaction rings, It is knomn from t2)e theory ct diffraction tht the latter is

due to restriction of the light beams, i.e., to the fact that the cone has finite

dimensions, But the Inventor attributes diffraction to p'tial reflection of the

rays from the edge of the metal frame (this misguided idea is due to the fact Vt

certain textbooks on physical optics do not give a sufficiently clear explaZAtion

of theory, according to which diffraction is due to a particular Mave

occurring on the edge of the diaphragn or frame).

The inventor of the "ultratelescope" suggests elimimting diffraction rings

by means of a second diaphragm mde of black cardboard vhich absorbm the diffracted

rays coming from the edge of the metal frame. In actual fact, the cardboard

diaphragn prodLuces the same diffraction pattern as any other. In addition to that,

the elimination of the diffraction rings would not in any wy help to improve the

resolving power of the telescope, since the former is restricted by the diameter

of the centre l spot which cannot be turned into a point by any artful dod *.
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Let us go back to the problem of the useful, or optimum, nagnification.

We demonstrated above the ways in •*hch excessive magaification could be harmful.

q With reprd to magnification less than optimum., it can be said that it does not

cause any dange. In field glasses, for example, the magaification is calculated

so that the diameter of the exit pupil ranges from 3 to 6 m, vhich given good

brightness *en observing objects at dusk or at night, better stability of the

image %hen the binoculars are shifted about vith reapett to the observer's eyes,

an a nmber of other advantages Vhich ve will omit here since they are beyct. the

s cope of the problem interesting us.

Sec. 5,. Certain errors mt 'byu•weoscopists

Let us now deal with microscopes. The theory of the resolving power of a

microscope is more complicated than that of a telescope, since the objects nomyally

The writers comments were not appreciated by the inventor of the "ultratelescope"

and his invention as put into use, though, admittedly, in a slightly =nexpected

vay. ne issue of the French journal "Astronomie" for September, 1953, publimhed

S an article by the Secretary of the Astronomical Society Tequeeraut, warning gullible

amateur astronomers against 1,uying the "ultratelescope" advertised for 15,000 francs.

According to the inventor, the use of the instrument as an eyepiece in any objective

with a diameter from 40 to 160 * made it possible to obtain magnification from

50 to 300,000 times, with the brightness of the imge andL the resolving power

increased into the bargain. Two samples of the instrnment sent to the Secretary

of the Society for his comnents proved to be made with old, disused. spectacle. lenses,

among vhich there were even two cylindrical ones. The name of the "inventor" vas

given in the article. It turned out to be a formw7 astronomer from Odessa, mho

had gon-. abroad and (possibly not entirely consciously) vas engaging tbere in a

new form of poeulo-scientific chicanery.
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viewed througi a microscope are mere varied from the point of viev of the rays

emitted by them than heavenly bodies. All objects viewed through a telescope are

self-luninous (the ma, and stars), or else reflect light (IpLnets and comets),

or else do both at the smame time (nebulae). But all heavenly bodies, both those

which are uelf-luminous and those which reflect light, belong to the same category

- non-coherent luminous bodies. Indeed, then ve speak of two "neighboring" points

on a heavenly body, ve mesa two points, the angular distance between vhich is of

the nature of tenths of a second (vhich is at the limit of revolution of our most

powerful telescopes). Such points on the sum or on planets are hundreds of kilo-

meters apart, and in nebulae are millions, or other astronomical distances apart.

Bodies Viewed tlbough a microscope, with rare exceptions, are not self-

luminous; they are illuminated by either coherent or non-cdherent light, (depending

on the methodL of illumination). But theoretical and experimental research, among

which the work of the two Soviet physicists, Mendel'shtan and Rosbdestvenskiy,

is of particular importance, shows that the coherence and non-coherence of illum-

ination produces more ,or less the same results when determining the resolving power

of a microscope. Consequently, we can apply Eq. (1) as the principal equation for

deriving the least resoluble distance. On the bt.s of the eqmation, ve can find

the optimal umgnification of the microscope.

Let F be the leading focal distance of the entire microscope. As is easy

to see, it is equal to
S=1.

where f is the focal distance of the eyepiece, and ( is the linear enlargement of

the microscope objective. Let u be the aperture angle of the microscope. According

to the definition of focal distance, the following relationship exists between the

migle u, the radius of the exit pupil Dt/2 and F:

sin = o •(15)

Just as for telescopic systems, the useful maenification is considered the

magnification at which the diameter of the exit pupil D' is equal to 2.3 mm., since

this value corresponds to the least angle resoluble by the eye - 1'. Consequently,
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sing
= 1.15

On the other bani, the monification of the microscope is conditionally

250/FO', there F1 is the rear focal distance of the microscope, and F' - F/n, where

n is the Imersion refractive index. Hence the useful magnificstion of the

microscope r, is

220nsinO =220A. 16)

Thus, the optimel enlargement of a microscope is 220 times its numerical

aperture. Since the latter in never greater than 1.4 - 1.5, in the most powerful

immersion spochrcmates, we must conclude that the useful magnification of a micro-

scope is not more than 300 - 350. Here, too, as in telescopic systems, we can

&ouble or even treble these figures. Nevertheless, manlifications greater than

1000 are clearly pointless and even pariful; they sult in obvious diffraction

which adds its own pattern to the outline of the object being viewed aid causes

all kind of errors and misinterpretations,.

Generally speaking, inadequate knowledge of optics may cause not only young,

inexperienced scientific workers, but also scientists of vorld sta~ing to make-

mistakes, sometimes very serious ones. A nusber of objects of tremendous interest

in biology, zoology, ,01tology have dimensions slightly smaller than the least

resoluble distance. If the microscope is handled skillfully, the objects can be

detected, but, obviously, it is extremely easy to fall victim to optical illusion

in the process. There have been frequent Instances of this, an& they vill be

repeated until all persons working with microscopes realize that viewing images

throu&h the eye piece of a microscope without unerstating the theory of it is

Sist as difficult, as reading a book in a language of which they only have a mottering.

Let us look at some examples of errors in interpretati'on In optics, which

Professor Ya. Ye. Ellengorn has kindly communicate& to me and which are of great

interest.

As point6& out above, oblique illumimntion produced when the diaphrage of

a cmaenser is shifted sideways my double the resolving power, which,,,pxtur9aly
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enables us to obtain greater detail in the 11mage, particularly when Jhe object bas

a periodic strwture * During observation,, however, we wmit show caution &A~ not

jump to conclusions, Under no circumstanceA must we do that is recommende& by

Balling in his book "Working with a Microscope",,(Iew York,, 1931), In *hich, smong

t useful advice, be insists on avoiding oblique illusiimtion and that, for greater

accwracy, th iaphragn should be kept absolutely still by means of wire. Thbis

precaution., horwever., in not a guarantee against certain kindis of optical illusion.

A similar type nf error is the suggestion made by a Soviet author (fin the

Journal "Plant Growing'& for 1952) tbat the focal plane of the objective should be

covered with a diaitiragnu, leaving only a third of the area of the exit pupil

visibl.e so that the definition of the phiotographis obtained in improved. 7his

device reduces the apertvre of the microscope and therefore reduces the resolving

power of the objective, no matter what the structue of the object,, andL the Maier

of distinguishable details is decreased. Tlhe author probably used an objective

A~th hiiif residual aberrattion and the ituages became "sharper"i after the diaprtagnisg

qperationj, i .e., they were freed fron backgrdznd axi. halos, thus creating a false

impression of definition. This method is permissable only when the object being

viewed has a coarse structure.

a) b)

'Fig.,~ Section of chromosaaes froa saliva, glanse of the fly DrosophilA,
Melanogaster 'photographed with the sowe objective with different
apertures. 88



As an illustraticn, Ve show two microphctographe (Fg. 42) of the sae

area of chromosomes from the salB vry glands of the fly Drosophila. melamopster,

I taken by Ya. Ye. Ellengorn. Both photogaphs were taken with aa dbjective vith a

nuinical aperture of 1. and linear enlargement of 90; the total miification is

3000. The photograph 4 2a vs taen in tle nml, i.e., the focal plane of the

dbjective was entirely filled with light while 42b we taken with the same optics,

but a diaphragn with a narrov aperture was placed at the level of the focal plAne

ot the objective, producing a considerable reduction in the numerical aperture

(approximately to 0.2). Ths resulted in certain fibers, clearly resolved a0d

easily visible in the left-band photograph, merging together and becoming indis-

tingaishable in the right-bAnd photograph. The area marked with an arrow in both

photographs is particularly characteristic.

7he way in which even great experts over rate the pousibili*s of the micro-

s cope is shown in an article by a prominent Soviet botanist on the morphology of

ftromos omes.

Having developed a method. of ma•uring chromosomes by making sketches using

an Abbe apparatus (an apparatus WhAch projects the image onto a sheet of paper,

after which the outline of the dbject is drawn with a pencil), the botonist gives

the maepituie of the chromoomes with an accuracy of be hundredth of a micron.

He bases his idea on statistical methods vhich make it possible to assess

the most probable dimensions in question with great accuracy on the basis of a

ba~ge nmber of dserbations. However, no matter how extensive the naterial vhich

the writer uses, the accuracy which he banks on is clearly exaggerated, for even

vith the best possible microscope we cannot determine the length of an object more

exactly then a third of a tI-t . i.e., 0.2 microns. It should be taken into

account that then making sketches this degree of accuracy cannot but suffer, since

in drawing the actual outline there in an element of arbitrariness, i.e., a sltematic

t esror which lot even the use of statistical esthods can eliminate. Hence it would

be more cautious to assume that the size of the chromosome, even on the basis of a

grett deal of statistical material, cannot be determined within greater accuracy than
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0.1 - 0.2 microns.

A corperison of these two publications, which relate to different field.,

thouia they are linkid by the same guiding lMea, is extremely instructive. It is

odd that in the first one, the writer, who used a perfectly correct method., vas

later ridiculed and. criticized by the authorities, vihile the unjustified method in

the second publication did not apparently give rise to any objections,

The first article vas published back in 1W9 in Germany by the young

botanist Flegel in the "Botanical Journal" and testifies to hi. great ur~erstan.ing

of the fo ition of imges; it in all the more surprising tbat at that time the

Mrk of Abbe and others had not yet been published. Studying dravings of several

types of diatoms with periodic structure, the author dbtained a great deal of

valuable data on the structure, in particular its period, without even resorting

to the microscope, but by examining the spectra caused by this structure through a

spy glass. He obtained such perfection that his results were confirmed in later

years, and with electronic microscopes at that.

0 @Flegel employed the system of comparing diffraction patterns produced by

the structure he vas studying an. the pattern of -the spectra produced by larger-

isale structures directly visible through the microscope. Structures similar among

themselves but possessing different periods produce identical spectral patterns,

differing only in angular dirensions. Wis is a perfectly legitimate method and

can provide much more than obiervation througi the most powerful microscopes; this

has been confirmed by later research.

he secod writer, NTel, in an article on chromosome structure published

in 19L2, describes a method which at first sight seems very similar to Flegels.

Mae structures dbserved by him (slightly tinted fibers with a thiclness at the

limit of the resolving power) are somehow interwoven. But how? In order to find

out, Nevel made fibers out of glass, interwove them in different ways, photographed

them with an ordinary camera and compared them with microphotographs obtained with

microscopes, paying heed to the distribution of light and shadow.

This method is completely vrong. Chromosome fibers produce diffraction
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effects in a microscope *hich completely distort the photographs. But the photo-

Sgrephs of glass 70ers which are so large that they do not produce any appreciable

diffraction pattern are not the least like the microphotographs. N el's method is

wrong, although from the point of view of "cow=n sense" it seem mote'-valid

than the indirect, but quite correct method used by Plegel.

7he case of diatoms of the genus nitzschia is very curious. This genus

O.vides up Into species, an& the pattern on the outside surface of the shell of

these diatoms is usall used as the distinguighing feature. The arrangement an&

shape of the lines in the ptern are used as a basis for attributing the observed

specimen to a particular species, The structure of the pattern is extremely fine

and lies on the border of the resolvir% power of the most powerful telescopes,

hence microscopic technique here acquires enormous importance.

In his work* Ya. Ye. Elleagorn has shown that in actual fact all Nitzschia

have the same structure an& that all the varieties of structure observed by differ-

S• e nt people are in actual non-existent.

Let us see that the author himself says about this,

"When determining diatonic selweed under the microscope, the structure of

their shells made of silica is of decisive importance. As an illustration of the

c uriously conditional nature of the microscopic images which are usually shown for

the structure of these objects, let us look at the following facts.

The ge=us litzschia is characterized most frequently by very long, narrow

shells without any central seam, but vith special "Kielpunkts". Furthermore, the

surface of the ll (most probably inside) is covered with a very fin& structure.

The diffraction spectra of all Nitzschia obtained in the focal plane of the micro-

scope objective are absolutely the-same type in principle. Apart from a zero

maximtn, the spectra, when the lighting conditions are correct, show four more

diffraction maxim of the first order, arranged In each (C'yAN-rof the circumference.

This diffraction structure suggests that, generally speaking, the elements of the

fine structure fgendering them are located at the corners of the squmre. And indeed,

some of the seaweedB are known to have a fine structuro in the form of "lines" elf
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and down the shell and Intersecting at right angles.

But in a *hole nwiber of cases the Nitsechia shells form different Iragee:

they shov a system of lines running across the shell, and no longitdinal lines at

all; hence, insteM of the "network" there is only transverse sa"ding. In other.

c ases this transverse "shading" appears in such a way tft the "line" seem to

consist of a number of "points" and is not continuous. Finally, 1&nthe came of a

umzder of shells it is not possible to detect the structure at all. All these

Sstructures, obviously, are important in mystemtixing these objects.

Nevertheless, they are all based on misinterpretation. Any of theabove-

o&cribed structures can be obtained for any Nitzschia shell and depends on the

d egree to khich the diffraction maxima of the first order are inclvýded in the focal

plane. If it has not been possible to include them in the focal plane at all, there

rill be no structure on the shell; but if only two of the four have been included,

either trasnverse or loegituinml lines can be cbtained as desired., and by intro-

d cing all four maxim., we get either transverse"abadnIg" except that the "line"

consists of a nvuber of points, or else a system of intersecting longidutinal and

transverse lines.

It can be proved, howeverr, by certain ezper'_7ents that in actual fact the

shell has very fine structural elements of an oval shape situated more or less at

the corners of the square, and that the longitudinal direction of the owals is more

or less perpeniculAr to the length of the shell. In other vords, the structure

c losest to the truth is the one in thich the transverse lines divide up into

individual points".

These views my be proved fronm another example. Let us consider Fig. 43.

The botton of this draving shows four microphotographs of the same diatcmic

Ya. Ye. Ellengorn. Experience in studying the fine structure of ce'rtain diatmic

shells. Botanical Journal, 19o0.
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preparation Frusturia rhcmboides var. sxonica, taken by Ellengorn. All the photo-

Saphs show the ~e shell when vieved. thbough a microscope vith an objective 1.25 x

490, ulthou•i the u1thods of illumiation are different. At the top of Fig. 43 Ve

see a Ulapmtic representation of the focal plane of the objective for different

psitions of the comnenser diaphragm.

In the first one (43a) the shell only shows a general outline and, a vague

central weem; there is no fine structure. In the focal plane we only observe a

Zero maximu O, in other vords, the image of the shell occurs t|hen there is narrov

antral illbseltion and. In due solely to the light which is radiated. by the source

of illun¶nation.

In the second photograph (4.3b) the shell is streaked. with a nmber of bands

runing parallel all the spy &own. This structure is found. when the zero maim-

is shifted perpendicular to the length of the shell over to the edge of the focal

plane, •hich can easily be done by means of Abbe's illuminating device. Here ve

have to add a diffraction mzizun of the first order p to the focal plane. If the

S zero maximum ts shifted. from ritit to left along the diameter of the focal plan

until it reaches the area of the neximzu p, a first order diffraction mximum p'

would appear instead of the zero maximum.

In both cases longitudinal strips are found on the shell. The addLition of

Te diffraction maximum of the first order makes it possible Ao obtain an image by

means of the light emitted by the illumniatiom source (zero maximum) ard the light

vhich occurs on the actual structure due to diffraction.

In the third photograph (43c) the lines run across the shell. This structure

occurs -men the oblique illumination is beemed. In such a vay that the zero maxiJuM

in the focal plane shifts parallel to the length of the shell. In this position it

is possible to introduce diffraction maximum of the first order into the focal

plane and the maximum is designated n to distinguish it from the previous letter.

S When the position of the zero maximum is diametrically opposite, it is possible to

94d the first order maxi•u• n' to the focal plane, and obviously this time ve find

an image of the shell vith transverse striation.
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Finally.. the fourth photograth (Fig. 4i&) showi the ahell uti a p14-like

structure; here the two strutures *ich appeare& separately in the earlier

aditios are nov coubine.. In this case the position of the zero maximun in the

focal plane is such tt both first order tiffraction maxii can be a&Med to it.

On the pattern produced by the focal plane it can be seen that the nmaxim p and n

are not pert of it *en the illumination is in this directioa.

The emuple quote& by Ellengorn is so convincing that it needs no further

¢cm~et.n

IL

a) b) c)

Fig. 43. Armor of the diatoni Frusturia Rhomboides var.
Saxonica, observed at different positions of the
condenser diaphragm.

Sec. 6. What can be seen by means of contempmary

optical intruments?

Let us first determne the limit of the possibilities of optical instruments.

Let us see *aht the optical instruments- 1hich ve pcssess at the present time can

show us, and let us analyze the prospects for using them to unravel the secrets of

nature in the future.
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As b efce, let us first considLer telescopic syutem from the stsapoint of

cbsorving celestial boftes, ftd then lot us deal with microscopes.

For telescopic systemp, the lesit resoluble angle in terns of radians is

determined by (12)

from which it follows that tbereduce the least resol*le engle the only thiag ve

can do is to increase the diameter of the objective or reduce the movelengti of the

rays producing the image.

Inmeo&d, the diameter of dbjectives is increasing as the machinery used to

produce them is being improved. The largest of the objectives used at the present

ilme is part of the reflector at -W. Palocar Observatory (MEA). Its diameter is

5000 mu and enables astronomers to resolve 0.05" (50 m on the surface of the moon,

8 km on the surface of mars mhen closest to the earth). This does not mean tbat

it cannot be used to view objects the dimensions of which in the transverse direction

are less than those mentioned (ve will explain later what dimensions of ttuinou

lmdies are visible). It only means that the im•ge of an object of this size is no

longer a shapeless spot - we can sense its shape (though only very roughly) and note

whether or not it is elongte&, although we cannot distinguish a circle from a

square unless their dimensions exceed those given by several times. The missile

"Columbia" which orbited the moon in Jules Verne's novel "Around the Moon" could

not hbave been visible througi the enormous telescope at Mt. Wilson Observatory,

but it could be observet as a point against the black background of the moon if the

sun were in a favorable positi•nc vith respect to the missile.

Let us deal with sources of light which can be observed, but only in the

form of dots. We shall see that in a case in iLich the problem of the ihape does

not arise, the possibilities of optical intruments are tremendous. Let us cal-

SIGAIAL~fROM A
culate tae distance at ich arsearchlis1t with a 2 m diameter illuninated

by a high intensity arc (brightness 100,000 stilbs) wou•L. be visible. According

to the Mngean-Chikolev lavw, the lidht intensity of a searchlight of this kind is

equal Lo 100,000% x 100P candles 3 x 109 candles.
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Let us apply the following facts from photometric textbooks. A candle is

visible with the nake. eye at a distance of 27 lon). Consequentliy, 3 x 109 canales

we visible at a distance 3 greater. Furthermore, if we use a large

hundred-inch reflector to observe thp silnals, the useful magnification of which

is 2500/8*310**, our object is visible from a distance greater by a factor of

310. Consequently, it can be seen from 27 F3 70 - 310 kn - 5 ' 1i0' Im. This is

three times the distance between the sun and the earth; it is almost equal to the

distance between the earth and Jupiter. The observation of signals from the earth

on Mars is therefore quite a simple task. Unfortumztely, the Mrtians cannot return

the compliment, since their planet alwys has its illuminated side facing us,

and they could hardly make out a weak signal against a bright background. If a 5 m

mirror telescope is used,, the distances given above can be doubled.

In order to discover a "satellite" 50 cm in diameter revolving around the

*rth at a distance of several hundred kilometers, all we need are field glasses aid

favorable illumination.

Sisials from the moon are possible by means of small projectors. But two

lithts at a distance of 50 m apart vwuld look like one light with do le brightness.

Let us now deal with microscopes* The equation determin•n g the least

3soluble distance t in the case of self-lumninou bodies takes the form /see equation

(0,61k

. $inn (17)

No Matter Vhat SZStem of illuminition is used, it is only the numerical

coefficient vhich varies in Eq. (1a), and even then only slightly.* Assuming

0.000o6 amm, and n = 1.5, ve obtain 0.0005 mm for S , i.e., using very strong

inmnersion microscopes we can distinguish two objects half a micron apart.

Naturally, on condition that the darkness is ttal and the eye has had a long

time to adapt.

ce,, D' being taken as 8, since we are concernedAccording to the equation D/D,

with the diam&fWI of the pupil of the eye in total darkness.
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If ve only oWnt to find, an object withoUt concerning ovrselves with its

shape, the size of the object can be hundreds of times emaller. Using a particular

device, the ultramicroscope (Fig. 4I)wich only differs from the conventional

kind in the method of illnmiastion -- Ve can view particles of the order of

thousandths of a micron. The particles are strongly illuminated by the 3ateral

beams P and P' which do not impinge upon the objective 0, and, do not therefore

create a bright beckgrnun. Light scattered. by particles A strikes the observer's

eye and, he sees an image against a black background,, like stars in the sky.

Ultyrsicroscopes enable us to see particles the size of which does not

exceed. 5 milimicrons.

Equation (17) shows that the least resoluble distance is proportional to

the wavelength . Thus we can red-me 6 by using ultra-violet light. Admittedly,

for this purpose we cannot use the conventional glass objective, since it does not

transmit ultra-violet light.

We can use special objectives made of transparent crystals, (quarts or

fluorite) or, still better, mirror systems. Since our eyes are not sensitive to

ultra-violet rays, the image has to be photographed, and. this is the great difficulty

i&th these microscopes. (h the other hand, their resolving power is approximately

double what it is in conventional microscopes, for the same numerical aperture.

Fie. 44. Observation when the field is dark

Sec. 7. Future pi6spe.te

What are the prospects at the monent for improving optical instruments?

The lease resoluble angle c( in astronomical instruments (reflectors and
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refractors)is determined from the equation ve have frequently used, i.e.,

Tis angle can only be reduced by increasing the diameter of the objective D and

reducing the wavelength . Furthermore, we must eliminAte the troublesome

vibrations of the atmosphere. There are two ways to meet these requirements:

1) increase the diaeater of the objective, and 2) build observatories high in the

mountains, which reduces the atmospheric vibration and absorption of ultra-violet

rays at the same time. The atronomical telescopes of the distant future will

Irobablytake the form of refhkctors (aluminum-coated. mirrors do not absorb ultra-

,dolet light) tens and. hundreds of meters In diameter, revolving on tires 20 or 30

1= high, containing the dbservers and lalorttory.

Nov that artificial earth satellites are being built, it is conceivable

that a satellite of fairly large size could carry, if not a complete observatory,

at least one powerful instrument, either operating automatically or else controlled

by an observer. Under such circuastances the harmful effect of the atmosphere

,vuld be eliminated and the instrument would, furthermore, be able to operate night

and day wikout stopping since the scattering of the sun's rays by the atmosphere

vuld be eliminated too.

Furthermore, there are still other possibilities for counteracting the

effect of the atmosphere - automatic compensation of the turbulence. In this age

of automation such possibilities no longer lie within the realm fantasy.

Further improvement in microscopes is possible if we use materials and

fluids with high refractive indices. For the first time it is becoming possible

to use diamond (the refractive index of which in 2.4), which steps up the resolving

power of the microscope by a factor of 1.5. Another quantity contaitd in the
? 0,61)s

-' denominator of the equation for Is, '---•. namely sin u has already attained
virtually its maximum -- unity.

Reduction in vavelength also means improvement in the quality of microscopes.

But this possibility should not be abused SiacE immersion fluids cease trans-

mitting rays in the distant, ultra-violet region of the spectrum. A groat increase
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in visibility can be expected from the development of efficient system. of

illuminating the objects being viewed. Mhis problem has been little studieS so

far.

It can be concluded that it wouldr be unreasonable to hope for considerable

advancemfnt within the next fev years, or even next few Oecades. In mny respects

(aperture, wavelength) the ceiling has been reas ed ad further Improvement an only

be achieved in the mller details: Improving methols of illumination, Improvin

the quality of the image, ant so on.

Butw matter how depressing theae conclusions my seem, they do, not mean

certainly that if we remin within the bounds of optical instruments (and do not

resort to elecroic instgaments) we will be unable to delve more deeply into the

realm of tiny, distant cbjects. 'e possibilities of optics are still not exhausted.

Sec. 8. New Vaym of using optical systems

The verb "to see" is so ccmmonpLce that when using it, no one thinks very

much about its exact meaning. For many people "seeing" meana receiving an image of

ortain objects on the retina. This is why there is frequent surprise at the fact

that objects do not appear upside dcwn.

In actual fact, the image on the retinA is only the beginning of "seeing".

The principal work of processing and understanding the reactions vhich occur In the

retina takes place in thenervous system and the brain. If we were able to obtain

an enargea photograph of the pattern created oA the retina ihen we look at some-

thing, we would be amazed at the low quality of it. We would be struck particularly

by the great lack of contrast, even appreciable at the center, in the region of the

yellow spot,and wh&di becomes extreme in the immediate neigbborhoo& of the spot.

This is the result of aberration,- the existence of vhich In the eye can be shown by

qacial experiments. We would see a blank spot (blind spo0t) and a nusber of other

defects in the photograph.

But ve do not see anything of this kind then we look at an object. Further-

wroe, if our eyes are norml, or we wear carefully selected glasses, our vision

always produces an impression of ideal definition; ve cannot imagine anything better.
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As regerds the &ark spot, even if we know about its existence, we cannot locate it

no matter how har& we try (unless we resort to the special experiments like

Hariotte's with a cross anA a circle, described in all texthooks on physics).

It follows from this that the brain excludes from the image on the retina

everything that does not relate to the lattem and depeds on defects in the eye.

Mis Cutting out effect is not a conscious sue, of course.

It is possible to cite other meumles showing how the brain processes

Impressions prod•uce on the retina. Fig. X shows a cde, cylinder anA sphere. In

actual fact we are dealing with f]At dravings. But the arrangement of the bhdowe

avd the perspective suggests - with the assistance of our consciousness - 1hat the

figures have volume. The perception of relief by an eye is also the result of

consciousness -hich makes allovence for the distribution of shadows, angular

dimensions a-d so on.

Fig.-.45. Perception of relief due to shadng.

We can go still further in this direction, Let us look a~t a photographx

tken from an aircraft of territory on hich manoeuvres or military operations are

taking place. At points where the eye of an inexperience& oserver sees nothing

but a shapeless spot, the reccnaisance sco-vi finds a tank;;scme scrub, completely
EMpTY.

f or the former, is found to be mvll of soldiers by the latter, and so 6'. Copious

experience and C-o' STAT work WaR photographs have improved the "acuity" of the

observer's vision many times. Here., too, there is unconsciousness or semiconscious-

ness by the brain as in the first two exaples, plus the use asidouily acquired

knledge. Mhese are exactly the circumstances under which the astronomervarks with

the telescope or the biologist with a microscope. The inage vhich he examines
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comprises far more than they can see directly with the eye. But one has to know

how to see "far more", And to do so we need a thorough knovledge of the theory

of iges.

Let us begin with astronomers. The theory of images of heavenly bodies is

simple, but unfortunately, the entire simplicity is reduced to nil on account of

the atmosphere. Let us disregard thle defect for a moment and also the aberrations

in the optical instruments. The image of a star loce.ted at Infinity should u.er

these circumstances appear as a bright spot surrounzded by lidht end dark ring.

The distribution of the illumination over the total area of the image is known

exactly (see Fig. 3

The slightest change in the object, for example, an other star, although

its ,r'stance may be many times less than the diameter of the mean image (i.e.,

closer than the least resoluble distance) means a change in the image pattern.

Natutrally, this change is so slight that it cannot be detected by the eye (although

it can be assumed that the expert who has mastered his trade could "see" the second

star). But by means of sensitive photometer sounds measuring the illumination of

each point of the Image, the change can be observed and deciphered, i.e., laborious

ealculation determines the position of the second star and its illumination. The

same thing applies to a star with an appreciable width, i.e., hundreds or tens of

times greater than the diameter of the central diffraction spot. This width does

wt cause any appreciable change in the pattern observed by the eye, but the dis-

tribution of illumination over the spot and over the rings is altered.

Any deviation from a point - the presence of other, close-lying stars or

Atellites, the appreciable angular dimension of a star, irregular shape, the

presence of rings as in the case of Saturn, or deviation from qherical shape, as

in the smeller planets, - has an effect on the distribution of illumination. It has

to be admitted tha+ this way of measuring the variation in illumination is for the

moment a dream. First of all, the effect of the atmoephere and aberration in the

objective blur somewhat the diffraction pattern, as the French physicist, Boisse

rightly points out in his book '"iffraction": '$Many astronomers assiue us that they
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have never seen these notorious rings through their telescopes, although they are

easily observed in the laboratory".

Me second dbstable in the way is the tremendous difficulty involved in

measuring the illumination distribution. The photometer-sounds required are only

just beginning to appear, their sensitivity is low and their power to determine the

illumination of very small areas are far from adequate.

A third obstacle is the difficulty of deciphering the data, i.e., determining

the illuminstion distribution from the given pattern. Furthermore, there is no

certainty of solving the problem uniquely; in other words, there may be several

configurations corresponding to the sawe distribution.

Since we are devoting particular attention in this book both to the

frequently encountered and also theoretically possible errors, we should point out

one more which may easily arise vben seeking ways of using the tiffractton pattern

most effectively, i.e., increasing the pattern to a considerable size so as to be

able to stuly it more easily. To do this it might seem that we only need emxmine

the d•ffraction pattern brouh a microscope, but this will lead us into a classical

error - the use of beams with small apertures to obtain large magaifications.

The basis of the error can be explaine& in the following vay. The diffrac-

tion pattern which we intend to study under the microscope emits rays contained

within an extremely smal solid angle determined by the aperture angle of the object-

ive of the telescope. In large refractors this angle is of the order of 1130 (2");

in a reflector it will be more, but usually not more than 1/12 - 1/20. In other

vords, the dfifraction image of a star viewed as an object radiates a beam of rays

into the microscope with a small aperture angle; the numerical aperture A = n sin u

of this beam is not more than 0.10 - 0.08. But according to the rule laid down for

microscopes the useful magnifioation is 220 A, which in our case is 20 - 22. This

is such a weak magnification that the microscope can be replaced with a simple eye

Viece with a focal distance of 12 - 11 mnm, in which the diffraction pattern is just

about visible. If the uagnification is greater, the diffraction in the eye of the

observer comes into play and the image of the pattern produced by the objectives is
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dis torted.

Me futility of large magnifications can be further explained in the follow-

Ing way. The useful magnification of a microscope (and also a telescope) is such

that the diameter of the exitpupil of the optical system is 2 mm. When the

magificaton exceeds this limit, the diameter of the exit pupil &rops below 2 -= and

begins to"diapiran" the eye. As long as the diameter of the pupil is greater than

1 mm, there is no particular trouble, except for a drop in the illumination of the

retina haence some writera point out that the useful magnification of a microscope

is 400 - 500 A). But if the pupil is further decreases, cliffraction and other

effects in the eye begin to play a considerable part. On accotmt of the narrowness

of the rays incident on the lens of the eye, the inhoogeneities of the latter

appear, so to say, as sharply defined spots on the retina; even dust particles

floating past the cornea form shadows andL the pattern of the shadow spots, and so

forth, is added to the diffraction effect on the retina.

The same results are obtained mhen taking photographs with a microdbjective

since the latter produces a diffuse, blurred image on account of the extremely

emll relative aperture. The solution tt. the problem of improving the resolving

power has to be sought along other lines.

As an example of t-he correct way to tackle this problem we can quote the

instr•ent in which diffraction is used for the purpose of Improved "vision" of the

d•ject, particularly stars, the angular diameter of which is not vanishingly small.

The instrinent was put forward by the American physicist Michj'lson and the

principle of it is shown in Tig. 46.

To mirrors M1 and K2 at some distance from each other (up to 10 m) are

attached to a telescope. The latter receives beems from the star being studied

for angular diameter. Thefbcal point of the objective 001 receives a picture

similar to that shown in Fig. 36. If the star has an angular dimension visible

through the telescope with objective with a diameter equal to the distance beteen

the mirrors M, and K, the light bands ii>the interference-diffraction pattern viden,
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as.s become lit mM -disappear at a certain relationship between the

stane M1 1and M2 a&D the diameter of the star. This device has made it possible to

measure the diameters of a large nmber of stars.

Fig. 46. Miohelson's arrangement for determining the angular diameter
of stars.

A disadantae of Mi elpon's method is difficulty in deciphering the data:

a dolble star gives results similar to those obtained for a star of finite width.

In order to find out which of the two possibilities in the correct one, the mirrors

have to be rotated about the axis of the telescc~e for further observation. If the

star is a doibleaone, the diffraction pattern chamges in appearance during the

2atatn; for example, when the mirrors are perpendicular to a line jnining both stars,

the acme pattern is obtained as for a star without an observable diameter.

Micelsan's system can be made still more complex by increasing a number

of mirrors to four o:r six and placing them at the corners of regular polyhedra.

Then, the interference-4iffrection pattern become more complex as the area of the

mirrors is Increased1 aI approaches more and more closely the pattern which a solid

mirror with a diameter equal to the distance between the outside mirrors vould

rodLuce. But these system.s, although simplarto make than solid ones, are tremMd-

ously difficult to adjust ea very difficult to operate. There is reason to believe,

however, that the use of composite objectives is one cf the trends which will be

followe& in the desip of astronomical telescopes of the future, om at least that

the idea will be used to solve problems which cannot be tackled in any other vay.'

How do matters stand with microscopy? On the one hand, conditions are more
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favorable - the movement of the atmosphere does not effect mtbou copes for obvious

reasons. ?tu.thermore,(miiidos of illuminating the object are available and accord~hg

to circumstances we can chzes th. most suitable system. But here the root or the

troi~le is the object itself, Structures vary; sone objects maybe gelatinous aad

my refract rays passiag through them (transparent gelatinous matter acts as a lens

and adds still more Interference); some df the objective may have a fine, sharp

structure also causing diffraction. As a result there in so mu~ch distortion that

interpreting the pattern becoues an extremely difficult job. Nevertheless, th

problem can be fully solve&. Much has been done along these lines by Roshdestrenukiy.

We can hope that now, fresh, scientists will take the trail already blazed, (in fict

the only right one, despite all its difficulties.

Another obstacle *hich is often encounteredL in microscopy is poor contrast

of imges. It is due to the fact thtt the object consists of sect'Lcus only slightly

different in color,, on account of *fich the boundaries between them are hardly

d&istiniaishable.

There are mny methods for improving contrast,, among which we will point out

the system, used by Academician V. P. Linmik (the rayis pass through the object twice,

tus increasing the contrast) act "color"' photographiy in the ultra-violet region' of

the sfpectrumi, developed by Ye.* N. Brumberg at the laboratory run by-Academician

S'. 1. Vavilov.

The second method is as follows. * ee photographs are talon of the same

part of the preparation at &if ferent wv-yelengths using a. microscope transparent to

ultra-violet rays arA equipped with a monochromtor for the ultra-violet region of

to spectrum (this makes it possible to change the vayelengthe of the light illumiruting

the preparation). The photogralphs,, either in the form of negatives or printed

p, ositives, are projected onto an area of a screen by three projectors, in front of

lixich there is a light filter transmitting only one of the three. basic colors - red,

green or blue. M e screen shovs a color picture, the tinting of the elements in

kich is determine&, by the difference t the blackening of the corresponding points

on the photographs. The coloring, however., is conaditional, though it is relatedL to
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the nature and chemical composition of different parts of the preparation. The

coloav picture not only possesses greater cmttrast, than the norml black and 'hite

but also provides useful inications of the distribution of different mUbstances in

the preparation and to some extent even acts as a substitute for chemical analysis.

Fig. 47 shows a "colowed" ultra-violet photograph of a crose-section of a

pinecone, taken on vavelengths of 400, 300 and 250 millimicrons. Green, red an

blue filters wer, used.

Another method of improving contrast, based on the use of phase plates,

vill be described in Ch. V.

Great assistance can be, rendered in recogxzing the shape of viewed objects,

particularly their depth, by the stereoscopic ffect used in binocular microscopes,

this effect enables us to see the image with both eyes. Another methol of solving

the problem 'as put forward by Linnik. It is based on interfdrence of tvo beams.

In the ýnnik microinterferometer the observer sees the image of the object against

a background of fine hairs - lines resembling a topographical map vith horizontals.

At points where these lines intersect 'ith the object, they form p lanes

parallel to one another half a 'ave apart, i.e., 0.3 microns apart. They represent

sort of horizontals indicating the relief of the object. Fig. 41 shows a photograph

of an interferogram. It has been taken from the end measure (Joganson plate) at the

stage of incomplete processing. It is' easy to determine the depth of the lines from

tortuosities. The distance between two black and vhite lines representing half the

Tavelength of the radiation is taken as the depth scale.

The photograph clearly shows numerous scratches, the depth of which lies

'wthin several tenths of a micron.

This method provided valuable information on the structure of diatom scales

,ind has been successfully used to clear up a number of dubious facts regarding the

stracture of folds ita the diatom Pleurosigm angulatum (T. Smith).

Another example of the use of the interference method is the treatment of

the 1hotograph of the diatom Staurineis.

On the left-land sand of FlIg. 49 'e reproduce a photograph of the shell of
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Fig. 47. A "colored" ultra-violet photograph of a cross-section of
a pl-e cone.

Fig. 48. Interference pattern AN twI meaurement

AFT ft' ~ L.IN
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this Uiatom, taken through an ordinary microscope. The interference Jlttern cannot

be reproduced in print on account of the conglcumeration of detail, hence we onlyS I

show a few interference lines, the most interesting ones, along side the photogpph

of the alatom,

Mhe horizontal, 2, reveals the presence on a smooth field occupying the

mifle of the shell of several surface twists completely invisible during normal

aalysis. Furthemwe., the concavity of the curve facing upwards indicates that

the field, despite all obviousness, rises above the rest of the shell surface. Me

zig-zag nature of the longitudinal curves, 4, 5, an& 6, indicates the presence of

transverse ribs, also invieible in the left-band drawing. Curves 1 and 3 give an

iesa of the cross-section of the shell; the black longibinal line is not a cavity,

but a protuberance. The horizontals provide a lot more, very valuable information

on the structure of the diatom.

It should be pointed out that the interferogram metbo& was first used for

biology in our country ad• has already produced a n~vber of interesting new results.

This does not exhaust the possibilities of delving into the region of the

infinitely small. But among then there is no place for supermanification, since

this method carries vWi further away from correct images,(n effect .PvE7R uE 0 5,4..

/' ince the pupil in this case is cut &own to such a small otiftce that our eyes

are not in a position to distinguish anything on account of diffraction.

Fig. 49. Photograph of
armor of diatom Staurineis

2
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Sec.9 Limitations imposed pon optical systems by

aberration

in the foregoing chapters we have disregarded the effect of aberration on

the quality of the imae,. T~e possibilities of optical instruments are limited

either by the utnular nature of light, which restricts the enlargement of optical

systems, or by the general laws of optics such as the Agra•age-Hetmholz law, proving

the impossibility of arbitrary modification of the structure of besam, and, in

particular, spelling failure for all attempts to set light to objects a long way

away.

The aberrations inherent in optical systems, for their part, also Impose

limitations on. the characteristics of optical systems, for exaeple aperture ratio,

angle of vision, an& resolving power. Although aberrations, as distinct fromu

diffraction effects in the IMAGE oi a point, can be theoretically crjrrected-

by increasing the complexity of the design, in actual fact there are obstacles which

in practice prove unsurmountable. Few people know about these. Even those who use

optical instruments usually inder-rate the difficulties involved in crossing the

1vundaries imposed by the contemporary state of the theory of optical systems, anl

insist that desigers meet absolutely impossible specifications.

Let us deal only briefly with the limits of the principal characteristics

of telescopic systems, photographic lenses and microscopes. In telescopic systems

the angle of vision of the eyepiece is limited; for the normal wide-angle eyepieces

it cannot exceed 60 - 650, and in the case of the very complex designs developed at

the State Optical Institute over the last few years it is 100 - 110%

This conditions the objective field of vision. Indeed, if the enlargement

of the telescopic system is f, the angle of vision in the space of the objects is

2w, and in the space of the image 2w', then

tg•W =-•

Uhe relative aperture of astronomical refractors consisting of two lenses

cannot exceed a certain point on account of the so-called secondary spectrum, i.e.,

the residual (irremovable) chroiatic aberration which stems from the fact
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that the frequent dispersions of the objective lenses are not strictly proportional

t ea4h other To avoid e•oessive aberration rinp due to thin aberration, aWa

fowl d istances of the oz•der of 1 a, the objective can be made to provide r41atIve

apertures of up to 1:10 at focal distances of 2 - 4 mm up -to 1:12 - 1:14a, ad,

finally up to 1:15 in the largest refractors.

Th use of certain materials such as lithiwm fluoride aen fluorite, ihich

are now me artIficially, will mabble an appreciable increase to be mawde in the

ulative aperture of these dbjectives. The sam thing could be attaimed by using

phase layers coated. on the surface of one of the objective lenses

It in curious that double or treble apochruantic lesese, which are mde of

a particular type of gles, camot be made vith the relative apertures mentioned

above for ordinary double objectives on account of the great cumrature of the

surfaces *ich causes a considerable residual spherical aberration; at focal

distances of 1 - 1.5 a, the relative aperture should not exceed 1:15 for treble

apochraimt oaM 1:12 for double apochromstes.

ftepieces are not &esigme& for relative apertures usually eaceeding -1: -

1:3, mainly on account of the aberration of incline& beoos (com, astimatlm).

Mcrosccpic objectives, particularly those providing hi& magnification

(from 60 to 100) should have a large numnrical aperture A, providang ipod resolving

power. Hence *en calculating them, particular attention should be given to

wrrecting the aberration of the center of the image, i.e., to spherical anud

&roomtic aberration. The qmlity of the image very rapidly deteriorates as the

point of the object moves further from the microscope axis. It can be considered

that the linear field of vision of strong microscope objectives is wt more than

a twientieth of the focal distance (f)

21<.f

If, is the linear enlargement of the objective, its focal distance is determined

from the equation

160

where 160 is the optical length of the tubus in millimeters. Taking this eupresl'ion



into accounm,ve get for the linear field of the microscope

K For lowmagnification objectives this equation is no longer valid since

objective. of the photographic type can be designed.; these give greatew fields..

At the beginning of the century there began to appear microscope objectives

vith a corrected surface curvature, which contained extra, thick mCniscus-type

lenses, as distinct from the conventional type. The linear field of vision of these

objectives vas greater than in ord.mry ones, and they were particularly suitable

for photographing greatly elongted objects.

Mirror-lens objectives bave begun to appear recently, also corrective for

curvature of the imw and for chromatic aberration. Unfortunstely, the\ Iest able

presence of central vignetting somevhat spoils the quality of the iwrge produced

b y these objectives in that it strengthens the brightness of the 0-iffraction tinsk

and thereby reduces the cor 't. The vse of these objectives ýay be extenled to

the ultra-violet region-

Photographic objettf1Jes am -: by an enormous number of @ateur photo-

graphers and quite a few specialists fr-.. •ariety of professions. It is no wooer
that strict ani often contradictory em•n•dsare made upon these objectives, for

example, large aperture ratio, considerable field of vision and a high resolving

power,to boot. T13e design, moreover, has to be simple, light-weight and there

should be no loss of light. Naturally, all these conditions are incompatible and

it is only the specialized objectives thich are good.

An ultra-rpid. objective vith a relative aperture 1:1.5 inteMned for bad

lighting conditions, with a focal distance of the order of 100 mm, cannot have an

angular vision greater than 35 - 400. When the focal distance is 50 m, It

may provide fairly good. iwages on a normal, double frame (24 x 36 ma). A reduction

in the relative aperture K, keeping approximately the same degree of complexity in

design, increases the angle of vision 2w, as shown in Table 2 calculated. for a

focal distance of 100 am.

It can be seen from Table 2 that since the first edition of this book (1944)



te angle of vision 2w for K equals 1:1, 1:2., 1:3 has become .5 - la larger. This

inraefrtesm eatv ~etr hv h s~anicement in theoretical optics

Uble 2 gives the actual limits of present-day photographic, lenses o~o

ied~i~un complexity. Seiiaonwhc ootlie wi~thn tbese limits either

result in a poor image oelexcsilyCOMPlica+A~d designs.

7he phenonmeal develoIu~ of mirrlwsystems has wd~e it possible to

reduce the size said niumber of optical instruments, vhich is particularly Smporntat

in astronamI -apd "long-range" *botography, which require large diameters MAi only

slight weight (a considerable advantage in transporting the objectives). The most

diff icult thing to achieve here is a small ratio between the length of the. tube

and its diameter (rather than the focal distance which might have seemed natural).

At the present time the Soviet optical indintry is producing mirror-lens objective.,

the length of which in less than the aleameter.

TIhe use of aspheric surfaces has enabled us in certain instances to simplify

thedesiga of the optical system by reducing the number of lenses but without any

deterioration of the quality of the image. TIhe maufascture of these surfaces bas

not yrot been assimilated with a, high degree of accuracy.

-Calcula~tions show thuat by using combinations of parabolic and hypez'bolicý

mirrors and. smll Correction lenses the length of the objective can be made 3 or

tines shorter than its diameter.

Certain progress has been mae. in constructing extremely rapid photographic

lenses by using "lsuper-Ivavy" crown glassp the composition df which includes lanthanum

and. other allied. materials.* Back at the beginning of the century methods of

manufacturing artificial crystals were poorly developed. aud the optical indus try

hardly produced, anything but lithium fluoride whereas now dozens of crystals are

being produced,' including fluorite and. a nueber of other types transparent in the
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STable 2

S2., degree.
1944 1957

1:1 15 20
1:2 40 50

.1:3 60 60--w

1:4,5 75 75
1:6 90 90

-1: a 120 120

!''5

2530e0 u d 700 W 100 IN 120 130 degree

Fig. 50. Limit of possibilities. of modern Camera lenses (f -. 50 mm),,
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infra-re& region eam opaque in the visible region of the spectrum. All this has

groatly step1eAup the cbvncee of making spectral devices, $n shich these devices

can be used.

In every group of optical instrunents there is e, certain ceiling in their

basic characteristics: the relatiVe aperture, angle of vision and sise. The

dependence between the aperture (relative aperture) and corresponding maxaimm angle

of vision stands out particularly.

The relationship between the relative aperture K and -the mximzm angle of

vtision for high-grAse cb jectives used for .ifferezt..urpoes but possessing the

sae total distance Is shown by the smooth curve In Fig. 50. Mhe curve represents

the limit in the possibilities of present-day photographic lenses. Mae limit

shifts slightly with time and rises as the design of optical systems become. more

complex, new materaic are produced, and so forth; but, the shift is a slow one and

in evidently tm~ing to a i~ertain limit. What is the reason for this phenomenon,

vhich bas been known for a long time but not bken given any explanation? ae ansvw,

of course, lies in the theory of abertation, in the section dealing with residual

aberration of a high order, for the moment inaccessible to us.

It is curious that the product 1' sin u', in which 1' is the distance

between the img point and the axis of the system, and ut is the aperture angle

in the image space in constant along the boundary curve. 7e latter is a curve

close to a hyperbola. It is strange that this product is exactly the expression

contained in the lagrange-Heluhols law. But it is completely incomprehensib.Le why
A

it should be just this invariant, which has no bearing on the aberration of the

optical systen, but merely relates to the luamiTous energy flux incident on the film,

that is the same for all medium-complexity objectives (or highly complex ones).

Sec. 10. Me X-tay microscop•

¶The wavelengths of electrmagnetic vibrations in the visible region of the

spectrum range from 0.3 to 0.8 microns, hence the least resoluble distance shown

by normal optical systems is of the same nature.

Much greater possibilities, at least as far as theory is concerned, can be
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expcted free system operating with x-ray., the wavelengths of which range from

to 100 A (1 micron equals 10 A), i.e., three orders smeiler. Hence after Iaue'u

experiments iak4n it possible to determine the wavelength of these rays (1912),

creative thouht begn to seek ay. Of conUstructing an x-ray microscope. 1he job

proved a tou&h one. Roentgen's rays are hardly refracted at all and only are

reflected when they graze a surface, hence conventional optical wyetems are here

unsuitable ,*

A simpler ytom suitable for studying very thin layers of mtter is called

L'th contact system. Its principle is as follows: a thin layer co the substance

' eing tested (0.1 - 0.2 m.) is brought into cnntact with a fine grain (1ib-re-

s olving) photographic plate, after which the layer is irradiated vith a beam of

x-rays., as far as possible parallel. Since the plate is sensitive to these rays.,

vhen it is processed, it shows a full-s..ze image of the layer. The inmge is then

enlarge& optically.

A disadvantage of this method is its unsuitability for low-absorbing layers.

The use of thicker layers leads to blurrin of the image and a loss of resolvdng

power on account of the non-parallel incident beam. It should be pointed out that

the resolving power is nct o much restricted, by the wavelength of the x-rays as

the grain size of the enulsion on the plate.

Another version of this "shadow" method is th following. A point source

of x-rays uits a beam. The object to be observed is placed a short distance

away from the baa in the form of a very thin section, magpified shadow of which is

projected onto a screen some way away from the source. To attain a point source

there are %srious methods, but they all boil down in the long ran to producing

a sharply focused electron beam at the anode by means of an electron microscope

(operating in reverse). The path of the anode bombarded by electrons forms a

virtual point source of x-rays.

Fig. 51 shows a diagram of a Soviet device in thich the point source is

formed by an EM4 electron diffraction camera*.

For more details see article by G.O. Bagiyk'yanetu. X-ray shadow microscope.
Biophysics, 1957, 1, Vol. 4, p. PI41.
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Fig. 51. Diarasm of x-ray shadow microscope in vhich point source is formes&
by a diffraction camera. 1) electron source; 2,,4) reducing leases;
3) electron beam; 5) anode; 6) specimen; 7) x-ray beam; 8) film.

It should be pointed out that on account of a nuzer of technical diffi-

cultius, the leat resoli1le distance of x-ra m m-icroucopes is not les than 1 - 0.5

microns for the mcment. No great reduction in -this figure is expected in the near

future.

hus, x-ray shadow methods are inferior to optical ones from the point of

vim of resolving power, and vere it not for a niber of advantages compared vith

conventional optics (for instance, the possibility of penetrating dense, opaque

. aodieu), they could never compete.

Me microscopes closest in nature to conventimal "visual" ones are mirror

microscopes consisting of reflecting surfaces. As shown VY experience an& borne

out by theory, the relractive iztex of metal media throu& mhich x-rays pass is

v ery close to unity (slightly less than unity).

Fig. 52. Total "external" reflection of x-rays.

Hence, instead of the normal total internal reflection during refraction

through media transparent to x-rays, ve find "total external reflection". What

happens here is that the rays Which fore an angle greater than the limiting
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with the normal to the sinfaoe at *ich reflection occurs are totally reflecte

(Fig. 52), the angle being determined from the equation

sin- 1,64.105

%tere Is the density of the mediium in g/CM-7 &an X. Is the %svelength In cm.

Since the difference between the refractive index and unity in only a

few ten thoussiths ofritri, the angle •, as shoin by calculation, does not differ

from a right angle by more than a few degrees. Simple refraction in this case is

so weak tt it requires tens anM hucrrets of lenses of the most refracting metals

to produce the mgnifications attalned in conventional visual light microscopes.

Hence x-ray microscopes only make use of total external reflbction, and

the mirrors are placed at extreme angles to the incident beasu. A special geometric

9 qtical oystem has to be built, in •hich the angles of incidence and reflection are

c lose to 90" an- a method of removing aberration has to be f o , the main defect

in hhich is the absence of a paraxial region (a region in ihich the angles of

incidence and reflection are close to zero).

Under these circumstances there is no image In the conventional sense, aMd

we have to use special measures by selecting the shape and position of individual

surfaces so that a point is represen ed by a point, even though by mans of

infinitely fine bears., Use Is therefore made of separate elements (Fig. 53)

consisting of two cylindrical mirrors placed perpendicular'to each other. It is

quite difficult to see to it that the plane of the image is perpendicular to the

principal (central) ray in the beam. Finally, it can be shwL that C¢orrection of

the aberration "coma" in impossible. This means that the aperturt, of the rays

emitted from the objects does not exceed 0.05 - 0.1.

Fig. 53. Reflecting elements in an V y microscope.
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Furthemere, the accuracy required in manufacturing surfaces of cylindrical

shape on accwmt of the low vaveleftth of x-rays has to be dozens of times greater

I than the accuracy required for the most highly precision optical mirrors. Even in

idemal manufacture, because of the above difficulties (low aperture, ccma), it is

impossible to bring about a great Increase in the resolving power, conpared vith

the power provided by ordinary "visul" microscopes - instead of the theoretically

possible increase of the order 10 - 10 is hardly possible to cout on an increm

of 10 or 20, and even then tremendous difficulties are involved. Nevertheless, a

few models of microscopas of this type have been built.

X-ray spectrographs, which make it possible to carry out spectral analysis
0

over the range 1 - 100 A, are of still greater importance in engineering than

x-ray licroscopes.

In thiscase prisms anuot be used as the diapering systems, since the

refraction is negligible, even for the densest metals. Ordinary refraction

gratings are no use either lexcept for the difficult ani useless case, of rays

striking the lattice plans at extremely small angles of the order of 10 - 20')

since the distance between the lines has to be of the sawe order as the vavelength

of the rays used, and the manufacture of gratings with millions of lines per milli-

meter is inconceivable, or at least at the moment.

But nature provides us with zatural gratinp: crystals constitute an

qRegstion of atom• in the form of a regular spatial Wa~tice, the distance between

the atoms amounting to 1 - 5 A. EacFh atm in the crystal as a scattering center

for x-rays which are coherent among themselves. *hese rays interfere with each

other and exhibit maxims in different directions, If the crystal (nica or plaster

of paris) can be made cylindrical by bending, it acts as a concave gitting and

an x-ray spectrum of the material being stulied can be produced on light sensitive

plates (Fig. 54).

X-ray microscopes have been of tremendous practical importance, since they

have enabled us to delve deep into matter and see things vhich cannot be observed

in any other vay. But they have not solved the principal optical problem, namely



incrsing t•.e resolving.paer in comparison to ordn&ary "visual" microscopes, A.

is well knovn, the least resoltble distance in the matter is 0.2 - 0.3 microns.

X-ray microscopes have not provided this aegree of resolution for the

moment. Mach of the above-described types of x-ray microscope has a particularr •i reason for this,,) In contact microscopes the rasa•o is the insufficiently mall ste

lof the source; In microscopes consisting of mirrors the aperture is too small an&

it in difficult to asol the surface with the require& precision.

In their search for new ways of increasing resolving power, inventors have

tur•ed to bems of electrons, the wavelength of hich is still several orders

smaller than theme of x-rays.

2

Fig. 54i Fo mation of x-ray spectra: 1) electron beam; 2) x-ray source;
3) crystal; 4) li&t sensitive layer.

Sec. 11. Electron microscope

Over the last two decades it has became possible to use non-luinmus

radiation for purposes of microscopy, that is to say radiation the vavelength of

vhich may be thousands or millions of time smaller then for light.

A beam of elctrons possesses these properties. It cannot, obviously, be

observed directly by the eye, but when theiy Impinge upon a fluorescent screen,

electrons cause fluorescence which can indeed be observed; the beam of electrons

also leaves a trace on a photographic plate. There is a far-reaching similarity

between light radiation an& an electron beam.

In both cases a certain factor (rise in temperature, illumniation and so
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forth) cause the object to radiate particles li#Lt qWunta in the tirst case and

electrons in the second. In their motion they are both equivalent to a trein of

waves, the length of iihch is a functton in the firtn case of the properties of the

radiating object itself, in the second of the fliStt velocity of the electrons.

The fliht velocitry my be varied over a vide range by superimposing an accelertijr2

potential difference (for example, in electro10dio tubes). Mhe relationship

between the wavelength (in Angstroms) and the applied potential &ifferenr, V in

"volts is shown by the equation

For instacce, if the potential difference is 156 v, the electron ve,.-

length is IA, i.e., 5000 times shorter than the wavelength of light. At values of

V of the order of 10 5v, coamoly used at the present time, the vevelength

0.0 i A, i.e., 10 times smal~r than in an optical microscope.

In the same vay as light vaves *hich are refracted *en passing thrmeo

media with different refractive indices, the electron changes its direction ver

1 the influence of an electric or magntic field. 1he fields act as lenses refracting

the path of the light rays. The lavs of the refraction of electrons follow from

the FermM principle exctly in the same way as laws of the refraction o light, and

for this reason the general formation of iager, in optical systems can be applied

vithout modification to electronic-optical system. Not only do the lavs of

paraxial optics coincide, according to thich the image of a point in a point,

rather than a straight line, and so forth, but electronic lenses also produce

similar aberrationsj, and the aberrations (to a much greater degree than in optical

system) restrict the resolving power of the system,

We cannot deal here with the technical aspect of electronic-optical

instrwments, especially the calculation and design of electronic lenses, For vbst

fo'.lows ve need only know that by selecting the right shape, twber and arrangement

of the term and metal partz. creating the magnetic field, or con.aIenser caiing

"creating an electrostatic field, ve can satisfy the following conditions: vith a

certain degree of accuracy the refraction of the electron path is proportional to



the distance between the point of the trajectory and the axis of the system - a

property possessed by optical lenses.

The mapietic field causes the electron to deviate both in its direction of

motion as well as the direction perpendicular to it, so that %ben passing through

a magnetic Iens field it describes a corkscrew with a variable radius (Fig. 55).

But this fact does not effect the power of the electronic-optical system to produce

Images, providing this conliticn is satisfied.

Fig. 55. Paths of electrons in mgxetic field.

Thus, the behavior of an electron beam (at least schematically) can be

described in exactly the same way avs, an f.tical system, and a simplified diagram

of an electron microscope is an exact reproduction of an optical one.

In the same way that in an opticNl microscope the object viewed my be

s elf-l1minou or lit by an outside ligth source, in the electron microscope we can

use the electronic emission rt the object $t.elf produced by either heating it or

by the action of light rays (visible ones, ultra-violet or x-rays), or else by the

action of ions or electroas, or alternatively by passing an electron stream through

the object, *hich absorbs the latter to a lesser or greater degree and produces an

image.

To boost the spee& of electrons radiated by the object or by an outside

source, a potential is created• t the anode differing frA the potential at the

athode (alectron source) by tens or hund.red&s of kilovolts. The beamn of electrons

emitted by the cbject are gathered by the first objective lens in the plane of the

primary image and by the seqond lens of the objective on a fluorescent screen or

photographic plate.
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Fig. 56 iq a diagram of the electron microscope with manetic field.

Electr• s lave the cathode, 1, of the discharge tube or an incandescent filament;

the high potential (vith respect to the cathode) applied to the anode, 2, boosts

the electrons, 9An some of t1hem pass through the small opening drilles in the anodLe.

The electras are concentrated on the object by the magnetic leaw, 3, vhich plays

the part of a codenmee1. When they reach the object, 4., the electrons pass through

it and are Alb e-.rb '*to a lesser or greater degree or else scattered

according to its structure, and, after being twice refracted by the objectives, 5

and 6, form a greatly mnatified image of the object, 8. The Image is either vieved

directly through the observation window, 7, on a fluorescent acreen, or else photo-

graphed.

A vacuum of the order of 10ý g is maintained inside the electron

microscope tt.e; the presence of air, even though greatly rarefied, catues con-

siderable absorption and scatter of the electrons. The same effect vas produced

in the ordinary microscope by matte glass, or morm sccastely, a nueber of matte

lenses place& in the path of the rays.

An interesting feature of electron microscopes is the possibility of varying

the magnification over a wide range with hardly any change in the position of the

lenses, by varying the current passing through the lens windings. The useful

enlargement ot the electron microscope is now as much as 100,000.

Let us now turn .'o a problem of the greatest interest to us, i.e., what

we can see by means of this type of microscope.

The matter is by no means as simple as in the case of a microscope using

visual light, the theory of which has been f=&amentally worked out during the

300 years of its existence. The electron microscope has been developed in very

recent times and for the moment there is not much data available on it. To fore-

cast its possibilities is almost as (ifficut as it was during Levemguk's time to

judge what microscopes would be like at present. Nevertheless, the experience

tich we have gined in the use of optical microscopes enod the information thich is
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Fig. 56. Diagram of electrOn microscope vith magetic fielL.
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provided by the present-day electronic theory enable us to male one or two pre-

. ictions.

The possibilities of any instruent are limites., on the one hand., by the

perfection of desig and,, on the other, by the principles on which ii works.

The desiga ct a present-day optical microscope is so far advanced that

further improvement cannot bring bbout any increase in resolving power, the limit

o f ihich is determined solely by the vavelength of light.

Mie electron microscope is still in its infancy. Its lenses are probably

even inferior in properties to those used byýthe first microscopists in the XVII

century. The elimination of aberration in the electronic lenses is by no meaoS

an easy task an& the methods of correction are unclear. Furthermore, certain

aberrations, for eample, chromatic (due to varying electron velocities) are

idaently irremovable in principal, since *hen passing through the structure of the

object, the electrons lose velocity to some extent at different points.

The only way of reducing aberration is to decrease the aperture of the
4

Smicroscope, since aberration is inverso7.y proportional to the degree of the

aperture angle. At the present time the numerical aperture of electron microscopes

is not maore than '0.02, vhereas for optical microscopes :t can be as much as 1.5,

thich in 100 times greater.

We need only recall, however, the develapment of the optical microscope, in

particular Newton's statement of the fumdamental ipossibility of correcting

a6cuatic aberration, to realize the need for the greatest caution in making commets

of this kind. It can be assumed. tb t in time means vill be found of dealing vith

the aberrating and increasing the aperture.

A defect of the electron microscope difficult to remove in principal is the

mutual repulsion of the electrons, as a result of vhich they are u•able to gther

in the plane of the object at one mathematical point. But this disadvantage can

be reduced to a minimum by electron streams of very low density not apparently

lImiting the resolving power of the microscope.

The wavelength of vibrations caused by the electrons may be reduced to
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h=Aredths of an angstrom, as shown above. Hence on an analogy vith the optical

microscope, ve should expect the lea•', :9,solile distance to be of the order of

humredtha or tenths of an angstrom, i.e., Iess tbn the size of a molecule or -

atom. (The disaster of a m6leculs ranges from severil angstrom to hundredths of

an angstrom for molecules of certain proteins).

In actual fact, the limit of the resolving power is set by the nuture of

the electron and Its action on the object *hich it is supposed to detect. An

electron can only detect an object, for example, a molecule, if it collides with

the latter. But the mass of a molecule is not really so large, comsared with that

of the electron, and then the latter is moving at a trme~ous rate, the molecule

either loses its individuality aen is destroyed, or, atbust, is discarded from its

original position at a rate of about 1 km/sec and 1ileately disaspears from sight.

It is only the giant molecules, mentioned above thich can be observed on accoumt of

"ýheir great inertia.

According to the Heisenberg UNE TAiNy relationship, the less the mass

of the element of etter, the moe UNC-RTAI/T it-- state of motion, i.e., its

coorditte and velocity. This W ? V is already so large far molecules tbat

to see then in motion (in the sum sense that we see the motion of an object with

the naked eye) is quite impossible. There is, however, a connection between the

Heisenberg relationship and the views expressed above on the collision between the

electron aud molecules.

Thus, the limit for viewing through an electron microscope can be considered

large-size molecules; this limit is hxmireds of times greater than the possmiity..

of an optical microe:ope. It should be pointes out that over the few years that

the electron microscope has been in existence, its resolving power has already

become 30 - 50 times greater than in the optical microscope.

Unfortunately, the possibilities of an electron microscope are limited for

another reason, namely, the electron beam impinging lipon the object has an effect

on it and in certain cases destroys it instantaneously. It is especially dangerous

'to bombard living cells vith electrons since they We hardly in a position to with-
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gtvA. them vith Iupunity. But, hieretoo., tbere are notbods ambling this

* &lfficulty to be overcews
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PHASE. ,ANPIWWT hZ MOB

BBC, 1. Mhe role of 2 Lse is the love gheom of'<lrnu

Tbe action at an optical systemi may be fully explained by the wu~arw
natrs f 11ft. Bt oneof he ritrsof textbooksaon the theory ot optical

Instruisena bas "ared to do so since 7H ei Rj 'iu~dabon In asthfmticsl

obstacles of too serious a natuare., They usIal limit thowlves to proof of th

fact that the avev thory of Ui~t expressed by meaow of Mazwsfl eqitions Implies

th-the liuitbng case of Infinitely "ll light wavelength the vel-knowf f'tuia-

mentaei of eoiestric optics., determining the path of a ray thronI a astiam with

a variable refractive lmjex, In particular., the Snell4Dhrtes law.

base soelyan teselav., ad h unto of the optical instrmenets, In its

prcblm of te resolvingpover ctby optical systemtm hebet rcl h

intesityl7I ~ meo on rde ya da (non-aberrating) optical

sysem.Her gemetic ptis i no let ot.,sine i Instill required for

detrmiingthevae srfaes a oneptbelngig ntirely to wometric optics,,

but essential as well for calculating defraction pienomens.

This metaod of description,, *iich Is probably the 'only possible me for

didactic reaont is apt to lead to the view widely held by - His MOK / becial1Sts

in optics that In gmneral ouztlin an Inale is produced In accordance with the lave

of geaawtric optics, *hile the viey. nature of liit, *hich In the given case shows

up fta 8Wfraction ipaenomem., only changes the picture of the izags to a Slight

degree, Por practical purposes the change is only appreciable then the object

in question possesu'is an extremely fine str1w.we (a point,, line., grid ant so on).

The tmege of a point produced by a non-aberrating optical system tak~a the
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form or a point In accordance with geometric optI.s8, and. as a result of diffraction

phenomena., taken the f oza of a tiny spot surroundIed by feeble rings.

In the more general case of a conventional optical system with aberrations.,

the effect of the wave structure of li,#at is only that the aberration pattern, which

hardly changes at all in d'iueonf or go~neral 'appearance., asslas a more intricate

nature,, accomVnied by very thin 1igftt or dark lines tht sometime create complex

attractive patterns,* In short, direct observatimt of image@ of objects with a

fine structure produces the Impression U1at dJiffraction only redistributes the

luminous energy to some extent within the Image of the object., little affecting

the image pattern as a whole. It can further be said tht the wave structure of

ligit introduces only slight corrections to the image governed by the laws of

geometric optics: the correctionsi con be disregarded in all cases In which the

image is not studied at an advanced level.

Men we are concerned with the image of uniform areas of more appreciable

dimensions (depending on the resolving power of the optical system), rather thn

a point or an object of fine structure,* we no longer find any fine structure in

the image and the pattern of the latter asklmes a form In accordance with the laws

Of geometric optics. In this case the d'iffraction aQmot totall1y disappears.

These facts explain the convantional arreaninment of inforVAtion in text-

books on gemetric optics and. the theory of optical Instruments, w hich the

beginning of the course deals with the theory of images based on the simple lava

of gecmtric optics, and. it 14 not until much later that we find the chayter on

the W~raction image of a point,. and even then it is sometimes in omller print

or contained in a supplement which need not necessarily be read.

It can be easily shown that the view of the part played by the *ave

structure of light I MF IC Ir 1,4 this arrangement of the text is radically wrong.

Readers gain the impression that when there is a slight variation in the optical

system completely unaffecting the geometrical pattern of the image (for sample,
'for,

when rthickness of part of the surface is enlarged by a magnitude undetectable by

tH~e eyel)there need not be any appreciable change in the, actual Image. In actual



fact is may happen that the i•age becomes unrecognizable, and in particular, that

it may vanish completely.

Sec. 2. Huyneas -Presnel principle

From now on we shall nals frequent reference to the KuMens Jresnel

principle *hich ve encountered en passant further back (p. 88). Let us now describe

this principle in greater Aetail since it enables us to calculate the aistribution

of energy at different points in the beam of ligit with a fair degree of accuracy.

Let the point source S (Fig. 57) radiate rays normal to the spherica.•vwae

surfaces, one of ihich is M!. After refraction in the optical system 00', the

rays riemn orthogonal with respect to the now family or wave surfaces, among

vhich we should note the arbitrary surface A 'A, In accordance vith the Mblus

theorem. Generally speaking, the surface is no longer spherical on account of

6erration, poor quality of manufacture,or other factors. Me surface is determined

from the following coition: the optical paths V nl, i.e., the sam of -the products

of the segments 1 counted off along the rays anu the correspoding refractive

indices n are the s=e for all rays. his me&=an that the liht trave•s

*om point S- (or the surface of the veve AA 1 ) to the wave surface A'A' 1 in the same

amount of tivo for all rsys (a ccfoUtry the Format principle).

Fig. 57. Wave surfaces of rays incident on an of'#j~cal system and refracted

by it.

Knowing the position and shape of one of the avee sfaces in the space

between the ines, we can use the Huygens-Fresnel principle to dotermine the

illumination of any point 14 in the space of the images. The illumlnation is equal

to the sMuare of the amplitude of the resulting oscillatory motion at point 1,
SUM

btich, according to this principle, is defined as theltotal of all oscillations

originating frcm all elements of the wave surface AA' and reaching point I. The
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obtained by vector addition of the component impulses. In other words, the total

amplitute Is represented by the sun of all vectors similar to A-.

Let us recall that the vector representing the sun of the two yectors AB

and BC is the vector AC Joining the origin of vector AB ',"o the ea of vector BC,

*M beginning of -hich adjoins the end of B. We should point out that the pro-

jection AC1 of vector AC onto the axis A0 1 is

ACI = AB cos>t 1+ BCcos y,

vhere ef and Cf are the respective phases of the vectors AB and BC. TM proJection

of AC2 of this vector onto th6 axis A02 is

ACa 2 AB sin y, + BC siny1 .

Me square df the amplituwLe of the resultant vector AC, i.e., the illunin-

ation produced at point M by the two elements de1 anil d82 is eqMl to the aum of

the squares of the projections, i.e..,

E == (ABcors + BCcos y2) 2 + (AB sin y,+BCsin h)'.

This result may be exterded to cover any number of elementary vectors,

representing impulses from different elements of the vave surface. As an example,

let us consider the folloiing case: let it be assumed that part of the optical

surface bowding an optical medium protrules above the rest of it by the quantity

, determinable from the ccnlition that the difference between the p1th of rays

Spassng throv the protruing part an& rys passing throu& the rest of it isn H -F

1 TW/. Furthermore, let is be aasvmed that this part ocapies half the area of the

a1rface. The difference
Fin - 1 )

ihere n is the refractive index of the medium vhich this surface sepatstes from

the air. If - 0.0005 =Y, an& n - 1.5, then A 0.0005 =m, i.e., the difference

"between the thicknesses is so s=all that it cannot be detectes either by the eye

or by touch. But the effect of this projection is so great tbat in accordance vith

"the Huygens principle mentioned above, it totally eliminates the iMge of the point,

or at least for the vavelength in question. Indeed,, for every eleent..of the area
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of one part of the surface there is en element of the same area on the other part,

and for every vector-Impulse of one element of the projecting part there is a

vector of the same length on the other part, but directed in the opposite direction,

hence the resultant amplituae of the vector in the plane of the. Image (correspondUng

to a properly made surface) is eq1i to zero.

Here, however., the total disappearance of the image does not --.cur, since

unlea% the light is monochromatic, which usually happens, rays with wavelengths

d iffering from the basic one still take scae part in the formation of the Image.

This example illastrates the tremendous uffect of variation in phase

(or optical path) in a system on the type of image, even vhen the variation is due

to factors so insignificant that they cannot be detected either by the eye or by

touch. The fact has b.oen kmown for a long time (it follows directly from the

HuygensAFreunel principle established at the beginning of the XIX Centuryl, but it

is only over the kst few decades that it has come to be used in dealing with a

number of problems Involving the quality of an image produced by a system. Such

prcblems include increasing qNi-resolving power, the removal of harmful

F'?•iurroun•ing a diFfraction image of ut point, i:crmsing contrast in the images

of low-contrast objects, reducing chrcmatic -•-•U4 . on In optical systems and. so

On.

Before proceeding to make a worc ttet$tA anu lysis of some of the

applications of spherical properties resulttnC; frxn the a strticture of light,

we should point out once agin how unfounded ve consider the widely held view

that optical phenomena involving the formation of an image may be explained in

general outline by the laws of geometric optics, and that the vave structure of

light only hbs a slight effect on the pattern of the Image.

This conviction has mislead experienced specialists iho are accoustcae& to

thinking in terms of geometric optics, and sometimes leads to serious errors,

particularly in cases in vhich dirfraction an& interference are intensified,compared,

with what occurs in conventional optical systems.
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No-one vould obviously ever think of formulating the theory of the

diffraction for the Fabry-Perot etalon on the basis of the law of geometric

optics, But there are borderline cases in Which it is not clear vhether 02fraction

or interference lt predominant. In such cases all calculations to determine the

pattern of the imge can only be made on the basis of the Huyges-Fresnel principle,

and in those cases in Which we deal with quazdties much smaller than vavelengths

(Which admittedly is rare), not even the Huygens-Fre~nel principle gives the right

results.

Sec. 3. Amlitude filters

Apart from phase, the inage of a point is Affected to a considerable

extent by amplitude. We will leave aside the trivial case of an absorbemt neutral

light filter Which weakens the Whole image pattern a certain nimber of tizes,

thounh it does not Affect the yelative distribution of illumination and does not

therefore Affect/contrast, either.

Let us consider a more interesting case in Which the E't4?AqNcE' pp#L is

fitted with a filter with an absorption factor differing according to area. It is

not difficult to image how this filter Affects the image at a point In simple cases.

For eaxmple, let us suppose the filter is a diaphM Which only lets light through

a small central aperture. The image of the point (aperture) is BLULe-. The

middle spot widens comeiderably and the diffraction rings spread&(r the center.

The resolving power of the system suffers greatly.

Let us suppose, conversely, that we cover the entire aperture vith a

diaphrau except for a narrow ring at the very edge. Both theory and practice

show that in this case the central spot is reduced in diameter vhile the intensity

Sthe diffraction rings is appreciably increased and approaches the intensity ot

the central spot. As a result the resolving power, classically defineld, is increased,

bat on account of the-brightnesr% of the rings, the diameter of the imge of the point

is actually increased and the contrast decreased, very odd effect is produced by

te amplittude filter (ig. 59) proposed by Soret (am also layleigh), which consists

of alternating transparent and opaque rings of the same area, the outside radii ot



11hich are proportional to the square roots of integers, exactly in the same Vay as

foa 1presnel zones by means of ihich Fresnel proved that the wave structure of

ijOt can be conpletely explained by rectilinear proPation. This filter,

kaow as a zone plate, only lets througi lizht during those phases Thich for a

give position of the point object and its image resul4in intensification of the

total auplituke, asd. do orot let thr ouh light vhich has a veakening effect. Hence

t it lVeIS an optical systen, the 5TINCE PUPILOf VhiCd contains a Soret plate,

&part frCK the N oRMAL Image xuce& to half its illumaination, ve can observe another

series of mages,, tibch are strongly colored, though fairly weak.

But if the dark colored. rings are made transparent and costed vith a layer

of dsbetance creating a phase difference of half a wavelength compared with the

rmining trarwparent spaces, as suggested by Wood., the basic mage disappears

inIeo all the elenentary S~pulses cancel each other out; we are left with

"toec rye" eagss *hich could be more correctly called the longituinal spectra,

an acao•t df their extremelyrffýtic aberration.

As we seeby 1r j w the anplitude and phase of the oscillations passing

erou& 4iffewent points on the aperture, we can vary the Image of the point over a

wide re~,e * he qvuestion naturally arias how wide are the limits? AnM in thich

b•ere of optical engineering can we utilize these possibilities?

Fig. 59. S*~A X^,t0.U

Sec. 4. Phse contrast in microscopy

When studying biological preparations under a microscope, observers often

encounter the following impediment: transparent preparations (cells, bacteria, and

so on) contained in a colorless and transparent mediim are qaite invisible through
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the eyepiece, even when theh d&imensionu considerably exceed the least resol, ble

Uistance. In order to improve the visibility of the preparations, they are colored

with special dyes, but the latter always disturb their functigns to some extent a
40

ffect their behavior. The daes very often result in destructinm of the preparations,

hence in many cases the coloring methodL is unsuitable.

A long time ago it was noticed that the microcrganism mentined. differ

f rca their surrounting medium in refractive inex (though, admittedly not to a

very large degree). Furtherucre, they often possess a "relief tb that is to say

they differ in thickness or 6epth from the medium in which they

are imersed. These organims are sometimes known as "dephasing" since the light

rays which pass through them ilergo a phase jump, compared with neighboring rays.

Beoas of rays propagated tbrough the surroun&ing medium and• bjects being

stuiied are trtually unrefracted. and move In exactly the same vay as thouh the

medium were homogeneous. Nevertheless, cc the boundary of an dbject there is

diffraction due to a small jump in the refractive index. The luminous energy is

scattered to some extent or *othLr, the scattering increasing as the particle

decreases in siseaui the discontinuity in the refractive inlex increaes. Let us

determine the m~naituie of the phase jump. Let us assume that in a medium with

refractive index n there is a translarent impurity (a particle N of thickness d -

Fig. 60), the jmp in ihoee refractive inlex is equal to A n.

Let us calculate the difference in the behavior of the two rayw AA' an&

BB', one of which, the former, passes through the impurity-, while the other (BB)

only 1pes through the surrounding medium. We will take the latter to be bounled

by two planes P and P', the distance between'which is di. The optical path between

planes P and P' for the ray BB' is

(BB') = d1n,

and for the ray AAM

(AA') = (d 1- d) n + d (n+ An).

The difference

(A A) - (BB') =,d An

causes a jump in the phase A equal to A 2xdan.13'



7h1s discontinuity is usually small and does not exceed a few degrees.

Unfortmstely, the conventional optical instruments, including the microscope, are

not able to detect the "depbasing" object since the variation in phase in not

a ccaqpsnied by a change in amplitude, and the amplitule of the rays which bave

passed through the impurity remains the same as for those propagting through the

surrouning medium. Strictly speaking, by means of a nvaber of devices (defocusing

v ith a reduced aperture, indirect illumination, and so on) we can bring about a

certain increase in contrast, but at the price of appreciable /distortion of the

similarity between object and image and a decline in the resolving power of the

microscope.

A_ A'

a___ 8'

Fig. 60. Diagram shoving-phase contrast.

In 1931 the Dutch scientist Zernike pointed out a method of turning phase

vriation into amplitude variation and thereby making dephasing objects visible.

Let AB_ be a plane-parallel plate made of a non-absorbing material CFig. 61).

At the center 0 there is a transparent (non-absorbing_ impurity, the refractive

index of which diff ere from that of the plate by the small value A n.

Let us assume that an object is illuminated by a parallel beam of rays

proceeding fron the condenser CC', in the leading focus of thich there in a point

source of light S. Having passed through the plate AB, the rays continue as far

as the microscope ob•jective LL' without being refracted., except for those which

have passed through the contour of tale impurity 0. The latter, on account of the

discontinuity in refractive index & n on the bouzlaries of the impurity, are

diffracted. aud form a beam of diverging rays (OL, OL' etc.).

Whereas the j,'ays vhich have passed through the plate AB are gthered at the

focus F after refraction throu& the objective LL', those rays diffracted by the
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edges of the impurity are gathered at the point 0' after refraction, creating an

image of the impurity's , V1 which could not normally be observed throuPh an

eyepiece aginst the light backgrom& created by the first beam. Mus, the observer

sees a uniform field lacking all detail " eyepiece.

Fig. 61. Behavior of eaplitud~e of two groups of oscillations propagated.

thuxa mic roscope.

The l*7nomenon occurring at point 0 on the impuri1%r a• in direct proximity

to it can be interpreted. in terms of the wave structurwe of light as foUlors. Let

OA (ig. 6•a) be a vector moping the luminous impulse passing %boughi the plate.

The leagthx o this vector "-• a, where a is the amplitude of the oscil]ations. •e

angle with th~e axis (oscilaticn phiase) is taken as zero. The light impulse

prod~uced. by the impurity is uspped. by the vector OC. Th length 1 this vector is

a .since the amplitude is no differeat frou th• of the first oscillatory mavuent

(neither nadium absorbs), but the phase of the second. d~iffers frcm the first by

2-:- d•n.

Since this eagle is very small, the vector CE my be repaeesented. as the

sum of the two vectors QA end. C, with AB .1 QA being equal to

-Z=-

AB =a..T- dAn.

Consequently, the passage tlrough the impurity, has as it were, caused the

appearance of a new impulse of low amplitude with a phase d~iffewing frn ithat of

the principal impulse by 'JC/2. -A A

ALA

a) b)

Fig. 62. SBei of amplitude vectors without phase plate.
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Thus, two Impulses pass through the impurity: one vhich is the same as the

impulse passing through the plate and can be called the background; the second vohich

is very weak and differs from the phase by "X /2.

The intensity of the transmitted light is proportional to the emplitule

of the resultant vector, i.e.1 the sum of the squares of the amplittdes of the

comeponent impulses

and since A n is small, the total intensity is only slightly different from a 2

(it only differs by a value of the sueond order of smallness). For example, if the

Jump in the optical path is 1/40 of the wavelength, the variation in intensity is

equal to 2.5% and practically indistinguishable.

Zernike has suggested putting a so-called phase plate P in the rear focal

p lane of the objective LL' (at the spot ihere the rays passing through the plate

AB g&ther - see Fig. 61); the thickness and refractive index of this phase plate

are such that when oscillations pass throu&h it, they experience a phase change of

7C'/2, and a reduction in •mplitude through absorption of thelight in it. The

dimensions of the phase plate are small and it does not therefore have any effect

for practical purposes on the beam diffracted by the impurity. MW vector diagram

in Fig. 62a now assumes the form shown in Fig. 62b. The vector OA has turned by

W/2, let us may cunter-closkvs e, and has been reduced to dimensions close to the

length of the vector B. The latter now acts in parallel to OA, but in the

opposite direction, and the resulting vector OB is equal to the difference (or

sometimes the sun) of Ok and CB. Let us assume that the transmission factor of

the phase plate is - ; this means that the amplitude of the light oscillations

ILesing through it is weakened by a factor of The intensity of theme ocill-

ations as a result of the two oscillatory motions is determined by the equation

Since d & n is very s I.3 . L , the last s81 ndL in

brackets can be disregarded and we can write down the following for the intensity

of the reultant beam at(t- 2 YT dCn).



In the exmple given above

d An I

Even if we assume " - 1, i.e., that the phase plate is absolutely

transparent,

2 TdAn = 4 W .

the variation in intensity attains 30% cf the intensity of the backgrou, and

the impurity becomes visible. By giving - a value causing the multiple

to vanish, we arrive at an intensity of zero, i.e., the Impurity appears dark on

a bright backgrod and the contrast between the latter and the object is mximum.

Naturally, the theory of phase contrast is not as simple as may seem the

case from these highly simplified arguments. In wturwl fact, the light sources

used to illuminate the preparations are by no means points; other phenomena occur

*en oscillations are propagated, vhich we have not considered here, and so on.

The devices used to produce phase contrast are rather complicated ai so far

no universal method has been developed for meeting all requirements.

But the principle of phase contrast, put forward by Zernike by which the

phase discontinuities are converted into amplitudes and enable us to see objects

which were unobservable before, ban considerably increased the possibilities of

ptics as regards the detection and study of an extensive class of very important

cbjects.

As distinct from the example given above (p. 160), which is noteworthy in

that the image disappears, we also find. the opposite phenomenon, the applrance of

an invisible object, and all that was needed was a Iens a few fractions of a

micron thick*

Sec. 5. Apodlization

Inosmuch as the amplitude-phase filters change the distribution of

i llumination in the diffraction image of any object, particularly points, very
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vite limits (in theory any required distribution 4n be produced), ve naturally

try to use these filters to increase the resolving power of optical iistrumnts.

SEven before the systematic theoretical and practical study of the

p otmntialities of amplituie-ltkse filters mas bee=m, some of the properties of the,.

simpler kin& were known.

It was known that if the t' L in an optical syetem was covered over

with an opaque diaphrapg in such a way that only a narrow sone at the edge vas

left open, the resolving power would. be slightly increased, but the intensity cc the

secoWm•ry rings was greatly increased ard be- me almost equal to that of the central

spot. This device was used on occasion by astroncoers for investigating details iu

constellations. Here we are dealing with an amplitude filter which totally absorbs

the central rays of the beam an& only allows through the marginal rays.

It vas also known tkat an optical system with a definite, though not very

large sp•herical aberration, vhich plays the same part as. a phase filter with* the

c orresponding change in phase, also possessed greater resolving power than an

ideal system vith the same aperture, but that at the same time the intensity of the

secondary rings vas increased. and the intensity of the central spot decreased.

Over the last decade a great deal cf research bas been carried out on the

properties of phase, amplitude an& mixed filters (principally by Frencb scientists).

The research has been =Ae difficult by the exceptional complexity of the mathe-

matical operations required to describe the relationship between distribution of

energy in the image patten and rT distribution in thýbiect. Although the

problem has still not been definitely solved., the following conclusions can be

considxered as VALD.

1. Amplitude (and. not plese) filters are of greatest importance for

increasing resolving power.

2. By means of amplitude filters we can increase the resolving power

(theoretically to any extent), Ue., we can bring about a decrese in the diameter

of the central spot. However, this is always accompanied by the following two

phenomena -Ohich detract from the advantage of reducing the spot;
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Fig. Distibuton o lmius wrgy without filter (curve 1) an&
with special amplitud~e filter (b) increasing resolving paver
of spectral instru'it OFig. 2).

Calculations show that these sassmptions are allA, It is comparatively

easy to calculate for a case In ~idch the source of ligbt is an infinitely thin

slot directed. by an Optical system with an EKTRANC P~pIL. in the toni of a slot Of

infinite height. The sides of the slot are parallel to the light sour~ce. This is

the case with spectral instruments,, at least with a fair degree of ap~rccimtion.

Fig. 64ia shows the Ibuinous energy distribution which can be obtaiied in the image

of an infinitely thin slot if a filter with absorption obeying a certain law or

I2?iation is placed in the inlet aperture of thes optical system (Fig. 64b)

As can be seen frza this figure (curve 2), the first two site maxims. are

totlaly 76liini ted. Me following maxim~ can no longer be weakened, but on the

contrary~are intensified, and Nary considerably, too. The central band.,

determining th~e resolving powr of the system is somewbat broadened and absorption
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a) there Is a considerable increase in intensity of the side rings, aznd

the increase is more rapid than t1t of the resolving power. In other vords, if

we reduce the diameter of the central spot by a factor of 2, the intensity CC the

rings exceeis that of the spot by a factor of hunreds;

b) on accent of the fact that luminous energy is redistributed over the

Angs, the amount of luminous energy in the central spot, Vhich in normal non-

aberrating optical systews is 8% of the incident luminous energy, does not exceed

fractions of a percent then ve use the absorbing filter' Ant if the resolving

power• is further "increased", the emount of luminous energy incident on the central

spot is disastrously decreased.

It is clear that this Increase inthe resolving power is of no practical

interest. Ay•,, , we can hardly speak of any increase in this case, since

the Rayleig criterion, vhich does not in effect make allowance for the effect of

the rings, in view of their lom intensity loses all sipificance. For purposes

of comparison of the eergy distribution curve for ordinary conditions and the

distribution curve for an amplituie filter, we refer readers to Fig. 63a, which

shows both curves on the same scale.

Fig. 63b shows the amplitude distribution oan the filter from the left-harA.

to the risht-haed edge. It should be pointed Out that negative amplitudes are also

used here; this inem that the areas of the filter with our negative amplitules are

mated with thin laWers producing a difference of half a vavelength between the

wms passing throuah the main area of the filter and those tranmitted by the

remaining area. As can be seen from the diagram, the iibuiiiition in -the center

has decreased by a factor of 4, compared with the illumination dbtalned when there

is a filter. The resolving pover is increased appromimt* 20%; but when the

wgwment is close to 31, there appears a new maximum, wxceeding the central one by

a factor of 5"

3. Since reduction o' the site of the central spot is virtually

Impossible, ve can try to solve the opposite problem, i.e., the problem of removing

the side maxims; here we should expect a certain enlargement of the central spot.
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by the filter reduces the intensity by a factor of 0,6.

The spectrograph fitted with a filter, shown in Fig. 64b, has the following

adwvatage: if there is a weak satellite close to the principal line, and the

satellite is situated within the interval n In,, over which the side maxmm have

been ellimrated., it will not be light filled as would happen if there were no

filter. Attempts to eliminate a greater nuber of side maxima mean an even greater

decrease in intensity of the central band. sd further brcadening of it.

Thus, the use of amplitude filters may in certain cases be an advantage.

But, generally speaking, any enforced modification (aimed at improvement) of one

set of properties inevitably results in deterioration of others, usully ones %hich

are just as Important.

Dossier has shown that the use of comined phase and amplitude filters for

increant resolving power does not produce beneficial results, either.

I* F

It. A,

'2 a b-2 IN Si 3a '442
Fig. 61i. "R

Distribution of luminous energy without filter
(curve 1) and apodizing amplitude filter (curve 2).

Sec. 6. Briahtening in optics

The reflection of light fran surfaces of lenses often gi•ee rise to a

great deal of trouble for people using optical instruments. Particularly

inconvenienced are photographers who are thereby preventad from taking landscapes

tenever the image of the sun comes within the field of vision of the objective,

and even *hen the direction of it forms fairly considerable angles with the axis

of the objective, since in the latter case the resulting photographs are to some

d egree fogged. It is also impossible to photograph a lamlscape at night if it is
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lit by bright lights, the imge of *ihch appears in the Photograph in the form of

blurs due to light twice reflected from the lens surfaces. 2Tis is tiy it is

"difficult to mls out anything through binoculars under these circmstances.

The reflection of light fran J N T-) rce• Cwith different

refractive indices is describe& by the .Frmnal laws, accod&ing to which the ratio

of the reflected beam and the incident beam depends on the refractive lax of the, -ro

media and the angle formed by the incident beam and the normal to the surface. In

most of the optical lenses used in practice, from 4 to 5% of the Incident light

is reflected.WheN7viangle of incidencenot greater than 30". Since the Fresnel

law implies the Impossibility of reducing the amount of reflected light below a

certain level, it is not surprising tint until recently it was absolutely

impossible to get rid of reflected light during refraction. But the appearance of
R FLE C TI 0/4

ReLucs.z, Ilyers Xn the twenties, successfully developed in the USR by

Grebenshchikov and Lebedev, caused great surprise.
In actual fact, the possibility of reducing reflectes light, evS without

these layers, follows from basic principles.

When light falls perpendicularly on a refracting surface, the ratio of the

reflected light to the incident light, according to the Fresnel law is

I \n,+n~l "
&ere n and n are the refracted indices of the first and second media,

respectively.

For a case in vhichn , n = 1.5, the ratio I* O 4s.

Let us assume ve cost the plane surface of the second medium with a layer

with a refractive index n - 1.25 (F•g. 65sa). Let us calculate the losses. In the

first surface they are equal to (0.25/2.25) ' 0.012, and in the second (0.25/2.50)'

- 0.010. The total losses amounted to 0.022, that is to say only 2.2% instead of

•4. In other wvcas they have been halved.. It is easy to show that if we use

ten layers instead of 2, and the refractive indices are, respectively, 1.05, 1.1,

1.15, 1.20 an so on, the total losses is not greater than 0.s4, i.e., smaller

by a factor of 10 than if there were no lrers. Unfortimtely, the system is
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M17-r T•c•NcALL-.# j:1 'i VieV of the non-existence of transparent solids v.-th

refractive indices close to unity, but theoretically the idea is perfect. It is a

curious -fact that the thickness of the layers is of no importance; furthermare, the

losses would be the sae for rays vith different wavelength., since the refractive

indices BAEL/ change with vavelength.

In actul fact the K-E.DCTo-N (rt ie possible by a considerably simpler

method~y uzsing one extremely thin layer),but only on account of intefference.

Let AB (Fig. 65b) be a ray striking the surface h1J separating air (n1  1)

frm glass with a refractive index n2 . Let 'm assume that the glass is COA-reD with

a thin layer of transparent material with the refractive index n. Some of the

energy of the ray is reflected from the surface NN1 of the layer Bh 2 , some of it is

refracted in the direction BC and is partially reflected and partially refracted at

point C. Te brightness of the reflected ray LA2 is calculated from the Fresnel

equation. It is easy to prdie that if n = V;2, the brightness of the ray BA1

reflected from the layer is equal to the brightness of DA2' reflected from the glass.

If the difference in the path (OBC + CD) between the rays ABCDK2 and ABA21 in half the

the vavelength, then the interference of the coherent beams I•2 and. BA1 cause the

oscillations in these beams to cancel each other out, and the brightness of the

reflected light is equal to zero. Hence all the energy is refracted.

The disadvantage of the "interference" method of eliminating reflected.

light is as follows. Me total elimination of the oscillations only. occurs at a

d efinite wavelength . At other wavelengths it does not occur, and even at smail

deviations from 6 the rays are appreciably reflectedL. This produces a violet

tinge found in Co.9TrE LEN-s S due to complete reflection of the blue ad. red

rays.

It has been possible to some extent to eliminate this undesirable effect by

using two or even three layers together.

Coating the lens surface with thin layers makes it possible to eliminate the
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reflection of light on the refracting surfaces as veil as to increase the reflective

pover of the surface. The jAqjcan be used as vell to increase the reflective

pover of metal layers - silver, aluminum or even dielectric coatings which are

applied to glass surfaces when making mirrors. The use of such layers increases

the reflective power of silver from 92 to 99%.

Sp I
7::.:. .... ..

Sm I

,b)

Fig. 65. Reduction in loss during reflection: a) without

use of interference effect; b) with use of this effect.

See. 7. Interference lenees

As Fresnel showed, the rectilinear propagation of light due to the fact

tat the individual surface zones of the wave crested by the luminow point

empeneate each other, except for an extremely small center area between the source

at1i -ti Cbserver. This formulation gave Soret and Rayleigh the idea of making

plates which would only allow through oscillations with an amplitude of one si:

and would restrain the others. Plates of this kind mist possess focusing (cmnen-

s ing)properties

7hey consist of transparent ad. opaque rings of equal area. If

h is the radius of the outer circumference of the first dark ring Ll (Fig. 66a),

it can be assmeed that the "focal distance" of the gone plate is determined by the

e quation 1 21

Let 0 and 0' be two conjugate points, i.e., let them satisfy the condition
1 1 1

where s anda ' afe the distances between the plate and the object ani image, taking
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the sip rule into accomt OFig. 6b). Calculations show tkat the optical Path

between the point0 and 0', i.e., the sum cc the segment8s O + HO I' &Uring passage

fran the beginning to the eeni of the zone (fram point 0 to Al or from Aa to A2 ,

for example), is increased by )6 , vhile the phase is increased by 2 X . Since a

phase change of the integer 2K does not alter anything in the oscillatory motion,

it can be said that for point 0' the oscillations occurring on all the circumferences

.1,' 2' OA, .. etc., in harmony, andh pulses fron these cfrcifereaces

are sumed at the point 0'; hence 0' can be called the imzge of point 0. Further-

more, the image is not a god one, since the other zones of the plate, for example,

those shown by a broken line in Fig. 66a, although harmonized vith respect to phase,

are not coordimte& with the foregoing ones, and the amplitude of oscillations from

these zoneswo WsotýM up aritetically , but are sined as vactcrs.'

Fig. 66. Structure of Soret zole plate

An exact calculation shows that only 10% of the luminous energy incident

on the plate reaches point 0W, 50% being absorbed by the opqque rings an& 40%

forming a number of other imges. These extra imges are fowA at all points of

the axis 00' for which the optical path 00' (n is the number of the plfnt) is

increased by 2 ?0,3 k . during passage from one ring to the next. In

other words, the zone plate possesses an infinitely ]arge 1 f foci determined by

the equation 1 2W
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where k in an integer.

Wood suggestedL the following Improveent to the'system. Insteae of trens-

parent layers., he suggested coatings producing a phase difference of a half wave.

This stepped up the useful amount of light caverging at the center of the point

imag 4 times, althoudi the basic disadvantage of the zone plate, the multiplicity

of foci - rumained as before.

But we can go further. Te can male the plate in the shape used by Fresnel

for his lighthouse lenses, but on a microscopic scale; the vidth of the serrations

-AB is about one micron (Fig. 67), Vhile the thickness of the plate varies with the

MA/
heieht according to a law ensuring that the optical system O + _ + NO' for all

points on the ring. When ging from one ring to the next, the optical path of the

ray is increased by A , 4 ', vhile the phase skips 2 "r vhich is tantamount to

no jVMP at all.

A lens vith this profile possesses the property of an ordinary lens, that

is to say, it prodLuces a sharp, single iLAge of the point at a given wavelength and

AT any position of the object. The aberration in rays of this vavelength in

similar to conventional lenses, except that the spherical aberration is more easily

limited and there is no cxwvature of the plane of the Image; this is impossible in

conventional lenses.

The resolving power of thet see with a profile of this kind - which we

call phase plates - is the sae as in ordLinary lenses vith the same focal distance

an& diameter. 1he main difference between phase plates a&M ordinary lenses is that

the former exhibit tremeaaous chrnmtic aberration, depending solely on the wave-

length )K and not the material of which the lens is made. This aberration is

approximately 20 times greater than in lenses made of borosilicate crown glass.

Here the images in the rays, whose wavelength k differs from X, Mdh1bt a

remrk1ble property - their brightness is less than. that of the 1age of the

principal color. The drop in brightness, however, is small if the area of the

spectrum employed (for example, the visible region) is wt excessively vide. The
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resolving power does not vary here.

The jw4-5plate my be calculated. in such a way that it compensates the

4 residual chromatic aberration of ordinary two-lens objectives used, for example,

in astronamical telescopes. This aberration, which is called the secondary spectrum,

is so grest tht it prevents us •btaining a clear-cut picture of the celestial

b adies an&d. jthe reason why over the last few years not a single large refractor

has been built, *hereas an ever greater nudber of mirror telescopes free fran

6rcmatic aberration have been constructed and put into service. The calculation

shows that the addition of a lens of a focal distance equal roughly to 7 times the

focal distance of the objective, coated on one side vith phase layers of a certain

shape (from 30 to 50 layers according to the objective characteristics) enables us

to reduce the secondary spectrum by a factor of 15 to 20. Unfortunately, the

manufacture of these layers involves great technical difficulty.

We should point out cnce agin that *hen studying the phase plates &escribed

here argwments base& on gecmetric optics are a great danger; they my lead to

absurtd conclusions. An error resulting from such arguments increases as the vidth

of the zones and the nmber of them decreases.

The use of thin coatings, describe& here, far from exhausts their possibilities.

Ze possibilities resulting from the modified •aplitude and phases would. nt have

RAIre. , D had not light been of an undular nature.
A 4

0 00

Fig. 67. Improved profile of zone plate.

Sec. 8. Same more about resolvitz pover and. the eamout of

information provided. b an optical system

The arguments contained in:Sec. 8 in Ch. IV my give rise to undue hope

that it may be possible to unearth details in optical systems for thich there is no
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provision in .the normal theory of resolving power., If we asms•w 1t' the receiver

possesses infinite resolving power (i ;e., that it does not itself introduce any

change in the pattern of the image) and that there is no interfe:ece from Uhe

atmospherepnor aberration in the optical system, it might be thought that an

experienced analyst of image patterns might be able to gleen a czamiderably greater

amount of information than on tlebasis of the clatisical theory of

resQlving power.

Unfortunately, this is not the case.. ExtremelyFm-fiintical operations

based on equations resulting from the Huygens-Fresnel principle show that an imge

pattern, i.e.,,d•istribution of brightness in -the plane of the image, may be

produced not by one object (or more exactly, not by one distribution of brightnesses

in the plane of the object), but an infinitely large nuhber of them. If the object

is periodic in structure (for example, a diffraction CRA•itm) vhich is thinner than

the optical system can resolve according to the Abbe elementary theory, the optical

system, as it were, "refuses to allow" the structure through the objective and no

atter in how much detail we stuty the distribution of energy in the image, its

shape cannot be determined uniquely. The French physicists call optical system

of this kin& "filtwes passe-ba.", i.e., they regard them as filters which allow

through periodic structures, the frequency of vhich is not below a certain level.

Of late there has been a revival of interest in a curious fact. As was

stated above, there may be several (and theoretically an infinite nunber) of

distributions in space of the object for one and the same brightness distribution

in the space of the image. But if we have additional information on the subject

frcm other sources (let us suppose, that we know it is a double star from say a

spoctrographic staty), the obscurity in attempting an iage pattern is remove&.

This makes it possible to obtain further data, for example, on the distance between

stars, the ratio of their brightnesses, and so on. Thus, one piece of itform tion

gives rise to another.

The problem of the "amount of information" supplied. by an optical system

has recently come to the attention of a number of specialists in optics. It has
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been observed that the development of comunications by means of vhich a person A

let us call him the sender - sends certain information by some means or other Oorpe

Scode, telephone, radio,, etc.), requires an ansver to the folloving questions: a)

how much inform timn can be transmitted in a given period; b) in what form, i.e.,

with how much distortion will the receiver B get the information. A question vhich

arises in this connection is, how valuable isc iliýormation vhich has to be transmitted,

sinc•t is of little value, for example, birthday congraitulations, arives in die-
/ALL

torted form, no great harm is done; eFFI ýHe receipt of the new in not unexpected.

Attempts to solve these problems separately in different branches of engineering

have resulted in a new trend in a general direction which is now called the theory

of information, although it ought to be called the theory of the transmissl#AI oIý

information.

It has often been pointed out tht the formation of images by an optical

system can also be treated as a TkAs4sMsl4bf information, The object (Qor the sales

of simplicity ye will condider it to be plane) represents a certain distribution of

brightness over a plane. The distribution my be resarded as a totality of inform-

ation Viich by meas of the optical system in being transmitted to a receiver.

During the reception and transmission of luminous fluxes them are distortions.

The reason for the distortions are: energy losses in the light, aberration of the

optical system; diffraction; which turns a point into a configuration with complicated

energy distribution; the crude structure of the receiver; parasitic light entering

the reodver through secondary reflection' scatter by the framework, dust or

scratches on the surface of the lens, extraneous light reaching the surface of the

receiver, and so on.' All these factorsAreduce the amount of information coming from

the object . For example, if the receiver is the retina of the

human eye, which has 900,000 nerve endings, the number of signals received by the

eye over aZ bvzu mamert of time cannot exceed 900,000, and this can only be the case

if the image of the point produced by the optical system does not exceed the size

of the individual cell through aberration or diffraction. But on the object the



nzýber of signals is not restricted., generally speaking, and the number of them

vhich the object can dispatch cannot easily be calculated,.

As a simplification it can be considered that the Qbject represents a

lattice or grid (two lattices at right angles). In a more general case we can

represent the brightness B (xy) of a point on a flat object in the form of a

laurier series with respect to two variables x and y, or else by other methods.

If it is known how any point on the object in reproduced in the plane of the image

(vhich is only feasible in very simple cases, in particular when the optical

system is ideal), it is possible at least theoretically to calculate the distribution

Of illumiitions in the plane of the image. In practice, this problem is solved

by very laborious ar,& cumbersome methods.

The distribution pattrnm of illumination in the plane of the image (onchi

suggested calling it "netherial" since it cannot be observed. in the pure form uner

any circumstaces) is by itself a distorted reproduction of the object of a certain

scale, but it is just the um:eal or "atherial" nature of it which hampers calculatica

of the number of independent signals describing it; furthermore, the nunber of

aigmals is of no practical interest as long as the receiver receiving ibe innge is

uliotrn.

Knowing the properties of the receiver, its structure, the sensitivity of

individual 1arts of it, the threshholJ of sensitivit~y to contrast of neighboring

parts or groups, we can detemine the number of separate "signals" which are able

to be received an trmninitted. by the receiver. 7 ratio of these sills to the

signals dispatchel by the object may serve as a measure for the distortion introdLuced

by the system "optical instrument - receiver'.

However, the formation of any image cannot be covered entirely by any meat

by the theory~pf inforamtin, since, apart 'from the number of measurements and

dependents on time, there are fundaAental dliferences between this formation and

the transmission, say, of a conversation by telephone.

The theory of information makes it possible to consideroptical images from

ev angles which are of definite interest, and because of the analogy between



different vibratory processes, enable us to transpose the results of one branch of

engineering to another, It is true that not all concepts pertaining to the theory

of informtioa and associated with the trams of information can be medhanically

tranposed to the theory of optical imges. For example, the functbn introduced by

Shannon =der the nae of entropy and similar in appearance to the entropy vhich in

thermodyamics indicates the direction in ihich a conversion or transfer of energy

should move, meets with difficulties if ve try to transpose it to optics vhere the

aim of the function is to give a numerical value to the concept of "information

value".

Any concept, of course, can be introduced into optics with a certain degree

of conventio ality, butkenefit to be derived from this artificial transfer is

questionable. It should be pointed out here that the theory of information bas not

revealed or cannot reveal amy new possibilities either in Improving the quality of

images or in man's ability to derive greater advantage from the analysis of the

image pattern. Thus, the theory cannot extent the frontiers of the "possible" in

optics, but merely puts a new language at the disposal of the investigator.

Nevertheless, cases are knowi in which a new language leads to new ideas. The

language of the theory of informttion has enabled the Italian optics specialist,

Toraldo, to derive a new criterion of quality for photographic objects.
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CONCLU ION

Despite the sketchiness of the material contained in this book, it can

nevertheless be used to drav general conclusions on the limitation of optical

system.s These limitations can be ascribed to two spheres: 1) macroscopic phenomena,

i.e., phenomena produced by light sources vith large linear or angular dimensions,

and 2) microscopic phenomena in vhich the light sources are very fine structures

studied under a microscope, or heavenly bodies, the angular dimensions of vhich

are not greater than fractions of a -seconWd.

In the first sphere the principal limitation on the structure of light

rays is the law of conservation of energy, or in the languap of the optical

experts, the Lagrange-Heiuholz law. This law stands in the wvy of realization of

drea•s of long-range combustion mtil light sources thousands of times brighter

than the sun are developed, and removes all hope of constructing concentrating

devices,, E.A'm a strong Li4r through narrow openings op, even calculati,#

ultra-rapid. photographic lenses, which is also a favorite subject for inexperienced

inventors. Furthermore, everything that has been said in connection with long

range combustion by mans of heat or visible rays is true of any rays vhether

infra-red or ultra-violet, and generally speaking, # any type of radiant energy.

The irreversibility principle categorically refutes the transformation of

scattered into beae.ed. light, which is so alluring for television desigiers; it

excludes the possibility of developing lighthouse optical systems similar to the

one described in detail in Ch. III.

The vibratory nature of luminous phenomena is beginning to mAK r iTh

microworld and the concept of wvelengthe is beginning to make itself felt. The

comparatively short wavelengthS lying far beyond the threshhold of resolution of the.

human eye MAV fortunately not impeded the development of the simple and neat theory

of geometric optics, which has enabled us to construct all the vwderful optical

instruments which science has used to take such giant strides forward in unraveling

the secrets of nature. But these instruments have enabled us to detect their

enemies - diffraction ant interfeence - which are results of the vibratory nature of
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the propagtim of light. It seemed tbat a point could never be projected as a

point, that all optical instruments produce distorted images of objects being viewed.

a nY that we would have to learn to recognize the objects in much the same way as a

reconnaisance scout picks out carefully caInflsged objectives. Naturally, a

science of this kind. is not an easy thing, and, many an inventiptor, astronomer

or biolgist has been led astray by taking too simple an approach to the picture he

was studying.

The attention of the readers has also been drawn to the fact that the

concept of resolving power is conditional and that different things can affect it

to different degrees. Certain methods based on the undular nature of light enable

us to increase this power; but no great hopes should. be placed on these method-s.

Although in princip3i, it is possible to produce an image of a point by an optical

system in different forms, using amplitude filters with a particular density

distribution, in order to do so we have to sacrifice practically all the incident

luminous energy and leave a mere fraction of 1t. Tlht is vhy this approach cannot

r be considered in any way promising and it would be unwise for inventors 1o direct

their efforts towards it. Furtherore, the great mathematical difficulties

guarding the path can themselves be considered reliable defense aginst casual

attempts bo abuse these possiUlities.

A number of limitations, this time of a technical nature rather than a

question of principle, are by aberrations of optical systems. Because it is

impossible to eliminate them by simple methods (by using a minimum number of lenses,

mirrors or otiher parts) Ve cannot build optical "ystens vhich have a large rclative

aperture and a large angle of vision at the same time, maintaining a hiEh-grade

image over the whole field. That is why we cannot construct short optical systems

producing large-size images and satisfying the several conflicting requirements at

the• same time, for instance, problems of size. This sphere of computation is also

of interest to inventors wishing to overcome obstacles which have so far been

insurmountable. But it is usually only the experienced specialists who engage in

such research, and ip quite a number of pages are devoted to this matter, it
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is not in order to PSC , E,'- young inventors fromtpr the apetites

of over-demanding clients reluctant to face unwritten, thougi actual and inevitable

facts.

We have talked separately, and admittedly rather briefly, with certain

"optical" systems and instruments using x-rays and electron beams. We have left

aside "acoustic" optics and radio optics, since on account of the great wavelength,

the undular nature of radiation predominates over geometric radiation, and the

Huygens-Fresnel principle translated into the language of new vibrations is no

longer a secondary rider to the laws of refraction and reflection, but, on the

c ontrary, is becoming a basic one. This is bringing about great changes in the

design of optical systems transmitting and receiving acoustic andr radio siEI..ls.

* *

The author hopes that this book will help inventors to channel their

efforts in the right direction by warning them 3f the many dangers lying in wit

along the difficwlt path of invention, and tbat it will help them to save time and

energy which are sometimes so easily wasted on attampts to circumivent the basic

laws of optics. The book will also help them to recogize these laws in the

complicated instances in vhich they are happily disgiised by second-rate facts

which at first sight seem important. Attention has also been given in the book to

the latest views on certain aspects of optics, developed over the last few years

and not yet fully established. A study of them will make it possible to understand

the basic principles of optics more thoroughly and to stuay the older problems from

a new standpoint.
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APPENDIX

FIRST PROOF OF IAGRANGE-HELMHOLZ LAW
It

Because of the great importance of the Lagrange-Helmholk law, we vill give

the proof of it here. We vil!, first show that if louses of light during passage

throughai optical system are disregrded, the brightness of the be& divided by the

square of the refractive index is constant along the-kole beam.

1

Fig. 68. Generalization of law ofrefrection.

Let us consider the elemetit a of the focus S (Fig. 68) separating two

media I and II with refractive indices n and n'. Let us assume that a beam P

limited by the elements d and a' impinges upon the surface S. A sphere with a

idits of unity is drawn from the point 0 of the element s. Let GA be normal to the

e lement s and let DP.7 be an element cut from the surface of the sphere by the beam

P. The boundaries DE and FG of this beam are determined in the following Vwy. Let

us draw two planes 0AB and OAC through GA; these planes form a very small angle

Let us consider two planes parallel to each other and to the element a, and

perpendicular to the normal OA and intersecbing the latter at points H and H

Let us calculate the flux passing through the light ray bounded, by the

elements s and s'. To do this let us first determine the area of the element DEOF,

wihich on account oe very small size can be regarded as a rectangle; its area is

therefore equal to DE, EG. Let us use i •o designate the angle formed by the rays

OD and OE and the normal, and i + di to desigrate the angle formed by the rays
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OF and OG. Since the radius of the sphere is unity, we ry assune that EG = DF = di.

The side IS as part of the circumference 'ith a radius HI), is equal to HID) ,, but

HD = OD. sin 1 = sin i,

DE =sin i.

he side.FD= OD. i = di. The area DGF is equal to di sini. The

element fBE is normal to the rays of the beam P, an. its area divided by the square

of the radius, i.e., by unity, is equal to the solid angle Wo determining the angle

of radiation of the element s. The equations in Sec. 3 of Ch. I easily give us

the following expression for the flux

0 = Bscos 0. i,

there ý is the angle between the normal to the element s and the axis of the beam,

and. is equal to i. Then

•= Bscos i- =Bs. cos isin idi." .

After refraction on the element s of the interface S, the beam intersects

the sphere with radius equal to unity a second. tAme. Let us use B' to designate

the brightness of the refracted beam. The flux of this beam can be calculated

exactly in the same 'wy as for the incident ray, to wit,

0' = B's cos i' sin i' - +1 dil',

where B', 1, di' and. designate the quantities corresponding to B, i, di and

in mediun I. The quantity j.is equal to 4, since, according to the first lav of

Descartes, the incident ray when refracted and normal to the element a of the

refracting surface are in one plane; the rays OD and OF lie in the plane AB and

remlin in it after refraction; the rays OE and OG are in the plane AC before and

after refraction.

Now let us apply the law of refraction of light

n sin i = W' sii'n

Let us square it
tO sin$ i = W' sins P'.

Differentiating the relationship, we get

2n, cos i sin i di 2n" cos i' sin i' di'. (18)
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We should point out that if ve disregard losses, the refractive stream is

equal to the incident -dtream, and therefore = , or dividing both streams by

the common quantities - the area a and the angle -e get

B cos i sin i di = B' cos i' sin il dil'.

Dividing by Eq. (18) ve get B *0

This law can be applied to any refracting surface; hence it cante said that

all the way along the beami of light the ratio of the brititness B to the square of

the refractiveindex is constant and equal to the brightness B of the besm in air.

If the variation in the refractive index occurs smoothly and not by Jumps,

the proven relationship is still valid, since a continuous variation in tantamount

to a large number of very small Jumps in the index.

Now let us assume that a square area 0 CFig. 691, the length of the sides

of which is 1, is projected by an optical system in the form of the area 1' . Let

us also assume that the area obeys the Lambert law, that the entrance pupil pp

is circular with its center at the axis, and that its radius can be seen frcm the

area 0 at an angle u. The solid angle W which restricts the beam radiated by the

area 0 is equal to W sin u. The flux passing throug the optical system is

0 = WB'1 sing'"

where B is the brightness of the area 0. After refraction throug the system the

f lux may be vritten down in the form

4= ,B'I" sins u',

so that
BE sin2 u - B'I" sin' u'.

(20

Dividing Eq. (20) by (19) we get

n'1' sin' u -= n"L" sing '

or nlsinU=n'l'sin a'

(21)

This is indeed the Tagrange-Helmholz law.
A
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Fig. 69. Proof of the Lagrange-Helmholz law.
A.

On account of the fundamental importance of the Lagrange-HelmhoA law, we

viII prove it in another way on the basis of completely different (undular)

Irinciples.

Second Proof of IAgrmnge-HebnhoA Law
A

This proof follows from the well-knowv Fermat principle. The optical path

between two points A and A' (Fig. 70) located in different media with refractive

Indices n, n , and n., respectively, is determined by the equation

(AA') = n,AB,+ +.BC-± nCA.

Se Fermnt principle implies that the optical paths for the two rays

ABCA' and. AB C A' emerging from the point A and converging at point A' are equal.

This follow, incidently , from the Huygens wave theory as well.

Fig. 70. Formulation of Fermat principle.

Let us now go on to prove the Iagrange-Helmho law. Let 0 be a point,

be image 0' of which is stigtic, i.e., all the rays proceding from point 0

intersect at point 0' (Fig. 71). let us see under which conditions point 0

infinitely close to point 0 in the direction perpendicular to the axis is represented

stigmtically at point 0'. Let us draw the ray AOB through 0 so that it forms angle
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u vith the axis. After refracton the ray proceeds in the direction B'0'A' and forms

an angle u' vith the 4xis. Let us drav the ray AO C through point 0 1 so that it

forms At# angle u + du vith the axis, hardly different from u. This ray after

refraction moves in the direction C'O'A', forming with the axis the angle u' + du',

hardly different from u'/ According to the Fermat theorem, the optical paths are

Fig. 71 Proof of the Lagrange-Helmholtz law.

equal to each other, from which we get

(ACCA,) = (ABB'A'),

.AoG + (010.) + n ii0 AO+ (00') + nO.4Q ,

from *ich r" (AO, -AO) + [(Oo;) - (0,')j + .' (0A' -O'A') = 0.

(22) (22)

Taking point A as the center, let us describe a circumference with radius AO inter-

secting the ray AC at point H. On account of the smallness of the angle du, we

can replace the arc of circumference by the line OH. We then get from the triangle

OHO O---- OO, sin u = sin u,

or

AO-- AO = 10,= ISinSa.
Similarly, we get for 0' and 0'

A'O'-- A'OI =1' sin a'.

Substituting into Eq. (22) we get

n'I' sin a' - nI sin u - (0pOl) - (00').
FTD-TT- 62-175/1+2
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Since 0' is the image 01,, ard 0' is the iznge of 01, the optical paths (00') and

need not be functions of u. In the partial case, in vhich u - 0, the angle

u' -- '0 and. the left-hand side of the equation is equal to zero, Ihile the right-

hand side, thich is costant,, shouXd also be equal to zero. This gives us the

Iaexange-Helmholu la&

nW'l sin u' = nI sin a.

FTD-TT-62-175/1+2
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